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PREFACE
The widespread inrroductioa of micro-

computers in business and in the home
seems to have divided dlc: world into rwo
camps. Those who 'know' about computers and those who don't.
Our ancestors had it easier. When the
internal combustion engine was invented
itS method of working could easily be
extrapolated from experience of steam
engines. The other cechnological advances
wm similatly physical - even electricity
~ easily understood as a physical process.
Compucers don't provide this sort of intcl·
lc:ctual luxury.
Instead of moving pieces of machinery
back and forth they manipulate data or
pieces of information. Using this infonnation they can perform calculations. And
I.hey do it· all invisibly.

However, it would be a mistake ro think
that to use computers efficiently you have
to become a computer aficionado.
The principle behind this book is tbat
how computers work is not crucial - bow

to gain a useful .OOC..tanding of what they
are capable of achieving is.

COMPUTERS AS
CONSUMER ITEMS
When the motor car was first invented it
was a very finicky device - prone to
breaking dowo at the slightest <xcuse. It
required much money to purchase, much
technical know-bow and creativity on the
pan of the owner to keep it ticking over,
and not a little courage ro actually drive
along inadequate roads dominated by
unpredictable livestock.
The first motorists were definitely a
breed apan - too much money and roo
little sense. But, bit by bit (no pun
intended) motoring became a much more
popular activity, as the machines broke
down less often and less cash was needed
to purchase them.
Titc same process is happening with
computers. Ten years ago the word 'com7

puccr' would hn.vc caused the average
person to unmcdiately visualise a lot of
people m white coatS and nationaJ health
spectacles tending a gigantic p)cce
machinery.
Nowadays most of us arc more likely to
tlunk of a child monopolising the domestic
TV to do banie with a hoard of space
invaders - the nuaocomputer lw almost
mched the Model T Ford stage.
Today's motorists would never dream of
taking a course in mechanics before buying
a car. ln reality there is no longer a need
to do the equivaJent with a computer but
you do have to know how to drive one.
Like car knowledge, computer knowledge can be broken into several categories
Ar the top of the scale is the basic working
knowledge and tcmrinology. These arc the
terms and concepts you'll need to under-

or

stand how to actu.ally make good use of a
computer and to relate ro people who arc
conversant with computers.
The next level is slightly more technical
- more the nulS and bolts stuff which can,
ocverthelcss, be quite useful
The third (bottom) level is really
divqrced from everyday computer use.
n- components and procesS<S should
remam totally invisible to anyone using a
computer. But if you really have the need
to know, they're there.
If you're not convinced, read on.
At the very ~ttom of the concept of the
car (the mauve fon::c) is the science of
thermal physics - can, after all, are driven
by the upans1on of ignited gases. The
av_eragc driver doesn't need to know a
thing about thcrmo-dynam.ics co buy
drive, or even fo: a car. He/she may find

the sub;ect interesting and _it ?JBY help a

lot in understanding the ponaplcs of car
operation, but it's not necessary to know
the c:xact terms or procxsses.
At me very bottom of the concept of the
computer (the motive force)~ the sc~ce
of electronics. The computer is physically
driven by electronic circuits. The average
oompurer user may not need to know
much about electronics to buy, operate, or
even fix a computer. He/she may find
subicci interesting and it may help a !Qt m
undcrstallding the principles of computer
operation, but it's not necessary to know
tht: exact terms or proccssc:s.
The next level up is the compon~t lcvel
- a car is put together by applymg the
sciences of lhe.nnal dynamics and n,totorengineenng (plus a lot of o~r SClCOC:CS
like aerodynamics, crgonotTUCS, plastics
10

and soldcnng). To fix a car you have to
know how it has been put together and
bow all the components function. lf you

own a car, however, you are almost ccrtaU1
to delegate this specialist activity to a professional motor mechanic while you content yourself with the chores of cleaning
the windscreen, topping up the oil and
water and being careful not to crash it.
You don't have to know how a car fits
together or how to fix it to own and
operate one.
With a computer, the next level up is
also the component level - a computer IS
pm together by applying the sciences of
electronics and software cngineenng (plus
a lot of other sciences like sryling,
ergonomics, plastics and soldering). Tofu:
a computer you have to know how it's
been put together and how all the comt»"
II

ocms function. lf you own a computer,
however, you m almost certain to delegate this specialist activicy to a professi~
computc:r maintenance cagincer, while
you content yourself with lhe chores of
cl<aning the screen, protecting the sto~
media and being careful not to aasb tL
You don't have to know how a computer
fits together or how to fix it ro own and
operate one. And you don't have .ro.
how to program - dlllt is a specialist job
for the professional software wricc:r.
The top level is understanding a car, and
the most important, involve lhe terms,
concepts and sl<ills ..Jared 10 owning and
driving one. A good, confident and wclltraincd driver and a well-matched car (one
that has enough space for storage, has
enough power for the job you intend. it to
do and is priced to suit your needs) lS the

kn?w

cod rcsulL 1bc car industry and its customcn realised this truth long ago and 99
per cent of cars arc designed with this
imperative in mind. The best thing of all
is dlllt tbcrmo-physicistS, car dosignm,
motor engineers and mechanics are almost
ccnainly ro be as s!lltistically good or bad
at driving a car as the average man in the
seat

The top level in understanding a computer, and the most important, are the
terms, concepts and skills related to
owning and operating one. A good,
confident and well-trained user and a
well-matched computer (one that has
enough space for your storage, bas enough
power to do the job you intend to use it
for and is priced to suit your needs) should
be che end result. 1be computer industry
and its customen still haven't quite
13
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realised tlus basic [act and the ma)Ority or
computer producu arc not yet designed
with t1us l.Dlperauve Ul nund, but ~y arc
getting there. The best dung or all IS that
the electronics engineer, the banlwi_u-c
designer, the software wrir.cr and ';he mamtenance engineer arc almost ccrtamly to_ be
as statistically good or bad at ~ally USU1g
a computer as the average man m the scat.

INTRODUCTION
Because a computer is a machine of sons
we usually try to understand its processes
i.o a machine-type way. Ifs common to
bw people mllong or the cumputcr doing
this or performing that
The whole subJCCt might be easier if we
could just forgcl abou1 the computer for a
moment, for it 1s really JUSl a vehicle for
a system called Boolean logic and i(s the
application of this logic which really con-

cerns us.
Boolean logic simply says that everything
can be dctcnnmed ultimately as a series of
yes/no decisions, 1.e.1fthis (yes) then tha~
if not this (no) then something else. lt
simply breaks logic down to its bare bones.
We could use this system ourselves for
doing mental calculations. As a useful
exc.rcise, clunk of the number of yes/no
dcasions you need to perform ro open a
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door. You advance «>ward !be door. First
yoo baV< 10 deodc wbetbcr !be door
lw1dle ,. 00 !be ngb1 of !be door or !be
ldi, ifii's 00 !be left, how lugb is IV Which
way do yoo tum 1v Does !be door open

mward or outward?
In fact ,...,. acrually skipping o=
oo..ns of yes/oo dccislonS m llus c=oac.
If~.. had oo pnor kOOW<dF of doors our
yo/ no dccislonS miBl1t number lhou-

~ we do wan< to go through a door

... do all llus c.akulating wilhout being
awar< of •L lnnead of coruaously making
a pganbC sucam of ycs/oo decisiom, we

take short cuts of our own devising. lf we
had 10 perform !be ...,.. of yo/ no op<nbODS oeccuary for a compultr we ~
be sW1ding oumidc !be door all day while
we made: up our minds.
16
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The key to underscanding t:omputen lies
m grasping the first few concepts. Once
you ha\•c chesc, the rest of the subject and
all its terms will fall narurally into place.
How to u.ae this book:
This book bas been written to serve as
both a quick refeience gWde to computer
terms and as an introduction to the ropic
in general Because computing is such an
alien topic1 a mountain of jargon has built

up to dcftne its. processes and concepts.
Much of this jargon, however u necessary.
People who deal with computers have,
after all, to have labels for what they're
dolng. But inevitably jargon also serves to
mystify and make ics ~ub;ecr matter privy
only to those who understand the magic
word&

As

most

on others the Slructure of this book supportS lVr'O typeS of cnoy. we have called
the fint the keyword category. The
keywords run the length of the book and
can be distinguished by this •ymbol: CJ
These dcfi.nitions are detailed and take
nothing for granted. They run in o logical
order, introducing and explammg each
contingcnl principle in a seria1 fashion. If
you know linJe about computing read the
keywords first - starung with Applica~
tiou and finishing with VolatiJe. The

keywords are lagged to tefetence words
and other keywordsJ I.hough C\'CC}' ancmpt
has been mode ro moke the keywords •tand
as a self-contained introduction to computing. You only have to refer to other
words if you're particularly interested.
Most of the book is made up of shorter
definitions called reference wards and

computer terms are contingent
19
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lhesc make up the second type of cnuy.
These definitions arc for instant reference
and liberally cross-refer to contingent concepts in the kcJ"'"Ord section or associated
terms in the other reference words.
Each entry falls into one of the rwo levels
described above.
The entire keyword secoon oarurally
falls into the top 'drivers' level of
deftrutioru, as do most of the reference
words. Driver level words arc tagged

puting equivalent of thermo-physics.
Tiicsc words ~ chcrc for the adventurous
or the scrabble enthusiasts - you never
know when you might need one. They're
tagg<d with • .

with • .

Many reference words arc more at home
m the compo~t lel--cl and will, most of
lhe cunc, be of little importance to the
average user, though they may rear their
ugly beads at the wrong moment and need
to be rcfcrcnad. They arc tagged with • .
The last category is the suictly background nurs and bolts terms - the corn20
21

A
• Abort When gremlins cause cbe Of>e'OJor
to prematurely tmmNUt the l!UCUlicn of
a program. When you abort ic's usually
because some son of error has made fur-

cber progress unpossibie on cbe prognm.
A successful abort will at least save the
The worst scenario is a crash.
• Accaa To 'access a disk' refcn to the
compmer su~fully finding and
loading or wrinng a piece of dara to or
trom cbe rrorogt !>''""'- The effioency of
tlus operation is often termed access rime.
• Accas time The time it takes for a
computer dnJrcl to transfer information
from its stortllft .o'lttm ro the computer's
fil~.

screen

or mmwry.

• Acoustic coupler A devia which acts
as a rcvcnc telephone handset, enabling
dma m be sent or received over the teJe.
22
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,,,;al data
phone- The cmnputct, con::,h can be
l.DlO audio ~tnputd' at lhe

llltcrpm<d

by a
· c<>Upler IS an
end. NI ~ , 07111111,m.:aunportant compoocn

t«:ClVlllg

Ill"""'°"'

~--• ,_., stoJ«I
• ~ .,_,., .,_ addI<S5 '°its value
must be located by~ Moot mlCl'Ocan be round "hen
of ~ 64
comfn'U" arc capable
..,...

loJol!>'l4

•

The

cmnmoo

;.t

24

640

Addtca bus in the ~ coll')'
"""""" mcnuoacd
f 16 lincS - 16
r<qWi<s an ~= over 65 tboUoo-off condi.tiOOS bmatioOS. Just to add
sand diffcttnt rom
\ 024 ">"" due
confusion, one kilobYU ~ties of binmY
to the spcoal c~ you add a nought
numbcrillg. E~•- number doubles e.g.
bit to bUIMl' one u~

I, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, 1024,
2048, 4096 ..... and so on. By the time

you 'vc rc>thcd 64 lillobytcs that 24 byte
remrundcr at one kilobyte has multiplied
itself to abom 1.5 thousand. Take note
of the numbcn above - thcy11 l<ecp

•~

1pace A range of space you
can addrrss or use in a computer clup.
e Add.reuablc memory TilC amount of
mmrory that you can acrually 'get at'
when programming a computer.
e All singll>g, all dancing A ex>mputer
mark.enng tcnn of doubtful precision.

Oflcn used to descnbe a markcang
approach of which the speaker or wrircr
doesn't approve, probably because he/she
suspects the product itself wiJJ find it
difficult to match up to ns claims.
.& Alpba~numcric A cJraraau stt which
25

Ulclud<s both numerals and _alphabetical
cJiaracim. An alpba-numenc kl:)lioard.
for instance, could be expected to be a

.~:;1 t:.:.y

ways, anaiog. is the
opposite of digital. An analog ""1iu rei>-

~ts a value in a physical wa~. A. ~
momctcr is a good example - ll simp Y
indicates a value for tcmperaruce by
pushing fluid up a glass tube. lt's up to
the viewer to determine what ~ tcm~
arure is by determining the nse ~t
the marks on the glass. A digital de"1c<
determines an absaact for the value and
expresses it in numeric form. D1gual
dcvlCCS, try the way, can be less ~te
than analog ones simply
the digital device eventually bas to arb1rrnrilY
senlc on a decimal fraction to avoid some
gigantic fractionaliscd number·

bee•""'
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A Analog to digital converter A device
which converts antJJog information into
digiul/ form.
e And A conditional term in the BASIC
computtt programming /angua/:e. It can
be used, for example when you want to
rest for the existence of two conditions
and have the: computer take a certain
action when they occur. [n the statemcnr.
IF X - 20 and Y - 3 THEN PRINT
'You've got it'
the computer wou1d only print the words
'You've got it' if, and only if, the value
of wriable X wa:; equal to 20 and the
value of variable Y was equal to three.
• Apple Tiie US-based microcompu.rer
company which pioneered the concept of
a low-priced personal compiaer with the
introduction of the Apple JI in 1977.
27

~~ur ~ way a compuccr worked

What made the Apple 11 a real success
was its own popularity. 11Us is not a
truism, for the ll crearcd the fust com-

mercially viable market for pet>0oal

computer applications wfttuar<. So maoy

programs have been developed for USC on
years that the original
archiltcturt lives on scvcrnl of Apple's
latest productS. Apple, however, bas not
been content ro rest on the laurels of the
Apple U. J\ltbougb the arrival of the
Apple llI was a disappoinoncnt, the Lisa,
launched in 1983 saw Apple again in the
forefront of the micro industry. 1be Lisa
used 32-bil m~ technology,
not to particularly increase the poWer of
the programs but to make the srandatd
applications much easier to use for the
new breed of computer user who did not
occcssarilY want to spend weeks teaming

the 11 over the

28

d:Uriendltntss was the keynote. Apple call~

s new approach to the user b"•-"
Lisa Technology.
e APPLICATION This ~ a good lace
to ~tart our 'keyword' definitions. lmpunng makes use of two elements The
hard~ is obviously the compuce'r and
ns ~tcd components (a printer or a

·-·,ace

Cl

~ for ~an~tly storing data).

sojmxin is-the tntangible pan but in
a way the most irnportanL Software is the:
programs or sets of instructions which
make the com~tcr operate specific rasks.
Some software is designed to assist programmm or provide a system for the

; ,:;: :.

computer to interact with its display

=~

Sltml/Jt· This is called

For users, r.he operation of this software
29

should be invisible. TilC other sort of
software is applications software, which
geai the compurer to apply itself to a
specific set of casks useful to humans. A
good applications program can be used
with Linle 1o:chrucal knowledge. Ii has
been designed IO be used by the computer
operator or user and will do a specific set
of lllSks; such as allowing the mny of
account information to generate totals,
balances and reports..
Application software is more or less the
opposite of system software which the
instruction system programmers use to
gcncnuc the useful programs. We can
think of computer software as a series of
levels. 'Each level interprets between the
level above and the: levd below. The basis
is machine logic - the ones and noughts
which provide the yeses and nos: the nuts

and bole; of Boolean logic (se< inlroductum). People, however, are no< very good
at incerprcting and manipulating a great
series of ycses and DOS and this is where
the software starts to come in. The software takes a pancrn of ycses and DOS to
perform a special fanaion. Let's say it is
a function to take rwo numbers and add
them rogethet. It's much easier for the
programmer if this son of ycs/ oo pattern
can be stored by the computer and called
up when needed. The alternative is for
the programmer ro enter the yes/no logic
every time he or she wants to add two
numbers in a program.
So the first layer of software is a language which imerprets between the computer and the programmer. The
programmer's task is to insert the next
level. Using the programming language,

30
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be/ she crcarcs the applications program
which is then inserted between the user
and the OOlnpurcr. The application pro-

gram is a piece of software to run an
accounting system or a fl.JOrd.-~
system, for instance. Go to BASJC'CI
• Archiu:cture This deocribci the physical and conccprual interconnections
between the various components in a
computer.
• Archiv~ A collection of daJa which
bas become unneccessary for the dayro-day running of a computer .system, but
which IS retained on disk or rapt to be
rcfcrnd to if necessary. Examples might
include accounts or letters sent

structure for storing dara
a program. In the BASIC computer language space must be reserved in
a program for the insenion of data. The

.&. A.nay A

within

32

SOFIWARE LAYERS
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data can be thought of'l23456789'. Each
clemcm m lhe array can be talln out and

ademificd accord.mg to us position. Arrays
can also be two-dimensional, where each
item of data in the array occupies a both
a column and a row - like a game of
noughrs l\Ild crosses,

x x

0 0 x
x0 0
0 x x

0
0
ARRAY

34

0

xx
x0

or even tbrec-dimensionaJ games where
data occupies three relative positions
(think of a rubik's cube).
• Artifacial intdligcnce the ability
(hotly debated) of a machine to think,
reason or learn. Artificial intelligence is

the ultimate goal of computer science.
The Japanese in particular arc investing
heavily in the so-<alled fifth generation
of compmers which will combine high.speed proauilig with sofivxzrt! which
makes use of inference and analysis as
well as hanl logic.
• Ascender the portion on a charaan
like k,d,h or b which sticks up above the
body of the character.
e ASCD stands for American Standard
C.ode for lnfonnation interchange and is
the standard way of representing characters m binary nwnbers - crucial when

35

computers of diffcrcm makes communicaJe•

.t. Assembler A programming

language

which generates machW code i~
tibns.
e Asynchronous A method of communicaziot1 between rwo computer detlicn
that doesn't require them to have the
same timing signaJs. As long as the infor-

mation

between

two

asynchronous

devices is being sent back and fonb at a
pre-determined rate, the clock speed or
timing of each individual device is rntcYanL

•Attribute This usually refers to a code
which dcliocates a ccnain junction. for the
following item or items of dma. For
instanct a screen atuibure may refer ro a
code inserted in the: middle of a f1ri1w of
text characcers which cbang.:s the colour

of all the characters following it as the
program puis the c:baractCI'.! on the

screen.

• Au~answer This is a term nonnally
associated with telephone-based computer communications deoias calll!d
modems. It means simply that a modem
with this facility (auto-answer), when
booked up to a computer, can answer the
phone. This is particularly important

when developing any form of publuaccen database as you ~ the ability
for people to ~ their computers to dial
another computer and expect chc
!'eCCiving computer to answer.
.
e Auto-dial The ability of a hardwittti
"10dDn ro automatically dial a number.
e Auto-ropeat A fcarun: usually associated with computer keyboards. It means
simply that when you bold down a key,

36
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the charaa.er associated wich that key will
continue to be sent to the screen. One of
the most common uses of auto-repeat is
in computer games, where you CllD con-

tinuously 'fin:' at something by holding

down the spare bar or emer key.
" Azcny European-style keyboard
where the letten att arranged azerty on
the top left of the board as opposed to
lhc standard English qwerty.

B

e Babbage The last name of Charles
Babbage, a computing pioneer. This English inventor and mathematician (born
1792
died 1871) IS commonly
recogruscd as haviog developed the
world's first general-purpose computer the analytical engine. But like many computers 10 this ccncury, the machine had a
brilliant specification, looked good on
paper, but no fully working modeJs of the
thing were ever builL lt was ro have been
a steam-driven devic.c programmed by
means of pu11ched cards, but barely got
off the drawing boards before old age and
lack of finances took their toll on Mr

•B~=~P Something wbicb duplicates
the ftmaim1 of an active component and
is kept on scandby in case of disaster. It
39
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is abo common to talk of 'back.mg up•
dulu or ftia 1.c. duplicaung them, in case
they m dcstroy<d or umupud.
• llanlt owitdllag The process of
changing from using one act or bank of
computer mmuny chips to another. In
many computer .rysrmu., memory IS not
'mopped ou( as one IMl!< chunk, but
~th<r as sccaons of 16 kilobytes, 32 kilc>bytes and .. on. This IDC3IIS that these
different 'banks' in an overall memory
sytcm can be set up so that they each
bold completely independent sets of data.
The action of movmg from using one
bank to anothtt '5 known as bank-

sw1tclung.
Bar chart A form of information presentation commonly used on computers
that involves employing horizontal or

.6.

vcrucal ban of dilTenng bcigltts and

40
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widths lO reprcse:nt ccrtai.n values.
• Bar code A line of ban and spo=
wruch is read by an op<ieal scann<r. Often
used m stock control where goods arc
labcUed by a small bar code sticker or tbc
code ~ printed on tbc pocbging.
• Bar srapb A giaphic rqxesent1oon of
figum that US<$ solid ban of varymg
lengths and widths for purposes of comparison.
e BASIC (Beginner's All pwpooc Symbolic Instruction c.ode). This is • htgb
lcvcl ~ progrrmrnWw ~
BASIC is tbc most widely used
programing language b<ause i(s easy to
learn so it can be used after a little pnoctice by the average computer user to gmmue simple programs.
/u, its name SuggcstS, it is also usually
prony limiting, espocially if tbc progr2Jt\
41

is a long one. A high level language like
BASIC attempts lo turn the computer's
instructions inlO English-like cqmmands..
do ~ it takes a whole list of yes/no
mstrucnons and runs them together.
Some languages campile the code before
the program is run but an interpretive
language lil<e BASIC l=ps the ttanslation at hand in the computer as it goes
along. The computer examines the
English-like inmuawn and then goes off
and pcrfonns the series of yes/no functions designated to that BASIC command.
Then ii comes back for the next command and so on. Obviously there is a limit
to the number of commands BASIC can
contain, so to the computer the language
appears rather clumsy. Also, because it
has to switch its auencion between the
interpreter and the program and daJa.

!o

BASIC rends to be slower than others
langu~ when ir's used to generate a
program.

A compiled language, on the other han~
does the interpreting - from Englisb-lil<e
commands to instructions the compucer
can understand, just once. The compiled
version of the program is then run on the
computer directly. Go to binary &I
A Batch A term often used in relation to
large mainframe computen. A batch is a
collection of related daJa which is processed in one go.
• Baud Relates to the speed of a dalll

transmission. Essentially n means the
number of bits which can be sent per
second Common baud rates include 751
300 and 1200 baud.
• BBC Micro An eight-biz 6502-balied
home computer developed by the British

42
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Broadcasting Corporabon m COnJuncbOO

tion po<i<agt, m other words, the difference between •tailor madt' and 'off the

with Arom Computer> of Cambndgc,
England. The BBC Micro comes 51lllldard with a variety of expansion rnuifa=
Ulcluding plug-ins for disk dmla, pruum,
a ~a:md procmorJ a t.tkuxt adaptor and
a number of maclun<-<ontrol dnlias. The
machine was used extensively as the
'bcochtest' macluoc for tw0 series of
computer prognms filmed by the BBC
to the early 1980s and subsc'lucntly

peg'.
• Bid.iftctiooal A computer pnnur lS
often c.apable of pnnting alternately from
left to right and riglll to lei\, saving the
pnnting mccharusm from rctumlllg to the
left-hand margm on every lmc and so
•pccding the pnnung umc.
• BINARY The computer's method of
sronng and marupulating numbers and
cJraraans.. Our nonnaJ numbcnng uses

became a standard macro for schools in
the UK as well as a popular home micro.
e Belli and wb.isda 'Trendy', innovative fcarures claimed for a Jumhvart or
wftaxm product, usually by its
producer's adverusmg agency.
e Bapol<c IOftwar< This will have been
designed and wntten for a specific applic.adon as opposed to a standard applica-

Cl

base ten,

in

other words we count to nine

thco add a one (dchncaong one group of
ten) and a noughL Thc:rcforc, 11 1s one
group of ten plus one. Binary uses base
two and each bmary number 1s known as

abit. Gotobu l3

e

BIOS Stlndsfur Basic lnput/Ourput

System and used m the CPIM busrnm
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operating syszem for managmg serial
devlUS such as the keyboard, scrttn and

some prouen.

CJ •

Bit A compurer can understand only

rwo cood..itJuns - on or off. This c:in Ix:
funher developed to meuu yes or no or
one or nought., so to use nwnbe.n n
counts in base two or bu1a1J'· You coum
nought then one then ten (one group of
two plus nought), then 11 (one group of
two plus one, which makes three), then
100 (one group of four, no group of two
and no group of one) and so on. To make

tJungs manageable a compurcr usually
deals with eight-bit numbers - numbers
which consist of eight oocs and noughts.
Go to bus CJ
• Block A fixed length of spoce for the
SlllrDgl! of dma on magnetic media. Data
is dw1ded mm blocks so that it can be
46

manipulated easily and flexibly on to the
storage system.
Block move A tenn usually associated

.&

with word-processrng on a computer. A
block move is the action of 'moving' a
block of cm-scrwi lCXt from one place to
another. Ths is commonly accomplished
by placing some form of 'marker' at the
beginning and end of the text you want
to move, pos1tmning the on-screen cursor
where you wanr the text ro be moved co
and then hitting a button to execuu the
move.
• Bold Also known as emboldened and
commonly used to describe a darker and
deeper typeface facility used to highlight
certain character; words or phrases on a
computer

screen or priluer.

• Boolean logic The basis of computer
system where fimaitms and daca arc rep-

resented as a scnes of yc3/no, one/
nought, combinations. See introduction.
e Boot Nothing violent - just the act of
loadi11g the ope:rating l)'stem into the computer as a prelude m loacllng the applicauons program and then the ftk or files.
e Bootstrap Rather like a starter motor
ro get the system going. How do you load
a Disk Ope"ui"ll Syrtm1 (DOS) off a disk
without a DOS controlling the action?
The bootstrap is kept io ROM aod is
capable of loading just enough of the
Operating System to enable it to carry on
and load itself.
e bps Stands for bils per second.
• Bubble memory A clever, but thus far
expensive, method of rwring daia. Magnetic bubbles arc created in a tiny sliver
of material. By applying just the right sort
of magnetic fields the 'bubbles' can be

made to 'circulate' and the polaricy of the
bubbles can be read io a renal fashion.
Bubble mt:mory IS very reliable, compact
and mm-tlOlatilt.
• Buffer A segment of memory where
dma is held temporarily before it's transferred somewhere else. There is often a
buffer for the keyboard ro store keystrokes if the computer can't keep up
while it's perfonning some complicated
task. PrillleT'f are sometimes buffered so
the computer can quickly send down the
text to be printed and chen get on with
another task while the buffer fetds the
printer the charaa.m as it needs them.
e Bulletin board A comput.eriscd version of CB ractio. A computer bulletin
board uses the communicationr facilities
of the microcomputer in conjunction with
the ordinary phone system to let corn-
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putcr usen 'talk' to each other and

exchange information and messages by
phonmg a ceottal computer on which the
messages and infonnaaon can be: left.
e

Bundled The increasingly popular
habit of computer manufacrurcn to
'throw m' free software on the sale of a
macht111. BundJed software usually
includes an opmz.ri11g .rystmi, a wordproasst"lf
program and perhaps
sprnulshw, acrounung or database pack-

ages.

CJ •

BUS These eight-Im number.; arc dealt
with by the computer in paralkl. Instead
of having to cxanune each nought and
one in a uqumzud fashion they are sent
around the computer in ranks of eight
(some computers deal with 16 bits at a
time or even 32 bits) over what's known
as a bus. 'The bus is simply like an eight-
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cations to which the computer is puL lo
t~ if a computer is bought to
perform a specific set of tasks in a business - run a sales ledger, for instance,
then ic's a business computer. If it has
been bought either by or for the use of a

gene.raJ

lane motorway and is usually etched on
the primed cirr:w board {pcb). Its job is
to deliver the information to the various

componenni in the computet: Go to
lryre l3
• Business opttating system An operating sy""'1 especially designed to run
software appropriate for business applicalions. Popular business operating systems
include CPIM and MS DOS.
Business system A mkrocompUler
.rystem which is sold and supporwi as a
syst:ml to be used in a business environment - to do accounting, stock conttol
word-protessing and so on. Tbe business
system contrascs with chc perwnaJ annpUll!T which is designed to assist an individua1 usu. In terms of the actual hardware there is often no difference between
the two. It's more a question oftbeappli-

•
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particular
individual
within
an
organisation, then ir's a personal com-

pucer.

13 • BYl"E The e1glu-bit numbers are called
bytes. Each byte represents a combination of on/ off conditions or as explained
in I.be bi11ary and bit entries, ones and
noughts. Thus eight on/ off conditions
can represent 255 combinations. Count
these numbcn> up in binary and you'll sec
how it works. Nought in binary equals
nought in decimal and I - I, but 10 2. 11 = 3, 100 ""' 4, 101 - s. 110 - 6,
111 = 7, 1000 - 8 1 ... 10000 = 16,
53

... 100000 - 32, ... 1000000 - 64,
... 10000000 = 128, ... t t It II I I - 255. If
we'd added another bit to make
t 00000000 we would have got 256. This
is because 255 in binary is rather like 999
in decimal, ies the last number available
before you have to increase the number's
length.
So a byte can be expressed in 255 ways
(256 if we count 00000000). Each of
these expressions is known as a characler.
Gotocasserze 13
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• Cable Sheathed witt linkag<, usually
with plugs at either end, and which carry
power from the mains supply or send
infonnation bctweeo devices.
& CAD (Computer Aided Design) A type
of applicamm wjrwart used by engine=,

architects and graphic designers. Fcarurcs
can include three dimensional graphics.
command which brings (calls)

6. Call A

a separately located series of i11.struaions
into operation during the atCUtii>11 of a
program. The proces.s often involves UK
swri1rg of the address of the point of execution when the call was made. After the
process resulting from the call bas been
completed the program resumes operation from the point at which it was called.
& CAM (Computer Aided Manufacnuing) This is often associated with CAD
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C

(Computer
AJded
Design)
as
CAD/ CAM. CAM is employed where a
computer syuan is used to control and
monitor an assembly-line production
process.
• Cambrid~ Ring A local arta nmuork
system developed at a wcU-knov.'11 uni\'Cmty, which uses cheap, common
twistcd-prur cabhs. A pod<et rww:J11ng
method lS used to uansfcr mfonnation
between tkvim around a closed ring
(each dcvooc IS du<ctly conncctcd to rwo
other devices). Fcarut<S mcludc a high
baud rate and the rec-civing machine
scndmg the pockets back to the sender as
an D7f1r ch«k.
t Capacitor An clecuoruc component
whtch acts as a son of dam: releasing
clcctrons when they m n<Cdcd and
stonng them up when they aren't.
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• Card Thi3 is fast becoming a fossil. The
punched card was a means of storing dw-

ital informauon usmg rows and columns
of holes. Card is more likely to refer,
these days, to an additional pritutd circuil
board and associated components which
can be mscned into a mrcrocompUkr to
provde atra hardwart fearu:rcs, i..c. more
mcnory, hwh rt10lunon graphics etc.
• Cardboz program An appllcmum
program which replicates the actJYity
associated with maintaining and usmg a
sunple card-file ryttmt. These programs
usually eoable the tnlllingof shon rtamls
with about six folds to each itmrd. The
csscncc of the programs IS sunpliaty, and
they are mdecd cuy to use - but rather
limited m fimawn.
• Carriag< The roller assembly which
holds and moves the paper on a cypc-
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melhod of mass su:mJCt far low"'(X)St

for use with a dipal one and this
often causes problems.
1bc computer has to produce and mterpret an audible modulaltd carrier wave
through a special 1nurfaa so that it can
saw and then load programs and data.
Obviously, thcre 1s no computerconuoUed fik handling - if you save
sometlung on casscnc you ~ ba\'c to
note where on the tape 1t resides, manually wtnd cbe tape to cbe ngh1 spot and
then ancmpt to load the program. 1llc:
method IS usually fraught with problems
- tt 'soften ncc:cssary to fiddle about with
volume and tone conuols on the recorder
to get the computer to accept the data.
Loadmg and saving umcs arc also rclauvely slow.
There arc a number of S)'SlmU which
attempt to prov~c the cost benefits of

micros. As with the lV, however, it's
been oeccssary to coo vert an anaJog
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dftn,ce

writer, or someumes on a pnnter. On a
computer pnnter the equivalent mechanism IS known as a plaun though tJus has
001 stopped cbe word 'carnage' ettepUJg
mto computer parlance as Carnage
Return (the key on an decuic or dectronic typcwnlcr wluch sends cbe carriage
back to its stanng position for the next
line). On a computer keyboard cbe &turn
key IS usually used ID mark a pangrapb
end or cbe end point of a typed command.
Whe:n the computer has its Return key
depressed it usually rushes off to see if it
can tueUlt whatever command preccdcd
ll

Cl •

CASSE'ITE The domestic cassette
recorder has proved a very popular
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tape with some of the facilities of a conventiooal disk system. Tbc.rc arc scveraJ
digital microcassctte systems available,
plus Sinclair RtSi!arch's endless loop
microdrive.
Digital cassene systems arc also used as
stTeamer back-up for fi:ud disk iyumu cbese arc efficient, dedicaud devices and
usually expensive.
The advantage of the analog cassette
tape is its srandardisation, OOth for
recorden and cassettes, aod for its cheapness. The method will probably re.main
popular for some time yet. Go to char-

aaer Cl

• Catalog The list of jihs held on a
swrage deuia - usually a disk drive. To
obtain a caraJog, a simple rommand such
as catalog or directory is typed into the
computer.
60

e Cathode Ray Tube Sec CRT.
.;.. Cell The physical memory swrage area
for one unit of daul.
e Centring A rext fimnaninK ma<k where
each line is positioned so thal tlS rrudpoint is at the middle of the sere~ .
e Ccnlr'Onics The company which p10neercd and championed the use of par""""'
imeifacing.
A.allel
Chain
Wbcrc
items of data

arc linked

together and sign-posted in such a way
that the system knows ro jump from one
to the next in the set.
A. Channel A conceptual

path along
which information can be sent. lbe. term
channel is often applied co 1umJXJrki11g
!JSlt'm.S where the routing of data is an
important factor and cannot be rotally
discrete (it requires some degree of user
intervention and understanding to properly manipulate the system).
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capable of produc1J18. Charoctcr codes arc
also assigned to ccrtalll amor and cdmng

13 •

CHARACTER The 255 number>
available in a byt.t g:ivc more than enough
space to allocate a byte to each Jcncr of
the alphabet m upper and lower case>

each decimal number, and plenty of special symbols like ".:t !*%+? and so on.
All these can be displayed on the screen
and are known as ch:aractcn.. With all
these mcluded only half the available 255
numbers are used The other l28 arc usu·
ally used as thc computer's own spec.W
UlSauctions for the processor, to enable
it to perform calculataons and juna.wns.
Characters uc displayed on a computer
screen or on a prmur as a dOl manix
of eight rows by eight columns. Go to
defaull
• Cbaractu codn The numcnc value
the computer assigns to each Jcncr,
num~ and symbol the computer is

13
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junawns such as back-spacing, line feeds
and tabulaung. Upper and lower case
vcl'SJ.ons of the same letter have dtffercnt
char.lctcr codes.
• Cbaractu printtt A pnnur wluch
fonns one charaaer at a ume - just as
you or I would. Luu prinlm form cnurc
lines at once.
• Character rccogn.ition just as men
once dreamed of how 11 would be rucc to
fly, many now dream how mce it would
be if a computer could automaucally read
character1 from a pnnccd page and save
the bother of 1YP"'8 them all llL Sc'-cral
systems have been made to work, though
never fauh.les.\ly. Some systems cheat by
odcnufyuig pancms of
mk.
However, cllarnctcr recognition, like

"'"l"""'
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rnpra, LS getting bcner and will
probably be available at low cost.
• Cbancttt ... The dilfc=t c!raramn
able to be dJsplayed on the M:1tDI by a
computer or wrincn on paper by a primer.
Sometuncs further defined as the nanvt
charaaa stt: the one that comes with the
computer or pnnter.
• Cbancttt string A linear collection
of cJumuur bytn which can be understood by lhe computer as an enuty as well
as mdJvidU21 charactets. Oiancter srnng
marupulation plays an unportam pan
when a computer searches for words or
VO&Ct

fiks an a daltlbau.
• Checbum A matbemaucal operaoon
is pcrfonned on a block of dala and its
result (the checksum) IS associated wtth
that data and sent off ro a ~ unit.
When the infonnauon is read back into
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the computer 1t can perform the same
sum agam, cbcck. the new sum againsr the

old, and deccmunc whether the data has

nwntaJned ll> mugrily during the VOY118"·
As textual infonnauon is manipulated as
a senes of numbers u's pos.gblc ro apply
t1us son of mor chcding to document
as well as d>.._fiia.
• Chip 'The sliver of silu:on on which the
tmy crrtuus and transistors of the smuamduaor devra are etched. Otip can also
mean the en= device, including its
plastic case and pms with which 1t connects tO the pnnt<d circuu board.
• Cin:uit The path taken by an clccoic
cun<nL

• Circuit diagram A conccptU21 diagram of clcctroruc components and the

rc.lauonship between thcm. Uses a special
set of symbols to s.implify otherwise complicated arrangements.
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•

Clock The clock gcncratca the
computer's pulsa and accurately records
their number so the system can coordinate the activities of its various components.

•

Clock speed In the phrase 'clock
speed', clock is used merely as a determinate of whether a computer's on-board
clock is running 'quickly' or 'slowly'.
Machines with a slow clock speed arc
characterised by slow operation and slow

execution of programs.
e CMOS (Complimcnwy Metal Oxide
Silicon). CMOS memory and processors
have the advantage of having an uJtta-low
pov..'CC requiremcnL 'This means a CMOS
.synmr can be easily run from small batteries and beat dissipation JS not a
problem. An ideal combination for Jap66

h<ld pqrrab/< computers.
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A Cou:ial Usually refers to a cypc of
cable where an mncr WU'C ts sheathed by
msulauvc matcnal upon wtuch an outer
braided rubc of WU'C IS meshed. llus "-"U'C
lS funhcr enclosed by a tube of insulative
matenal. Coaxial cable is commonly seen
connecting video equipment.
4 COBOL (COmmon Busmcss Oncntcd
Languago) A nigh level (easy to learn)
programtmllK lan.guagt, mostly used in
commerce and mdusll)'.
4 Code A llSl of prognzm mstrucnons. Can
also be acnve - purung a program idea
uuo a workable form 111 the computer is
(0

code

IL

• Cold start After a computer has run
mto severe difficulncs and has lost all its
mtmory, including the opncu1n.g symm,
you have to Stan from scratch and load
u all back up agam.

• Command As it sounds - a S<qUCnCC
of charoam usually entettd from the
keyboard that causes lhe computer to
undcrtakc a scnes of uurruaimu.
• Comma Sec communicanons.
• Communicate The verb form of c:otn·
munu:anons. To communicate usually
means to cransfer dtua bccween two computcn or computer dnnas.. The act of

commurucaung is known as communications.

e

Communicating word-processor
One able to send and receive text from
J.ocal or rmwu commumauum facilities..

• Communications c.&tch-all term for
the vancty of communications ccchnologtCS available to computc.n - ul&:xt,

vukou:c, flll!lllda:a. Also broadly coven
hardwar< - modems, stria! intnfacn,
ttlaat adaptors, plus iermmal wftwan.
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It bas become common for 'communications' to be abbreviated 10 'Comms'.
C.Omms cards, for instance, can be purchased for the IBM PC and will enable
the user to configure additional :serial
hardware for local and remot.e communi-

cations.
• CompUe A verb meaning IO cranslatc
a computer program in high level soutU
code. into machine instructions.
.t. Compiler A high level larllfUO/i< which
converts the English-like insrructions into
the computer's language prior to its nm-

njng,
rwe.

unlike BASIC which is imerpre-

• Computer animation Computers are
pa.rticuJarly adept at noring tbrccdimensional picture images and then displaying them from a variety of penpec.tives. These tceb.niques are becoming
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very popuJar in advertising or special
effect cinematography, for example, in
films such as 'Star Wars'.
• Computer graphics Where a computer is used to produce pictures instead
of words. Computer graphics are often
used to illustrate numnic data in bar
charts, hisrograms, pit. dums and so on.
High reso/Ulion l!Jllphics can also be generated ro provide an enhancement co the
user inurfaa as with Appl.e's Lisa Technology. LeM mundane uses include computer games, or point-of-sale displays.
• CollCUl"rCICY This is usually understood IO be the ability co get a computcr
to do several things at once. DigUaJ
R£search manufactu.rci an operating
'J'St<m called Concum:nt CPIM which
gives the IBM penona/ computer this
capability. On a system such as Concur-
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rem CP/ M you can display several progranu opcraung on-screen all at once in
~hat are known as windows on one physical screen.

• Condensed Some pr11um offer a condensed t)'fJ<fau. The charaam are
squashed up ttSuJting in more being

pnntcd across the Line.
• Configuration A particulnr arrangement of componencs or a particular setbng of programming options from within
the program.
• Connect time The time which elapses

between successfully logging on 10 an
mfonnauon service to disconnectmg. On
most syst.tms connect wne is usualJy
charged at a set rate to I.he user.
• Console The hardwa" you look at
when you're operating a computer - the
uunfaa between the ~ and the

•

ContinuOUJ stationery Perforated
paper sheets joined together and st>Cked
in a concertina arrangement. The prituer
can draw paper sheets through as they ue
needed withom constant human intervention or an expensive form ~der. The
paper can be torn into separate sbccts
after the printing process is completed.
• C.Ontrol character A charaaer which
gives a direct instruction to the computer
to take some action.
• Control key A special key on most
computers, which when used in CODJUDCtion with a letter, is often used for issuing
commands and ms1mawns without
having to type them ouL On many computers, for example, the action of holding
down the Control key and the 'P' (Print)
key causes subsequent output to be sent
to the prinur.

machi1ie.
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around the eight-biz Zik>g Z-80 micro• Conversational Where the software
interrogates the operatqr, usually offering
a series of options or yes/no decisions.
• C.0-.processor A processor which works
in conjunction with the main processor in
a computer. Also known as a second proc.-

essor.
• Corrupted Refers commonly to information that bas become garbled or
desuoyed. This can be caused by any one
of a number of fau1ts i.n cilher the hardware, software or surrage media in a computer system.
• Corrupting the act of data corruptUm.
• CP/ M (or Control Program Master)
The first business opmuing system ro gain
wide cuncncy on a microcompullr. The
system was developed by Gary Kildall's
Digiral &search company and based

jJrDUSS()r. More advanced versions of the

operating system have since been released
for the 16-biz microproassor used in the
IBM PC and PC compatibles in the form
of CP/ M-86 and Concum:m CP/ M.
• Crash Where the hardware or software
suffers a serious accident - usually fatal.
Cross compiler A compiler nm on one
computer which produces a program for
use on another computer.
e CRT (Cathode Ray Tube) Same
system as the domestic TV and still the
most common way of providing a display
for the computer. A stream of electrons
arc focussed inro a thin beam and played
across the inside of a phosphor-coated
screen.. Tbe beam produces spots of light
on the screen and its varying intensity
and positioning builds up the picrure. All

.A
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this happens in a vacuumous glass rube
(a CRT) which is why lC!evis.ion sets and
monitors arc apt to violently implode if

handled too roughly.
• Cursor A small, sometimes Oashing,

symbol on the screen of a compucer to
indicate the spot where lhe next character
rypcd Will appear. The C\mOf seems to
run along in front of the text as it's typed.
It is most essential when the user wants
to go back and edit earlier entries.
• Cursor home A wmmand available io

many programs which enables you to put
I.he cunorback at the top left-hand comer
of the screen with one key depression.

n·

• Daisy chain where one peripheral is
anachcd to another and so on m a wial
fashion, with only one cable connection
co the computer.
• Daisy wheel printer A leaer quality
primer which acts in much the same way
as a typewriter, stampmg fully-formed
charaaen on to the paper through an ink
ribbon. The characters are situated at the

~~~rh~k~~::1s r::l~

c:: D

correct sequence of characters are struck
with a hammer as they pass tluough the
12 o'clock position. Daisy wheel printers
tend m be slow and somewhat noisy, but
their output;, of very high quality. They
arc not usually capable of producing
graphics.
•Data Such a well-used term that a strict
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worlung dcfiruoon ~ almost impo5Slb~
Means the infcnnauon which 1s marupulated by the program to produce more
information and so on. Data 1s often used
as an opposmg concept to ten. Te:a, files
for instanee, contain numcrically
vaJueless cJuuaaer coda while data files
often bold lots of nwncric mfonnation.
• Data breakl A break m the flow of
data from one computer to another. They
occur whenever information in one com·
puter .sysum has to be manually entered
into another. Data breaks occur most frequently lD large firms which use several
typCS of computer technology and ~vc
no facility for linking or uansfemng
information between them. The frc.
quency of data break occurrences 1s Likely
to decrease in proportion to the success
of Local Area Nttworks (LAN•) and the
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conunucd development of high-speed
data transfer systems. The biggest
problem with micros has been that reli-

ably transferring data between twO
machines bas often meant using an
RS-232 smal link, which doesn't often
8" much faster than a good ocrice typist.
• Data communicatiom package A
piece of computer software that allows a
computer to talk to another compulCr or
computer deuia. Also known as a !Lr·
minal tmulalion packag<.
• Data comprasion The process of
removmg unnea:essary charaam and
gaps as a prelude to wrage or dala uansnussion. Also relates to complex methods
of reducing the bulk of, especially, tcxrual
datA. Normally, a computer uses a full
byre to store every character, despite the
fact that eight biu provides 256 lenus in
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the alphabet ln addition, a small percentage of these lenel'li - a, e, ~ o, u, b,
c, r, t, h, g, ~ s make up about 80 per
cent of the characters in a document.
Some characters i.e. • ;t.®~, and so on
art used hardly at all.
Compression techniques can assign, say,
five-bit bytcS to the common characters
and 12-bit byres ro I.he uncommon, with,
perhaps the midrange characters and their
capitals sticking at eight Even greater
savings can be made if common words
like 'and', 'the', 'arc', etc. arc given their
own bytes.
e Data corruption When the dma,
either residing on a medium like a floppy
disk, or perhaps being crunsmiued from
a remote location, l; physically and involuntarily changed - either by damage, in
the case of a sensitive disk surface, or by
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line tWtse as often happens when data is
sent over the telephone system.
• Data disk A jfqppy disk set aside for
the sole purpose of holding daUl jiJes and
containing no program files whatsoever.
.& Data integrity That which is lost by
daUJ corruption.
• Data transmission The sending of
data from one computer or devicl to
another. In normal circumsranccs, however, the tenn is likely to apply specifically to the sending of data over the telephone system by means of a modem.
• Database A collection of information
n:tainc:d on magnetic media and updated
and manipulaced by a computer under
t:he amtrol of an applicalUms program.
The program can be configured to provide the user of I.he damba<ic with reports
on the Sflltus of selected records or combi81

nations of records widuo the ~1ltm.
.t. 0.tallaK

Manoc<m<n•

Sys1an

(DBMS) Aprogram (or set of programs)
which enables you to construct, manage
and maintatn a dmabast on a computer.
• l>ate-swnpi.og Used by many popular
computer optraJin,g .rysttJns and is the
process of ""'°rding the times and dates
of when computer files arc ~d mcxl.ified and created. These times and dates
an: displayed when the compul<r's operanng system c.alls for a dtneUJry or

oped for use on mmiccmpUlm at the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory 10 Pasadcna, Ca!Jforrua as pan of the Mariner space program. One of dBasc !I's biggcs1 sttengths
bas iraditionally been "' flwbwcy, bu1
tha1 flwbility is costly as dBasc u is dif6cult to learn and hard to use - but once
learned, 11 is very powerful.
4 Debug To clinunate nnm: from a pro-

caraiog.

.t. Debuglng aids Special fcalUrcs 10 a
hiih llwl imnprmw ""'1fual< or special
program rowina in low ml ones which

• dBase D Most of today's popular computer darabasa are, in ooc way or
another, modelled after dBasc U.
Although it was one of the first databases
developed for nw:rocompu1<n, n bas also
turned out to be one of the hardiest and
biggest selling. It was origulally dcvcl82

gram .

assist the program»UT to rewrite the mvn
introduced tn a developing program.
DEC (D1gjial F.qwpmcnt Corporatioo). A wcll-known manufacturer of
computers. Was chc first company to
market a mini computer in the 1970s.
• Decimal The human (Roman) nwn-

e
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bcnng system wh.11,;h involves a base ten
numbcnng system you count wtth the
numbers nought to rune add a chgat and
scan again. In compuung, tlus Lli opposed
to binary (count 10 one anJ swt apm)
or Ju:.xaduimal (count to 15 and stan

apm).

e

Dedicated Where an 11cm of hardwart
1s used for JUSt one appiica!wll or taSk..
Where a computer has more than one
proc.tSSQr, the second processor may be
dedicated to maimauung the screen. It is
usually called a dcdocaicd graphics proc-

essor.

CJ e

DEFAULT An importlllll universal

concept m compuung. Default IS the procedure a program or a piece of Jumlwarr
will carry out unless the opnator spccifi·
cally mterve:nes. For mstancc, most
appbcatwns programs cany a !.Cl of
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d<faul1 setnngS for lho prurung procedure. When you spcofy to lho !)""'11 lhal
you want to pnnt out afth there arc obv1·
ously a lot of questions that the system
may occd to ask i.n return, for example:
how wide do you want the lines? how
many spaa:s to the margm? how long is
the paper an the pnnter? do you want
double or smgle line spocing? do you
v..·am to show the hLadLn and /ootm on
lhopag<?
Ralhcr lhao have you go through every
quesoon cvuy cune you wwit to pnnt
something out, a system will have scmngs
for each one of these vanables. lf, txw.··
ever, for some special reason, you want
to change one of the printing parameters
you can intervene and overrule the
default scmng before the pnnung is
started.
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1be system, in tllls case, will also allow
you to define or chan_JC the default setting
itself. Go to DOS Ill-

e Danodulation The opposite of modularimL This is the process carried out at
the receiving end of modulated dala
(often sent through a modem).
e Demultiplexer A device which carries
out the receiving operation of converting
multif>lex.ed information to its {respective) daui streams.
• Density 'This usuaJ.ly refers to the
number of data bils over a given length
of recording media. Double detisity indicates-the data bas been written on the
tradu at twice the normal rate.
• Desk-top computer A microc.ompucer
designed for office use on a desk.
• Device An item of computer hardware
which communicates - either one-way or
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both-ways - with a computer. Examples
of common devices include primen,
VDUs, modems, disk drives, plolllTS,
speaker.:; and casseIU recorders.
• Diagnostics Where the computer has
the ability to assist in detecting and
locating hardware fauhs.
·
• Dialcom Ooe of che larger companies
involved in the international Paclu1

Swirching .sm,;,, (PSS)
• Digital That which uses bi11ary digits
to represent text or data. Just about everything a computer does is digital. In
computing cligital is opposed to analog.
.o Digital Equipment "" DEC.
.., Digital Rcxarcb The company that
pioneered and popularised the eight-bi/
CP/ M busitws operating system. Digital

has since gone on ro devdop versions of
CPIM for the new range of CP/ M
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machin~ including a version that allows
the amacrmu use of several programs at
once.
"' D IN plug A round, multi-pinned plug
used on either end of a computer devia
connection.
e Direct connttt Sec hardwirtd.
• Di.rectqry Usually refers to infonna·
tion maintained on each disk by the oper01U1g system which tells the system on
which cracks and m which sectors the
informauon can be found if it's about to

rrad dala, or whk:h traeks and sectors
have free space if it's about to wrile.

e

Disc see di.sk.

e Disk Often used as an abbreviation for
either floppy disk or fi:ad dlSk.

e

Disk drive The mechanical devia

which holds and rotates a floppy disk or
find disk and comprises an access arm
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and magnetic head assembly to read and
to the disk. The disk drive also bas
a full complement of elearonics to enable
it to send and receive dcua to and from
the computer.
e DiBk Operating System (DOS) A
program which controls the saving and
loading ofjilts or programs. ln microcom·
put~ operali11g system and disk operWT1ll

ating sy.uem arc interchangeable tcnns.
11>e most popular operating systems arc
CPIM and MS DOS/PC DOS.
• DiBplay The picture (tar or graphics)
generated by a program or opmuing
system. For example. a 40 colwnn display
shows the user lines of 40 charactecs. A
colour display obviously features colour.
Many computcn; have the ability to show
a variecy of displays or display modes.
• D istributed p rocessing Where severaJ
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computers
and
their
associated
peripherals arc run as a network.
• Documentation The insmu:tilms, curorials, trouble-shooting guides and information wh.ich should accompany commercial hardware and sojtwart producrs.
• Dongle A piece of hardware containing
one or more Read Only Memory devices
(ROMs). It is insened in a computer's
expansion slol and is usually associared
with a piece of sojtwart. The software will
only run with I.he dongle in place, and so
preventing nasty program piracy.
Doping Introducing impurities (in a
very precise way) during the manufacturing stage of a umicondu.cwr deuice to
tum a blank slice of siliam into a useful
chip complete with the necessary circuits,
tran.siscon etc.
131 • DOS The computer has to have some

+
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way of organising the programs and daJa
in a system. The DOS (Disk Operating
System) is the crucial component. It's a
piece of software which provides a consistent set of rules for organising and storing
infonnation. In the microcompuJer
market manufacturers design their computers to be compatible with one or rwo
specific opmuing !>'"""' and the application software manufacrurcrs do the
same with the software. In theory this
means that f.he industry bas a tendency
to 'scnle' on a handful of standard disk
operating systems so that their programs
will be usable on a wide variety of
machines. The computer manufacturers
do the same so their machines will have
a wide variety of applications programs
to be nm on them. A computer system
comprises three vital components: central
91

processor, mmrory and surragt.
The processor lS the brams of the system.
It takes mformauon from the memory
and performs the necessary calculaaons,
putting the r<suhs back m the memory
again. The memory is also used by the
processor to display text on the screen.
The system's memory is bound by tw0
constramts. First, the contents will disappear when the power 1S disconnected
from the system. Second, it is only of a
finite size. In lhc case of a nonnaJ mK:nr
computer, the memory is usually capable
of holding about 64,000 clumu:un of
mformauon - about 1O,CXX> words. But
it also has to hold the program which may
take up more than half the available
space:.
On larger computers the figures arc different but the result IS the same - to
92

make the computer useful

1t

has to have

a COlWStcnt way of transfemng the conccnts of the memory to some form of
permanent s.toragt., preferably one wluch
is not bound by finite space constraints.
So the third component in the system is
magnetic storage. 1bc byrts dealt with by
the processor and memory have to be
twncd mto mdmdual bus and recorded
on 10 the surface or a mag7Ul!C duk or

tape Most nucrocomputen use removable magnetic chsks to store information,
so you can store as much information as
you have removable disks.
The Job of the DOS, therefore, is to
organise th1s process. The information in
the computer must be designated into a
fiJ. wluch IS theo saV<d to the disk in a
coherent fashion. 10c DOS works out
where on the disk the information should
93
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be stored. It then organises the writi11g of
the magnetic impulses on the storage
medium and creates a dirtcuny on the
disk so it has directions to find the file
when the computer requires the infonnation back again.
The DOS also handles !he storage of
the applications programs. Because of the
limited memory size, many programs arc
split up into pieces. 'These pieces arc only
loaded into memory when the user
"'!uircs !he particular function !hey generate. Go to dot mmrix Cl
e DOT MATRIX The basis of rusplaying textual computer information. A
computer can understand on or off - so
it finds it very difficult to understand
cwves, two-dimensional shapes and
intensities. These arc not impossible tasks
for it but they do take up lors of memory
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DOT MATRIX
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and would therefore be difficult to
quickly generate on a screen.
1bc dot matrix is tbercforc an ideal
alccmativc because an entire character
can be displayed on a screen with just a
few lrytn, for example:
byte I 00011000
byre 2 00100100
byte 3 01000010
byre 4 10000001
byte5 llllllll
byte 6 1000000 l
byte 7 10000001
byte 8 l 0000001

If you look closely you'll see that the ones
or ons in this matrix displays the character 'A'.

The same logic is used when this display
information is required 10 be printed. A
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dot matnx pnnurr is sull the simplest and
most coM-cffei.."U\'C way of gerung computer marks on papct Go to eleanmic
ma1I [3
.
A Double density Where daur as
recorded on to a disk at twice the normal
dens11y. Usually using a technique called

modified frequency modulation.
.
• Download To obta10 computer info~
mation or programs from a source - usually another compui.er transmitting over
a telephone line - and load that Ill.formation into the computer's memmy or
SJoragt system. h:s e!Tccuvc opposite is
upload.
A D-plug A multapin connector which
connects rompurers and their devices i1 is 'D'-shaped at the business end.
• Drive The mechanical pan of the
storage sysum is known as a drive. The
98

most common type for the

av~

mU:rocompuur is a floppy disk drive. Tiit
Ooppy disk 1s a flexible plastic disk with
a magnetic coating cacascd in a prota.--tive
jaclr..eL The floppy disk drive clamps over
the disk and rotates it. A magnetic head
as then positioned and reads or writes the
infonnation. A Winchuler dnw rotates a
non-removable rigid disk. The immobiltry of the disk is compensated by the
Winchester drivc's far higher capacity
and its ability to transfer information
betv."Cen drive and computer ar a fasrer
rate.
A Driver A program or routine which
hand.Jes the computer's relarionshlp with
aperipheral devu:e. Many word-processing
programs, for instance, have a variety of
drivers to accommodate all the standard

printer types. Once the driver is brought
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into operauon it will literally dnvc the
pnnter in the way appropriate for owpul
from the program.
• Drum plotter When: the ploaer mechanism consists of a paper-feed mcchan.ism
(much like that found in a pnnur) and a

pen moving back and forth across the face
of the paper as it 1s drawn through I.be
ch:uice. Orum ploners have been largely
superseded by jlaJbed ploaen.
• Dumb A <kvice dependent for 1lS USC'fui
operauon on the presence of another
device, usually a computer. The terms
dumb, smalT and i11telli,gnu usually ~fer
to computer temmulls. A dumb t~nal
is one with no intelligence - it is only
used to send commamb and t'C(:eive display information from a computer.
• Dump The non-selective crnnsfcrence
of data from one device ro another. For
100

instance., it is common to bear 'dumping
the screen to the primer>. This means that
the contents of the screen are printed
dittcdy on to the paper as they appear.
• Dynamic RAM Not as good as it
sounds - a fonn of Random Acass
Memory which needs constant mnnory
refresh to keep the coacents intac:L St.atic
RAM is far less volalile.
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• Echo A computer echo works in much
the: same way as a human echo. When
you yell out your name in a btg, empty
room you often get the sound echoed
back to ~ and u confirms to you that
the sound has travelled somewhere and
come back. It's very common m com-

puters, when using a devra like a fmtlln'
or a modem that you need to get some
kmd of an echo sent back from that
device to confinn for !he computer that
lhc mfonnation sem out has been
rcccwed. ·rne:rc arc some special circumsta~

E

under \\, tuch the send.mg back of

tb;;n echo i!> unnecosary, and an echo
supressor ~ used to climimuc the echo.
• Edge conntttor An exposed ponion
of the comptncr's proued crrcuu board
usually at the back or edge of the corn102
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puter. It serves to connect the computer
co the outside world, often through standard inmfaces that let the computer

transmit signals to pri11.rers, TV sets, mtmuors, other computers and modems.
Editor That which allows you to
change. or modify infonnation you've
typed mto a computer. On most computers, you are given at leasl a li11e ediwr,
which allows you to edit one s~c line
of a program at a time. 10c next grade
up from this is lhc screet1 ediLUr, which
lets you edit any hne of the program that
appears on your current screen, thus enabljng you to modify big chunks of a program without having to call lhe line
number up every time. A third, and even
better option, is the rext edilor which lets
you treat the whole program as a block
of ICxt and lets you manipulate it cxten-

•
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'iively wilhout havmg to have all of it
on-screen. There are also word-procnsing
packages which allow you to edit computer programs, using all the powerful
cott1mmu:Js available to most wordprocessors. Once the program file is created under the word-processor, you can
then nm the file in whatever programming language it is designed for (BASIC
- in the case of most home computers).
The need for a good editor depends on
what you want your compucer to do. If
you're am likely to be: doing a great deal
or programming, but nu.her hope 10
simply use appliauion.s packages, t:hcn the
quality of the maclune's built-in editor
shouldn't be of great concern.
• Eight-bit processor The fir.;1 fonn of
microcomputer procmor to gain wide
acceptance. Although it bas since been
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superseded as the most popular proc:cssor
m business eqwpment by the 16-i>u proc-

essor (as well as some forms of the 32-bu

proussqr), the e1gh1-bn processor

JS

still

used m tnc:xpcosive home: computers and
loa of cut-pnce business macluncs. The
6502 processor m the Apple 11, BBC
M.1cro, Atari and Commodore compurers
(on some of these machines a 6502 variant was used, but n was scill a clup from
the same family) was one of the two
maJOr eight-bit processors lO aclueve wide
acceptance. The other was the Zdbg Z-80
prt>C<$50f, which became the base around
which the CPIM businas opmmng 'Y""•
was first d<vcloped by Gary Kildall and
Ills JJwitaI &s<in<h company. For scvcntl
years, these rwo eight-bit proccsson
stnlddlcd the borne and J>Cl'Onal computer mark:c:t until IBM declared its
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mtenuon to go for l 6-b1ts in the IBM PC.
• Electronic funds transfer An unportant phrase to know since it is likely co
change your linancial future. The Electronic Funds Transfer S)'litcrn (EF!'S) IS

a new paperless method of transfcmng
credit infonnalJOn vLa computers. The
system 1s based on the premise that one
day everyone wall have bank accounts
which LSSue them with 'debit' rather than
'credit' cards. Instead ofwntmg a cheque,
using cash or usmg a ettdit card to do
the weekly shopping, you would instead

present this dcbn card. When presented
at a store's check-out counter, the store's
attendant would run your card through a

computer. 1be computer wouJd then
check 1f there: was enough money in your
account to pay for whatever you were
buying, then debit your account by the

[3

amount of your purchase and credit the
store's account for that same amount.
e ELECTRONIC MAIL One of the
many services that can be provided to

computer usen hooked up to a teluomnrumcarimu '1ttwork. Eltt:tronic mail is a
system under which a computer handles
the dchvenng and sending of messages to
people over a phone line. It usual!)• "'-orks
like I.his: you and a fnend are both registered with an clccuomc mail ·service and
both own computers with am11mmicatiot1.s software, modems and commwUcatl.ons 1111erfaces and you wam to send messages w each other. To send a message
( ot..bcrw1sc known as a piece of electronic
mail) to )'Our friend, you type: the message into your computer using any one
of a number of t1.IOrd-prtxessors. You then
hook your computer and telephone
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together through your mixlem, so the
computer can send informauon down the
phone line. When you dial up the phone
number of the electronk mail service, a
computer will answer at the other end
and, if your computer is hooked up corn:ctly, it will answer back. Once communicauon is finnly established between the
compurcr at the elccuonic mail service
and your micro, you simply answer a few
quesuons regarding the 'number' of your
mailbo~ press a bunon on your computer
and it 'sends' the messngc you wrote earlier. The message is then stored on lhe
elecll'Onic mail service's compucer and
the service: w1U tell your friend when he
next calls up the service I.bat a message
from you is waiting. He can then read it,
store it on his computer, print it out or
do whatever be likes with iL Go to error

mmage CI
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• Elcctrosensitive matrix printer A
computer printing machine that uses specially coated paper and a 'burning-in'
method to print numbers, letters and
graphics on it. E1ectrosensitive mauix
pri1111m fonn their characters in much the
same way as dm mazrix pnnters. Rather
than lhe printing head coming in contacr
with ink and then paper, the printing
mechanism is elecuically charged, so that
where ic comes in contact with the
electrosensitive paper, the paper turns
from itS usual silver to a blue or block
colour. This produces the effect of
looking like printed text, although the
de11sily of the matrix on eleclr'OSC:nsitive
primers is often poor. Such printers a.re,
however, usually inexpensive as they
have few moving pam.
.& Emulation The act of making one
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thmg act like another. 1lle most common
cmulauon wk m computing is known as
tcnninal emulation, wluch means chat
you make a compurer (usually a small
micro) act like it is a tennittal hooked up
to a larger computer (usually a
mamjramt or minicomputer). You can
also buy emulation cards and programs
which make one computer act like
another so that it can use that computer's
sofrwart and penpherals.
• End user Any person who uses a compu.cr with sofrware. Programmers arc not
usually considered to be end users
because they are not usually at t.he 'end'
of the line of people to use a computer.
Hardwart designers design the computers, software engineers and programmers make the programs that allow us
regular folk to use the computers. We arc
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coos1dered the 'end users' because ...." are
at the end of this chain of production.
• Enter Thi!> usuaUy refers to a certain
key on a computer keyboard; the <Enter
or cam·age reruni key. This key is usualJy
used as a confirmation of a given action
within a program. In a word-pro<.essor,

you hit I.be Enter key to confirm tha1
you'\•e come to the end of a parograph or
block of text In a BASIC program, the
Enter key is oflen required co confirm a
response to a question posed by the computer. Enter can also be used as a verb,

with people referring to having 'entered'
or keyed-in a program (meaning that they
typed a program into their computer).
• Entry A single unit of infonnation
entered imo a computer syscem.
• Envelope In computing, this often
deals with sound~ and we speak of
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defirung the 'envelope' of a given sound.
On a number of micros, there is an

ENVELOPE c()mmw1d m the BASIC
programnung language whJch allows you

t

to adiust and tinker with the frequencies
and the narure of a sound.
EOF This usually refer.; to a special
character, code or mllrker that designates
the end of a fih on magneric tape or disk.
End of file

mark~

are imponam when

transmitting infoanacion to other computers, disk drives and cassette recurders.
They teU the computer when a particular
file has come to an end and conflml that
the computer caa go on and do something
el~ (like execute a program in the ftle}.
4 EPROM (Erasable, Programmable
Read Only Memory). PROMs and
EPROMs are do-it-yourself ROMs and
are often used by manufacturers for
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iU1ring early version ROM programs (e.g.
the BASIC which usually comes in Read
Only Memory with the machine). The
EPROM is bought as a blank and
inserted in an EPROM Programmer, or
EPROM Blower. The memory is then
set However, the EPROM can be
'rcblown' by exposing the chip inside to
ultra~violet light (it has a small window

for this purpose, though the window is
usually covered with some sort of label
to prevent any light geniog in and ccrropting the program. The light makes the

EPROM blank again.
.& Erasable A mcr.hod of storing inform3tion that allows you co erase that same

information. Magnetic rape and floppy
di.sks arc the most common erasable
srorage media, while the ROM (Read
Only Memory) silicon chip is the most
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t:ommon non-erasable media. Sunply put,
1t desc:nbes a form of dam stonlg' from
"hich unwanted data can be deleted.
4 Ergonomics TilC science of offl« and
office equipment design. An ergonomic
offit:c tak.C) into cons1derauon factors hke
the 1mcnsicy and glare of lights, the
proper angle at which you should be snung 10 work at a computer unmnal, how
the "';> should be configured on your
computer or rypcwnter to get maximum
e!Tic:iency ou1 of 1t, and the Sl2e and type
of letters on a computer screen.
• Error A sequence of bUJ which, when
man1pul:ncd by the system, cause 1t to
maJJuncuon. An error as usually communicated to the ust'1" as an nror message
when he has entered a meaningless command. It may also occur when data is
loaded into the computer from an

Cl

external d<vla like a duk dm.Y. Physical
problems on the magnctJC mtduun can
caUSt the sequence of bits to be distoncd
and I.his will be picked up by the error
checking system. Often I.be system ~ill
try agaut a few umes. If it stiU can't get
sallsfacuon 11 will gave up and signal an
error.
• Error-cbedting See panty.
e ERROR MESSAGE Tells you when
you 're doing sometlung v.rong with a
computer. Error messages vary in thc:1r
depth, with the lx>t llmguages and op<rawig sysums gmn~ the mO!'t detailed
cxplanauons in their error~. and
tht worst giving en.her a s.unple flUmenc
code or JUSl the word 'Error' m big lcncrs.
Error mes.sages are very imponant in

dtbugg111g programs as they can make

~

d..ifTcrcncc between finding a problem m
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a program quickly and getting it corrected
in a hurry, and fiddling around for days
at a tune trying to fix a single 'bug'.
They arc also important when you have
to dcaJ with the operating system. When
something goes wrong with, say a floppy
disk, you're likely to get messages like 'Can't read disk. (A)bort? (T)ry again?'
This might sound a lirtle terse, but is an
improvement on earlier operating systems which were capable of throwing out
messages like ' Error 6' when something
went wrong.
Old mainframe compuceni often
reqwred programmers to put masses of

paper p1111chcards

through

a

large

cardreader, only to find the computer
telling them simply that there was some
fonn of error somewhere in what were
often huge programs. Even the smallest
118

inexpensive micro now tells you at least
which line number your error comes from
and offers some son of numeric code to
describe the narure of that error. Go to

faced di.sk 13

• ~ (Escape) Usually the key ai the
top left-hand comer of the computer keyboard. lt is most often used in computer
software as a wggk between one state and
another or as a way of giving computer
keys another value. By giving what is
known as an jcscape sequence' (hitting
the escape key in conjunction with some
other key) you can generare values from
the keyboard which will cause the computer or a peripheral anached to it to
carry out special functions. Escape
sequences are often used with pnnters, to
allow the computer to specify where text
should be conde11sed, emboldened,
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1m!Jciscd and Wlderlincd
• E thernet A •pecilic type of networking

.sysrem for micros. This network was
developed by lnte4 Xtrox and Digital
Equ.ipmcnt Co. using coaxial cabling to
allow computer tennbtals to commuru-

cate between one anocher, quickly and
efficiently. The system can transmit
information at ten megabits per second
and suppon more than I00 terminals or

worksUJJio1u.
• Eucute To carry out a command or
series of commands (program).

• Eucution To encuu a program. To
carry out a procedure..
• &pan.ion board A prinud circuu
board wlUch, when inscilled in a compucer, gives the computer greater capabilities. Common expansion boards allow a
computer co use pn·nlerl, modems, disk
120
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drives, colour numitors, networks and 80column displays. Expansion boards were
panitularly imponant for older microcompuzm such as the Appk 11, because
the Apple had oo built-in capability to
use even a princer or disk drive. As such,
ir was conside.md an open cmnpur.er
because it constit11tecl 'lOthing more than
a shell and keyboard for Whatever expansion boards or cards were important for
eoch parncular appltcalion.
• Expansion interface A facility incorporated in a comput:er1 usually by means
of a socket on the back of the machine
accessible to the user, by which extra electronic componentry may be conLgured..
The expansion imerfacc usually accepts
cartridges which contain extra memory or
an uunfoa through which dl$k drives and
the like may be added. Often found on
122

home/hobby machines ot lap-held
able.

parr-

A. Expo.rt 1be 'shipping' of infonnation
from one program co another. This is usu-

ally done by developing a common/omuu
under which information from one pro-

gram can be exponed, and then impuned
to another program. This exporting
facility is becoming in=asingly imporran1 in iruegruud softwan packages
where, for example, the ability co take
figu= and tables prepared in a
sprtadshea and expon them so they can
be incorporated into a word-processed
business repon, is well wonh using.
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• Fanfold A panicular rypc of computer

paper also known as cominuow scarw11ery, It is distinguished by holes at the
stde of the paper wtuch fu on a rraaor
feed pnmer and perforations which allow
the paper to be: tom off in page-size
pieces wben 1t comes out of the printer.
The holes at the side of the paper allow
the sprockets on a tractor feed printer to
'pull' the paper through the printer and
pass u m front of the pnm htad where
the text IS pnm:ed on the paper and tt is
then fed line-by-hne out of the other end.

F

The sprocket holes and tractor feed ~
very imponunt,. ns they ensure the
smooth movement oft.be paper through
the pnmer.

Fast access memory Memory which
m1m1cs <l duk driw or other storage

A.
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dl'uice. Fast 8CCe5l) memory is also sometimes called a RAM disk, meaning that it
is ordmary RAM (Random Access
Memory) bemg configur<d so that the
computer Uunks it's dealing with a disk.
The great advantage of this is in aaeu
time - the time it takes the computer to
go and get mformauon from a file.
& Father file The previous version of a
n:cemly updaredJik. The father file ~ an

element in a daJa updating process. A file
IS loaded into the computer's memory and
changes are made. It is then saved as
another file. The original father file

remains as a separate file on the system.
ln the evem of data wrroptw11 in the new
Cile the recent updates could probably be
performed all over again from the father
ftle and a new son file created. Alterna-

tively, if for some reason you wanted to
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go back and see what the file
•

\\'US like
wuhout the updates, you have the option.
F~ The movement of computer text
by one line. The inclusion of feeds in.text
output to printers ensures I.bat the pnnter
moves down a line after it prints each line
of text on lhc paper. line ~ds are often
used in conjunction with cam.age rerwns.
A carriage return sent from the computer
causes the pnnter to move to the beginning of the current line; when followed
by a line feed, it brings the printer to the
bcgmning of the line below. ~ a computer must often output a carnage reruro
and then a line feed in order to get a
primer to move down one line and then
stan printing the next line of teXt
Field A common element in a collection
of records. lf you were manipulating a
simple cardbox program there would

+
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probably be a separate fidd in each record
for surname, Christian name, post code,
telephone number. So if you wanted ro
search the file to sec bow maoy Smiths
were in there you would msuuct the

noughts and ones), the fifth generation

system to search through all I.he records

computer would move several seeps
beyond this. It will mo\•e to the point
where the complexity of decisions about

for Smith - a surname. The system
would then exammc all the surname
fields in each record.
FIFO Short for First ln First Out and
describes the order in which a computer
handles or surckJ ccnain cypes of mformation. le is cbc computer version of a
bus queue - the first item of daza to be
entered into a FIFO sysrem will be the
fll"St to be considered.

t

e

FifthgenerationAnamedcscribmgtbe
generation of computers that will operate
using some form of arriftdol 11uellige11ce
system. Although no computer yet has
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been developed around anything more
complicated than the pnncipk of Bookcm
logic (the reduction of all problems - in
their most simple form - to a series of

whether a piece of daJD is co be represcnced as a nought or one, is arrived at
by some form of rudimentary logic and
imelLigcnce. lnteltigcncc is often considered to be not only the ability to learn
things and retain that knowledge, but also
the ability to •reason'. Artificially intelligent computers might 'reason' by identifying who it is they arc working with and
tailoring their method of operation to that
person. If, for example, a blind person
was using a fifth generation computer
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that perhaps hlld a braille keyboard, a
speech syml1em device and a speech recognmo11 system a blind person could enter
his identity and password and the com-

:;:;'~ access The process of locaung and

pucer S)"Stem would from lhen on take
commands from speech Wld 'answer' or
carry out its work usmg the speech syn-

file for the system. Under most operating

thesis system. The 'intelligence' of this
fifth-level

system

would

have thus

worked out who was using the system

loading a file into memory.
• File creation Naming and defirung a
~ms there can be a variety of different

cypes of file - document ftles, ASC/l
flies, and so on.
e Financial model A business plan or

and taken action ro respond to that.

economic projection commonly p~

File The Jnalogy to paper systems is
fairly accurate. The file is the entity in
which an individually acc<ssiblc body of
information is sumd and manipulated by
the computer. For instance, if you created
a fi1Zancial model on a spreadsheet program you would insuuct r.hc system to

using a fioancia1 modelling or spreadsheet
computer program. A financial model is

e

store the model as a specific file. Thm
file can I.hen be read into the computer
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and marupulat<d by the sp..adshcct pro-

usually more detailed and complex than
a simple spreadsheet, bur it is uym~ to
accomplish much the same sort of ~g:
projecting what will happen to a given
fmanciaJ enterprise according to the
behaviour of certain unknowns.
A Firmware Software tmplemeoted and
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sold on hardwart. Ficmware relates to a
program wh.icb bas been stored on a Read
Only Memory device (ROM). Many
games are sold as firmware in camidge
fonn. 11terc is almOSt no likelihood of
widespread piracy and the camidge is a
much more reliable medium than tapt or
disk. It is~so faster to load. lbis method
is, however, much more expensive.
.._ First gene.ration computer Those
produced in cbe 1950s, starting with cbe
Univac I - the fim commcrcially successful computer. These computers were
bulky, unrcliable and had tiny memories.
They ran on vacuum rubes - slowly.
13 • FIXED DISK Also known as a ha.-d
disk or Winchester disk, this magnenL
swrage system is probably the most popular method of storing large amounts of
microa:nnpwer daza Ott line. Instead of a
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smgle cimllar thin wafer of magnetic
material (in the form of a floppy or flexible
diJk) the bard disk system comprises a
plaJUT or series of disks. As the name
suggests the disks arc not flex.ible, they
arc rigjd and fixed in place.
The hard disk can pack much more data
on ro an equivalent surfaa: area and can
also read and write its data at a much
faster rate. Because: of its hard, smooth
surface it can handle a far greater densily
of data than the floppy disk. Fixed disk
capacities typically run 10 three, five, ten,
20 or even 40 megabytes (million characters) co a floppy disk's 300 to 1000

ki/abyus.
The smooth sw:foce of the fixed disk
must be maintamed, so the read.lwriu
head 'flies' over it al a low altitude.
Because there is no contact, the disk can
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rocate at high speed without damage, so
the rate at which the data is transferred
to and from the computer is faster than
that attained by a floppy disk.

But the fine tolerances which enable this
performance arc delicate so the disks
must be kept sheltered from dust. This
usually means that the disks are immovabl~ though there are some removable
hard disk products available.. These disks
are completely sealed in a cartridge.

The disadvru1tage of the fixed disk as a
competitor to t)re floppy is its price.
Because of the precision of the components there's a limit to the downward

drift in prices. Another problem is
back-up. A fixed disk is just as reliable
or unreliable as any other storage devii::e

and the information conm.ined on it needs
copying to avoid total disaster should it
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crash. Therefore a S)'5tcm wtth a f1.Xcd
d1sk also needs a floppy disk drive to
provide a removable mtdtum.
An altcmatwe as tapt smamer back-up
- a 20 mtgabyu fixed dJsk could reqwr<
abouc 60 floppy d!sks to duplicate its
information. Obvtously backing up with
floppies here would be v.ry time-

conswrung. One rape from a rape
sttcamcr can duplicate the contents of a
fixed disk. The capooty and speed of a
streamer system makes 1t a Viable alternative. Go to floppy duk Cl
t Flog tn programnung a flag is an indicator w the program to mark an unWiual
event or show the existcnee of a certain
condition. A Oag is often a singic bil
wtuch is set to on or off as the program
t:uCUUS.

• Flat screen display A generic ccnn
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for allematives lo the carhodt ray tube
which coovcntiona11y pro\·ides a
computer's display. Because of il3 bulk
and weight the CRT is often unsuimble
for use on a lap-held computer. Liqm.d
Oynal Display (LCD) for instance, can
be more expern;ive and usually display
fl!\"\-er lines of text. They do, however,
take up little space, requiring only an inch
or so m depth.
• Fla tbcd plon c:r A dn.Jic~ fmcd as a
peripheral to lhe compuler which plots
geometric shapes generated by the computer by pen on m paper. The flatbcd
plotter uses a mechanical ann lo manipulate a pen over I.he paper which lies fiaL
A drum p/Olter is another device for carrying out Similar tasks.

[JI
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e FLOPPY DIS K A thm (like camera
film) dilk wilh a magnetic coating

enclosed m plastic Jack.CL The floppy disk
15 combined with the floppy disk dnvc to
provide a means of permanently StDring
programs and information. Magnetic
information is wrinnt and read as a series
of magnetic impuJses on the magnetic
oxide coaung on lhe disk surface.
Floppy disks come in four sizes and r«1l
typcS. 1ne earliest and largest 15 the
eight-mcb and is rapidJy becoming obsolete. It and the smodard 5.25-inch floppy
disk h..we ~ flexible plastic jacket which
proteets the disk's surface. l11c standard
flexible jacke1 docs, however, expose a
u·tndtrdl on the surface of the disk so that
it can be read by the magnetic head in
lhe floppy disk dri'\'C. Unforrunatcly, this
is a possible entry-point for dust and din
which may r:om4pl I.be data stored there.
l-lowe\•er1 the problem ha.s been over139

come by the latest version of the floppy
disk - the thttc- and 3.5- inch Ooppy
disks. Although the disk iiself is still Oexiblc, it is completely encased in a hard
plastic shell An aluminium shutter

FLOPPY DISK

covers the magnetic bead window while
the disk is out of the driw. The standard
5.25- and eight-inch floppy disk is
exposed at its centre where the drive
clamps directly to the disk iiself.
The hard-shelled floppy 1 however, has
a central hub which is engaged by a short
elongaled shaft in the drive. Because
they're smaller, the three-inch and 3.5inch floppy disks offer several advantages. Less power is needed so there is

less of a heat dissipation problem. Smaller
distances arc travelled by the read/r.uriu
head so cu:ct.ss times have the potential to
be improved. The disks themselves arc
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wcll-protecttd and likely to throw up
fewer corruprwn problems.
Floppy disk capaobCS can vary gmitly.
While the eight-inch Wsk fonnat has
aJways remamed rather smndardised
(being ;ntroduced by IBM has helped
mancrs), 5.25-toeh Oopp)' disks can be
used in drives which operate to all sons
of specifications. Generally, floppy disks
are manufactured by the same process
but different grade production runs earmark the disks 10 that run for different
capacities. Some dri"•cs use both sides,
with a magnetic head for each disk surface. Some write and read to the disk at
diff=t denMes or furmat the disk Mllt
a differem number of rracks. The floppy
disks themselves are generally the same
physical design; it's the drive that's different.
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Manufacruren usually grade lltc disks
and allocate each grade ro be w;ed reliably
""ith a ccn:ai.o type of drive. lbe
ispccificnuons usually compnsc single-

sidcd/smglc density, double-s1dcd/single
density,

single-s1ded/double

density,

double-sided/double density. Go to

jOT?nur l3
A Aowcbart Used as an aid to program
design. Consists of a series of Ulte.rconnectcd symbols, each indi<:<lung a programming fmu:tum. The relat1onsh1ps
beN·ecn the functions are indicated by
lines between the boxes. A ''cry useful
aid in doing long and complex pro-

grams.
• Footer A line of text which can be
auromatically printed at the bottom of
each page during a pnnting operation. A
footer may say 'page 1•. On each occur143

rence

the

numbering

is

narurally

increased, though the word 'page' will

remain I.he same. A header performs the
same function except ir's at the top of a

page.
• Footprint The surface area t:ak.Cn up
by a computer or peripheral - a particularly imporrant statistic for desk-lOJ> systems.
A Font An old printing term for Lhc type
of type - for instance some rypefaas
include the serifs (the little feet on the
bonom of the Jeners» some don'L Variations like these are dcslgned into a
computer's typeface (the artistic design

of its character set) and a set of aipha'1umenc characters with the same designs
is known as a font. '!ypaty/es can be further imposed over the individuaJ fonts.
Fonts may often be bolde,,ed, iullicised or
144
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C01~d. Some comp.utcrs, like Apple's
Macintosh, have the ability to display and
pntu out a variecy of foms, each in a

vanery of styles.
& Foreground Relates mostly to large
computers. A foreground program is
given a high priority on a multi-user
system - in other words irs instructions
are extcuted before those of a background
program. Especuilly unpormnr if I.be user
is waiting al a terminal somewhere for the
i.nfonnation to come back. Less timecritical tasb arc consigned to the background and executed when there's time
and space.
• Form feed A facility found on many
pmuers where the printer feeds the paper
through to the top of the next form or
page - usually after the document just
printed has ltlnninated halfwny through a

page. Fonn feed can be executed under
program control or wider user-contr0l
through a button on the primer.
A Form feeder lbe mechanical device
which automatically feeds pieces of paper
into a print.er - usually a daisy wheel
primer where the JOb requires the use of
letterhead paper.
• Form letter A standard letter usually
sent out to a list of people in a balch. A
computerised word-proassmg syswn is
capable of producing a standard letter
and making it look as if it bas been
written especially for the target. [[ docs
this by automatically ln5ertmg the correct
name and address during the printing
process. The ftnished result conrrasts
favourably with fon:n letters produced on
a photocopier with the names insened on
a cypewriter or with a pen.
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FORMAT The WDY the hard disk or

floppy disk IB physically organised into
tracks and ~cum. Can also be used as an
active verb. You can 'fonnat' floppy
disks, for instance, before chey are used
to SUJTt information. The formatting
process involves the ~'Slet11 marking off
the cracks into sectors and testing the sectors co cnswc they are physically capable
of takmg the information without the risk
of dara corrupumr.
Because of the different formatting
characteristics required by each drive,
floppy disks are usually fonnatted by the
u.ser chrougb a utility program which

comes with I.be Duk Operatillg System
being used with the computer. The operating system then works out wbe.rc the
individual files are to be held on disk
according to the format it has already laid
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down on its surface. As the disk Stam to
ftll up with iofonnaaon and some of the
files arc deleted by the operating system
{at the user's instruction) the sectors thus

freed for further use can be rcwrinen
with new information. Splitting Lhe
storage area imo lots of sectors enables

the

~tern

to manage the placement of

continually changing numbers and sizes
of files with the oE!!_mum in space
economy. Go co help 161"
• Forth A computer languagt knov.rn for

its speed of exeaitionl use of Revnu
Polish Nouuion aod UFO (Last In FU.1
Out) stacki11g system.

A FORTRAN A /ugh-level programming
language standing for FORmula
TRANslatioo. Mosliy used for scientific
and mathematical work and probably nm
for the interested bystander.
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4 Four-b;1 byte A half SJ7.Cd lryr. sometimes called a nibbk.
•Friction feed A feeding mechanism for
a computer primer which rclys on rubber
roller.:; (like a typewriter) to move the
paper through the system, so contrasung
with the more usual pi11 or traclQr feed
methods wiuch ensure paper alignment.
•Friendly A very important concept m
computing which means just as it sounds.
Software and hanlware are friendly if lhe

way they operate and the way they are
controlled can be commurucated ro lhe
11.ser in simple language and Uthe know I·

edge needed to operated the item is ensily
learnt. A friendly systan must also
promp1 the user and expect commands

back ;,, plain English.
• Front end The devUt! or pan of a program through which the user interacts

with the system. The from md is the
aspect of the sysce.m by which the user
understands what's gomg on.
• FuJJ duplez ln commtmicarions, where
information can be sent and received at
the same time. See half dup~ simplex.
A Function Properly, it is anything which
IS done or pc:rfonned, though in computing 11 will usually refer specifically ro
a progra,,unittg funcaon. Jn BASIC for
instance, there is usually a DEFine
FUNction (DEF FN) command where

the programmer can define a mathemacical or logical funcnon, asIDgn it a nume
and then call it mm the program whenever it is needed.
• Function keys A cluster of keys on a
common microcomputer keyboard, whose
function is defined entirely by the program under which it is working. Any
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g>vcn function key can easily be programmed to carry out a wide "'2net)' of
tasks when dcptcsscd. The functJon keys
on a number of computcn can have more
than one vaJuc per key, with second and
thud values being provided by deprcssmg
the funcuon key in con1uncuon with the:
co11ll'OI key and the sluft key r<SpCCnvely.

t Gap

G

A space bccv.u:n cwo records on a
dtsk or ropt rccordmg mcdtum. The gap
lS set as a scnes of zeros and LS simply
there to O\'crcomc some of the physical
problems of a mechanical system. It
allow for spttd fluctuations and 50 fonh.
.A. Garbage collection A process rclaung
mostly to tmtuaJ ~ .ryltnns where
redundant mfonnaaon
deleted.

lS

adcnuficd and

Gas plasma panel A type offlat scrrm
dupla;• where a marnx of cells 1s filled
with neon gas and an elcctneal chatgc,
applied to the indivtdual cells, illummatcs
them to fonn the characun. It has the
advanUlgC of not rcqwnng coounual
mtm01)' rtjre.sh as once the cell has been
rumcd on it stays that way unul changed.
• Gate Tbe physteal junction in a trCJJJ~

.&
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nswr controlling the on/off condition. It's
the complex series of gate conditions
which perfonns the necessary Boolean

logic functions ro process information or
store items in memory.
• Generate To create or cause to be~
ated.. You nuglu speak of a compurer
system 'generaong' a line feed - meaning
I.bat the computer sysrem would cause an
ott1pU1 devia (such as a CRT or pri11ter)
to move down one line before putting its
next piece of infonnarion on-screen.
• Generation The history of cbe
computer's technological development
can thus far be spli1 into three distinct
phases.: first-generation computers were
those runrung on valves (these used a lot
of electricity); second--generno.on computers were upgraded co run on tra'uisw~
and third generation computers arc the
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ones with semtamdtlClOTS we use at prcsenL There is some controversy over
whether we arc now in the third or founh
generations due to the advances made
over the past few years with Vtry Large
Sc.ak Inugrarion. The Japanese, for
instance, now claim ro be working on the
fifth generation of computers wh.ich will
use the huge VLSI memaries and powerful processors (possibly rrmispmors running m parallel) to generate programs
with aniju:iaJ mrellwmce.
A Generator A special program which
creates another program or adapts a
loosely-defmed applicarilms program. A
generator is often used with loosely scructurcd dawbase programs to create report
formats to exuact useful information
from the database.
• Gigabyte One thousand million (bil155

Lion) l!>W· Somcwncs expr=cd as gbyte.
The conung gcncrauon of opuca/ duk
SUJr08t. zylU11tS are capable of deahng m
gigabytes of daUJ.
•Glitch A momcncary cut-out m voltage
from the mains wtuch will usually iesult
t.n a loss of the mmwry. A gbtch can occur
when there's a sudden lOCfCaSC tn power
consumpaon on the local circwt - 1t can
C\'CD be Ulduccd by a refngcrator tunung
itself on. There 1s a wKie vancty of power
conditioners a\-ai.lablc to cure (or not
cure) lhe problem. The oppos.itc to a
gluch " a spw.
a Global With respect to tolal rather than
parual. It's common to talk of a global
~arch m a program w~ the computer
goes off and looks through the enore fth
for a "'"'Ord, words or data.
• Golfba.11 Tbe pnnllllg eJcment on a
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gollball pnnur. The alpha-numm< charaam art moulded on a smglc sphcrc.
The pnm mcchamsm rotates the sphere
to select a cl\ara<;tcr and the fonned character IS struc.k through a nbbon on to the
po per.
e Graphics Generali)' taken to mean
almost any non-text reprcsenG1uon!) produced by a computer, although 11 commonly means p1Ctu!CS1 drawings and
graphs produced by a computer. The best
computer graplucs m made by separately addrturng each pi.ul on the
compUler's scren1.

e Gremlin Elusive or Ol)'SUfymg fault 10
a program or ucm of hardwart.
Gun The pan of the COJiuJdl ray wb<

&

which

generates the electrons for the

b<am.
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Half-dupla
Totally misleading
scmantJCS. Actually means thc ability to
send mformaaon on a modnn lmk m both
dltCCt1ons but only m one di.rcct1on at a
lime.. The two-way commtmtcalWtl does
not occur simultaneously as in/u// duplex.
& Hamming code A system of receiving
data transml&Stoos where enough error
checkmg mformat.ion tS mcluded wuh the
data so tha1 me rccc1vmg system can
automancally correct smglc br1. nustakcs
without asking the sender to send the
mformauon agam.
A Hand-shaking A SCI exchange of signals between rwo p~ of equipment as
a prelude to the sending of mformaaon.
The signals ensure that CJlher item lS pcrfonmng to the satJsfactlon of the other.
Handshaking occurs becwecn modems.

e
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• Hang up Where a fault in the program
or the hardware causes the systan to j:lm.
When a system 'bangs up' cvcrytiung on
I.he scrtm freezes and it's usually unpossiblc to nuer commandJ through the keyboard. The only &aluaon IS to mtl the

comp.nee and stan again.
• Hard copy A computer owpUl usually
pmiud on paper. 11us is different from

a soft CIJf'Y display as Sttn on a VDU
screen.
Hard disk Sec fo«d dtsk.

e

• Hardware A general term describing

all of the physical components of a computer, from keyboards, momum and dllk
dnws to chips and WlCCS. Software, oo the
other hand, describes the programs wbJch

may ru1t on a computer.
• Hardwittd llus usually refers to a
rype of modem. Instead of sending
159
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impulses through an acoustic coupler and
thence through the telephone handset, the
hard.wired modem sends its signals
directly down the telephone line. It ha5
the ad vancage of easier set-up, leM chance
of background nOJse corruprmg the daJa
and is capable of amo-dial and auwanswer. Disadvantages include less portability (it usually has to be hooked into a
special wall socket). Also known as a
direct comzecr modem.
• Head 1be assembly c.omammg the
electromagnets which read and wriu co a
tapt, floppy disk, or IVmchesrer chsk.
• Reader Programs which h1n-e the
ability to prim material to paper will often
aucomatically print an identifymg line at
the top of each page. ll could include the
title of the document, name ofchcauthor,
date and so on. It will also usuaJly auto-
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maaca.lly number each of the pages.
Header can also mean an identifying tag
at the begmning of a daJ.O. commu11icanom padllt. llus provides the packet
swuchmg sysu:m with the necessary information to dll'CCt the packet to its destination,
•Helix printer An impacr printer which
produces a similar result to a dot matrix
pnmer. Hammers suike a revolving cylmder with ridges. The mte.rsection poini
of the vertical wedge-shaped hammer on
one SJde of the paper and ribbon and the
honzontal ndge on the cylinder on Lhc
other produces the docs to form the charaam.
• HELP Usually describes the mformatlon assist.a.nee portion of a computer program. He.Ip in a compurer program can
take many fonns - from the know-it~all
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who sits over your shoulder and endlessly
offers 'consnuctive:' cnticism to the
trouble:-.sbooting section of the program
docummzat.um - but the most popular
form of help is the help menu.
1be: help menu tS a batch of informanon
that can be: 'called up' while you 're using
a program to rcnund you bow to move:
the: c11rsor keys, bow to saw a docume:nt,
how to changt your pruua conjiguratwti
or sunply how to get out of the: program
without 105Ulg all your work. The quality
and usefulness of help menus vanes in
almost dim:t proporuon lO the: price of
the piece of softwart. A simple and cheap
piece of software 1S0 1t likely to ha\.-e: good
help menus for rwo awn reasons:
I) If the help menus arc too good, and
the: software house hasn't got a lot of
money to 'protect' thelt programs, it
162

·would be: qwte: easy for people to copy
theJr programs and use them for free
without the documentation. With good
enough help menus, you almost never
have: to look at a manual.
2) It takes a good deal of ume and skill
to build proper help menus into a program - to say nothing of the room that
the hdp files will take up on your storage

medium.
But good help menus arc wtl1 wonh
havmg. On Mlaopro's Word.star word-

proussor, for example, the help menus arc
achieved by what arc known as 'overlays'
which arc 'pulled in' from files on disk
as they arc needed. This means that

mformation on a given sub)CCl LS available
qwckly, without havmg to sacrifice large
amountS of computer RAAI. Go to
ht:radmma/ Cl
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+ Heuristic A trial-and-error approach
to problem solving- fifthgttimnUm computing will probably make much of heuristJc processes to amve a1 ttuelligem
outpllt. Hcunstics involve inference and
most likely choices rather than the
manipulation of absolute logic.
e Hewlett Packard A US-based multinational computer company which until
the cady 1980s concentrated on the
development of larger and more
specialised computer systems than those
m the mainstream perso1wl compuzer
markeL As the persona.I computer market
grew, however, the long term scientific
instnun~t makers cumed to the developmcm of an MS-DOS PC with a umch.scrtt11 altcmatwc mput system (simply
called the HP-150) and a portable with
ROM-based applicalions lDjrwart and a
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jku-screen (known as the HP-110).
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HEXADECIMAL A numbering
system often used in computing. As we
saw enclier, decimal numbers and computers don't really go well together - as
a compmcr works in binary it tends to
end up with totals like l ,024 and so on.
The alternative is for us to understand it
through bmary numbers - great strings
of ones and noughts, but of course 1 those
aren't suited to human needs.
Hexadecimal lS the compromise.
Hexadecimal (often known as hex) is a
base 16 numbering system. You count I,
2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, a, b, c, d., e, f, 10,
11. . . . This is very useful becnuse it
enables you (once you have the hang of
it) to nominate any byte with just two
numbers, since the decimal equivale:nr of
ff is 255 - the highest value represented
165

e
by a byte (11111111).

Many technical diagrams, for insrance
memory maps, fmd it similarly helpful to
use hexadecimal numbering - mr, for
instance, expresses ex~ 64K. Go to
infomuuitm technology Ill
• llicrarc:hical files C.Ompmer files
arranged in a predefined order or pattern.
•

High level interpretive language

Most common type is BASIC where each
insauction in the program takes the fonn
of understandable but terse English e.g.
IF X - 90 THEN GO TO I00. The
program is stmed in the computer in this
form so that it may be easily tested and
modilied by chc programmct The commands in the program, however, must be
interpreted by the computer into machW

code instructions as the program is
=cured.

High resolution Wcll-defmed and
clearly rcadablt; high resolution ofte~
refers to the quality of computer mon.1wrs, as weU as the dtmsiry or the dms. 1n
the /tu.er quality mode higb-rcsoluaon

doi-manix pn·mer.

.
Histogram Rachcr like a bar graph m
appearance, except each bar plots .the: fre-

e

quency of occurrences of ce.nam phenomena in n given time frame. A c?llcction of bars into a histogram give a
graphic aa:oum of the occw-rence over
several time frames.
e Host A system which prepares data or

other programs for another computer or
!>"""'·
• B.ost computer When a computer
ccmnumicaz.es with another, usually
larger, computer it essentially takes. on
lhc characteristics of a computer r.erminal
167
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- or goes through the process of t.emzinal
mzulalion. The passive computer (the
one which doesn'l have a user anached to
the end ofir) becomes the host computer.
10e computer acting as lhe host
computer's terminal sends u c:ommatuJ.s
as if it were its terminal and receives back
mformation as if it were the host

computer's screen.
• Housekeeping ll is often necessary to
delete redu11dmu ftks. from a system or
update or muonalisc:. On some systems It
is necessary to raaonalise the way the files
have been stored on the disk. After many
readings and r.uritit1gs the tiles can become
scatteied across many seaon of the disk,
imparing acass rime. Thus housekeeping
organises the files back mto a coherent
structure.
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IBM

(lntcmauonal

Business

Mach.mes) It is big - one of the largest
and most successful companies in the
world. It also succeeded in less cban three
years in making the IBM PC a woddwide
mdustry standard machine. Need we say
much more. .
• IBM-compatible Any computer that
can use programs, peripherab and expa11szo11 boards designed for the IBM Per-

sonal Computer. lbere are

many

machines which claim to be compatible
with the fBM PC, but only those that can
use both IBM PC sofrwart AND hardware can really be said to be compatible.
There are some machines which can
claim a measure of equivalence with the
PC by using t.he MS-DOS operarilig
sysrem upoo which IBM's own operariog
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system - PC-DOS - ~ based, but they
could not be swd to be fully compatible.
These fully compatible machines arc also
sometimes known as 'IBMables'.
• Icon The picture symbols used in the

ronment is not llle only one to use the
aeon 'picrure-symbol' l)ISlem, but Apple
helped to pioneer it in the Lisa and subsequently the Maci,,wsh computer.
• Ideas processor Aprogram co help you
son ideas and thoughts. This type of pro-

a body of dala.
• Illegal An error meJS<Wf' which ocCUJ>
when an unrecognisable commaJul is
enzered into a program.
e Impact printer A pnmer which forms
cltaraccm by striking an element on an
ink-bearmg ribbon and thereby printing
a character on the paper. Dot mauix and
daisy whttl prinrers arc impact printcrS.
A thermosuulc or ink jet printer is not
.4. Implementation The state of attaining
n working system. It is common to hear
of a program written for one machine
being implememcd on another, in other
words the program has been adapted and

gram spors relationships between ideas
and notes joned down on a computer and
tries to help impose on the living disorder

made to work.
• Import The opposite of export.. ln a
computer context, it is most often used

Apple Lua environmcnl to help choose
\'arious fimctums. lf, for example, you

want to scroll up the screen, )'flll need only
position the on-screen arrow over an uparrow icon on the screen and press a
bunon the Llsa's mouse. The Llsa envi-
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rhat is the human brain.
£. ldentifltt A character wruch identifies
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to describe the loadittg of data files from
one program to another m a common

fum1111.
.. Impulse dialling Th< way a rotary dial
telephone achieves a connection, as
opposed to a push-button telephone or

at110-dial modem.
A lnfonet An incematiooal nelWOTk
system that can hook subscribers imo a
range of dacabases world-wide.
A Information bits When a bytt of information ts CQtnmrmical.ed between two
items of computer equipmem cxtrn bits
arc normally added as an error check. The
bits that contain chc actual mfonnatioa
communicated by the byte arc the information bits.
• Information provider The term to
describe someone who contributes information to a public acctss database.
172
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INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
(IT) A tem1 defiruog ·:.: enure f1cld of
computers and telccommurucanons. The
concept of mformation technology is

bccommg increasingly unportam as the
\'anous technologies converge. One O\'Crndmg need is to develop common standards of communicanoo interchange so
that some of I.he possibilities of
exchanging textual information can be
explmtcd.
As such, Information Technolog)' has
been much associated with government
initiaaves m tlus area, especially in the
European context where the.re is much
discussion towards developing common
European Community standards enabling the European industries to compete
efTect:l\'ely in the international IT ma.rkeL
The possibilJues of lT are undoubtedly
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immense. The ulumate goal of the concept is to generate extensive exchan~ of
te.'m!nl information over computer links
- a development wluch would ultimately
revolutiorusc the working practises of a
\'Cry large percentage of the workin.1£0Pulation. Go m miegraied software l,;I
• Initialise Most programming srructurcS reqwrc the program to set up its
system parameten at the start of each program eucutim1. Initialisation usually sets
up the ground rules for the execucion of
the program, defining scarung ~alues !or
a vanety of vanables and sett.mg aside
sections of memory for various casks otherwise not apparent at the begmning of
the program.
.
• Ink-jet printer A tton-rmpact pruner
wWch fonns characters on paper by
directing ult:ra-preclSC miniarure jets of
174

ink in the right place at the right time. It
has the advantage of being vtty quiet and
often very precise, bm it does tend to be

a more costly technology than impact dor
matrix though it has great potential for

providing low-cost, flexible primers when
it is further developed.
• Input device Anything which allows
you to put infonnation into a computer.
Examples include puru:h card readers,
keyboards, liglu pens, mrct, and your own
finger (m the case of wuclz screen computer.>).
Input/Output (I/ O ) A general term
to describe the area of operations concerned with sending ond receiving information to and from the proussing uni.I.
For instance the components and software
responsible for sending text to the screm
or interpreting the keys on the keyboard

e
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are pan or the 1/0.
An input/output channel is a dt"Uia
which handles the dat4 between the processor and 11nother component, while an
input/output device is the thing at the
other end which, like a keyboard, sends
the infonnation mto the computer, or like
a mcmtWr, accepts and marupulates mfor-

mation as computer output.
• Instruction A single commam! within
a computer program which specifies
wluch opcn.tioo the computer should
carry out. 1'bJs means that thcie are acrually several levels of msnuction, for
example, the command PRINT is an
mstruction though this is a high level
instruction which as then decoded by the

computer and executed as n series of
machine axk instructions. A set of
msaucrions make up a computer pro-

• lnstruction set The mdtvidual msttuctwtts which can be understood by the
ProceJSCrr itself with the need for any
interpretation by a language 1merpreier.
The computer simply decodes the
mstruction (one 1nscruction for each
processor function).
• Integrated circuit The basis or cheap
computers. A large number of related
componem:s on a unified substrata, in
other words, when one component on the
c1rcw1 goes, you throw the whole device
out - chc imegra~ circwt is physically
a smglc device.
• Integrated modem A telephone-basal
computer communications dt:uiC£ (or
modem) that is buil1 inm ilie machine
mther than added as an additional item

after pun:hase.

13 e

INTEGRATED SOFrWARE The

gram.
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abilicy of programs to share daJa fiks or
at least pipelim infonnation between programs. ApplJCaliotu programs are generally written as one'-Offs, but it soon
became apparent that when compucers
used m run a business the various
activities don't fir neatly into the application categories dictated by the applications programs. It was realised that most
4CC

users required a set of common applicatiatu - generally a word-processor,
spreadsheet, dauibam ~·sum, and often
some sort of graphics program to represem fi~s and repom in bar diarts and

so on.
Some companies therefore offer mtll of
such programs which~ characteristics
and are identifiably from the same stable,
True integration, howe\'Ct', must offer
more than this. The best enable the user
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to wmJuw one application with another
and eas.ily transfer information from ow:
to the other (from a daubose package to

a word-processing package, for mstance,
where there is a requirement for reading
a list of names and addresses as headers
to a form letter).
For integration to be used to its best
advao~ this windowing sbouJd be as
mstantaneous and as OexiOle as possible.
A good imegrared software package will
let you bit only one bunon and manipu·
late infonnation as either spreadsheet

data, database record or word~processor
docwne.at. The only problem with I.bis
kind of a properly-working, fullyimplement:ed, iot.egrated software JS Lhat
it requires Iocs of memory and/or disk
wrage. ln order m move quickly between
one program and anorher1 those programs
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have to be easily and qwckly loadable
from a disk dmNI or luml duk OR
they all need to rcs!de m the computer's
memory. Either way, you need to spend
a good deal on either storage or memory
to get a system thar will be able to
handJc _PrDEIY full integration. Go to

mzegrarwn I;!

Cl e

INTEGRATION As u sounds - the
ability of softwart or hardwarr to work in
con1uncuon with luthcno incompatible

cntiucs. lnregrauon in computers tends
to be an ongoing process. What is considered to be tntcgrated one year has been
surpassed by something which is 'crucly'
tntcgr.ucd the next: and so on up the
ttaek. Th'5 apphes ~to mugraied
sojiwarr. Go to int<rfoa l.,j,J
e Integrity A measure of how accurate,
valid and free from corruptUm a piece of
180

stored diua or oomputcr system

LS

consid-

ered 10 be.
• Intel i\1.anufacturcn and dCSJgners of

rwo of the world's most popular comproasson: the 6502 and the

ptller

808818086. Intel's 6502 was used to the
most popular mu:rocampuID in the late
1970s and early 19SO. (the App/L II),
wtule Lhcu' 16-bn chips - the 8088 and
8086 - were used m the /& f PC and the
many I81\ l PC clones that sprung from
thesuc~ofthe PC. Intel can also chum
to be among the very first people to pro-

duce the first four-bit mu:roproassors in
lhc early 1970s.
• lntcUigence lb: capac1ry of a devic~
to pcrfonn opcrauons or modtfy the way

opcrauons arc performed through a set of
11l5lnu:rim1s contatncd in the ~vice's own
m~mory.

10e Commodore 64 disk dnw,
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for example,. is said to have 'intdbgence
because all the commands for handling

interface, usually used for sending mfor~
marion to a pri.Juer. A primer is really a

I.be inpmlou1put to the acrual disk media
are held in the disk drive irself rather than
the computer.
• Interactive A term which applies to a
program in which the user and I.he com-

single-purpose computer with its own
process"' and small memory. The com-

puter perform a funcnon jomtJy. Every

CJ

user's encry will cause the computer to
respond accordingly. Examples of this are
compucer games and .Prts~I.
•INTERFACE A device which com:ens
signals gene:nued in one device into a
form swroble for another. Most interfaces
convert signals inro a scandard fonna1,

converted back mro signals suit.able for

cialist llUIJlu.fucrurers.. A computer manufacrurer can conc:cnttace on producing a
good computer and leave prinrer manufacturers to what they do best, by pro\•iding a standard printer interface on I.he

its use.
A common interface is the Gen.cronies

madtiae. The user then has a wide choice
of printers to choose from with the

r.hey are then IJ'allSmitted to another
inrerface on the receiving equipment and
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puter sends the text in small batcJ1es. The
interface is configured so that the printer
sends out a 1ready' s.ignal when it's ready
to receive another batch. Interfaces are
also siruared between the compute:r and
disk drive unit.
lme.rface standardisation is an important concept as it enables a cenain
amount of compatibility between spe-
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knowledge that any printer purchased
with the appropriate interface will be able
to nm on his machine. 111c Ccntronics is
a parallel interface. The RS 232 is a serial
interface. Go to kzyboard 13
e Interpreter A programming language
wluch convens the human soun;e code
into computer 111Jl1UUW1u as it nms
through the program. BASIC is an mterprctcr.
e Interpretive A rerm used to describe a
computer program intended to be run
t.hroughM ilftt:rpret6r.
e lnttrrupt A system whereby I.he computer will stop its current program, save
it and continue on to a new task.. After
the rask has been completed, the computer will return to I.he original program
and resume its execution.
O Italic A cypefacc which can be pro184

duced on most computer print.en and
on-screen by some word-proctmng programs.
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• Jack

The male l anner in a jack and
socket arrangemcnL 1be jack IS usually
the piece Lb.at hangs off the cabk while
the socket IS the thmg it plugs into.
A. Job A unit of work performed by a
compmec.
• Journal lnhented from accounting
jargon. It is a chronological record of
emries made in a fik or block of dam. lf
the acuve versmn of a record 'is corrupted
before a conventional back-up JS made,
the ,ournal pro"ides a trail of entries
which can be used to rcconsouct tht

changes made in the record or file since
the last back-up.
•Joystick A responsive alccrnat&vc to the
keyboard and especially useful in controlling real-rime action on a screen. Most

keyboard. The stick can be manipulated
so that a simple mechanism in the base
closes one of four circuits (North, Souch,
East, West).
The infonnation is usually interpreted
by the computer as a specific character
wde and the computer txeCU1el whatever

mstrucuon lhe particular ccxle calls for in

the program - usually co move an obj~t
in a particular direction. A joystick will
ba,·e at least one 'fire' bunon as well. As
as their obvious applications in game
playing, joysticks can be used to positi~o
the acrsur or generate on-screen graphu:s
m more mundane programs.

\\'Cl!

joysticks act like auw-repeat keys on a
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•Key A smgle key on a ~ but
also often used as a verb - it's common
to 'key-in' some text or daza i.e. ro enter
it imo the computer from the kcyboan:L
• Key in To enter infonnation mto a
computer system through its keyboard.
• KEYBOARD The lradioonal 111p1u
dnnu for the computci; usually replicates
thc typewriccr keyboard and provides a
vanety of extra keys for specia1 functmns.
For instance1 I.here is usually a corurol kzy
which acts like a Capitals shift key on a
typewrite~ when It~ depr<SSC<I and
another key as pr<SSC<I, the cJraracur will
be inccrprt:ted by the system as a conrrol
charaaer and will cause some function to
cake place within the program. For
instance a CONTROL S(avc) will often
"""' the current fik tn a dUk.

The computer actually reads the keyboard by runrung a small aincunm1 program which tests all the keys many tuncS
a second to Stt 1f they arc being
depressed. The ke}> on the keyboard ""'
each posiuoned over a 1unction on two
lines on a gnd. \t;.1hen a key 1s depressed
it creates a crrcuu on a gnd. The com-

puter can tell wh.Jch key is being pressed
by which of the circwts in the grid have

been acti\•at.ed.

Although keyboard gnds all work m
pretty much the same way1 a wide vanCt)'
of keyboard configurauons have been
researched and developed.
A unique keyboard altcmaU\'C is the
PCB Maltron, which looks hkc an ordinary l)'pCWriter keyboard that's been
hacked up, shuffled around and I.hen left
m the sun to melt. But m truth, there 1S
189
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a c.en:am logic the way the keyboard is
arranged. A tiumeric ktypad sits in the
centre of the contoured keyboard and I.he
keys arc colour<Oded. Aside from the
numeric pad iD the ccntrc me.re arc four
other clusters: a left-hand segment of 12
character keys, a right-band segment of
an additional 13 and two small clusters
in the middle that handle protocols, ii.tie

fttds and some punctuation.
Another keyboard alternative

1S

the

micrownter configuratioa which has only
su: keys arranged on cbe from of a bandheld n11cro such that they naturally Ji the
hand. Numbers and characters art
selected
by multiple depressions
according ro character shapes. Each
{mger is dedicated to one key, while the
lhumb,, being more mrnble1 has responsi·
bilicy for an ex1.rn key which acts as a
191

concrol to switch the user in and oul
of different 'modes' such as caps

lock, numerals and so oo. Go to Lisa
TwmQ/ogy Cl
• Keypad A convenience keyboard often
used when a large amount of 1mmeric

• ICilobit I 024 bus, or I Kbil.
• Kllobyto 1024/ryres,or lk,or IKbyte.
Rather a Ioli)>
• Knowl<da<
term for the work involved in desigrung
and consuucting an information syscmr
or complex da.rabase.

cng1ncerln1

dala has to be entered manually into a

computer .rysum. Keypads (as opposed to
full-sized boatds) are nlso used with
'Uideote:a systems. Nearly all the commands in vidcotext arc numeric.
Keypunch Now ancient history.
Keypunches we.. used to punch holes
representing infonnation mto cards, prior
to that information being read mto the

.6.

compulu
Keyword A word in a programming
la11guage which acrs ~ a high level command e.g. in BASIC keywords include
PRINT, NEXT, STOP, FOR etc.

e
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• LAN Local Arca Nctwnrk.
e Language In order for you to commu-

nioue with a computer, you have to ftnd
a common set of &uzruaions or a language
that both you and lhc computer can
understand. just as rwo people speaking
a, common language facilitates their
exchange of ideas, a computer and user
must use the same precise language.
Among the more commoo languages are
paJcal and BASIC.
Mose home computers speak one dialect,
or anothe~ of the BASIC programming
language, although an increasing number
of machines arc gaining the capability to
speak a variety of languages in addition
to BASIC. These extra languages can
either take the form of a ROM cartridge
which plugs into the Primed Circuil
194

Board of the machine, or they can be held
cassau rapt or disk.

on

• Lap-held portable A5 opposed to the
plain purrable. Lap-bclds can obviously
be used on your lap. 1bey usually have
bancry power supply rmd a flat screen.
They also often have non-volatile CMOS

memories.
• Laser Printer A pruuer that uses a lasc-r
beam to write dot. matn.x charaam on
speaally trca.ted computer paper. The
laser printer offers higher resobmDn than
many other forms of printing, and is
much quicker. Like the elecrrosensitive
primer, the ltlSC.r prinu:r 1burns' rather
than ' inks' lts messages on to pa.pet
A Latency A general term describing
some fonn of (usually) mechanical delay

during a dal1l transfer procedure. For
instance, the average time taken for a
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block of data on a given rrack to rotate ro
the position held by the muJ/wrile head.
Th.ts latent time must be accounted for
when calculanng the actual speed of a
storage deolct and added ro the rro11sfsr
sp<td ll5Clf.
Leader At the unused section at the
beginning of a magnetic ~rte 1ape
which ens~ that you don't start
record.mg over I.hat pan of the tape wluch
is most prone to stretching and distortion.
The most important thing about a tape
leader is that you remember it\ there and
don't try to record over it
Least signfficant bit The one or
nought at the end (the ngbt) of a bitzary
number. Least significant, because it can
onJy change the value of the number by
one. The mo!f sigr1ific.am bi1, on I.be other
hand (the left-most one or nought), could

+

+
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change it anywhere from 50 to I00 per
cent. Consider a least significant bit
change from 100000 10 100001. Now
look a1 a most significant bit change from
100000 to 000000.

+Lem That which focuses the random

elements in a ca.thmk ray robt (CRT) so
that they rum 1mo a cohesi"e electron
beam when they finally lut I.be screen.
Cathode ray n1bes fonn the basis of displays for most computers as chey are at
the very heart of television sets and computer m011ilors.
• Letter-quality printer A computer
prinung deviu which yields a prim
qualny dense enough and legible enough
to be used m business leners. This phrase
LS commonly used interchangeably with
daisy wheel f!rinter or goljba/J printer as
tho~ ilre two most popular forms of

printer to produce this high-quality and
high-<lensity type.
A. Library A collection of programs

stored together in an organised fashion.
Although storing programs might seem to
defeat the whole purpose of having them,
the fact 1s that most programs suggest
that you back-up or take a security copy
of the program. You then store the original copy in a safe place and only use the
security copy for your day-ro-day program work. Some software. houses don't
allow you to make security copies m this
way for fear that people will duplicate the
program en masse and disn::ibutc it at a

cut-<lown price as a piraie piece of software. It is with these manufacrurcrs that
you might write away for a new di.sk (at
a nominal fee) if you lose or destroy your
originaJ.
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• Light pen A pen-shaped deoi« which,
A. LIFO (Last ln First Our) It is a rcrm

to describe bow some computers $1.0T't or
suu:k up tht:ir information. ln the Forth
computer language, for instance, information or daJa is put on a szack where
the computcr deals with it on a Wt In
First Out basis. This means that if you
entered the numbers two, three and 6.ve
(in that order), and decided to multiply
them together - the computer would first
muluply five and three and then multiply
the result of that muJtiplication by cwo.
e Light Emitting o;ode (LED) A technology sometimes used in smallfauscreen
or secondary displays. A (usually) red
matrix of dots is produced by passing
current through the indivjdual element.S

in a semiamduaivt deuia. 1be current
produces an elcctr0turninescent glow
from each clement to fonn the matrix
pattern.
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when hooked up co a computer allows
you to 'draw' pictures on the screen.
Light pens effecuvcly rum the TV screen
or mm1itar into a piece of 'elccttonic.
paper' on which you can draw whatc\l'Cf
you like. The software cha1 often comes
w;tJi tight pens leCi you eh°""' different
thickoesses for the lines you draw, different colours, as well as draw easily some
pre-deftnod shapes (commonly squares,
triangles and circles).
• Line editor A computer programming
Lenn describing a system for modifying
programs that allows you to change them
line by line - and only one line at a umc.
e Line feed A control wb.ic:h advances
paper m a pruzln' m an upward motion ~t
one line space at a omc. When used m
conjunction with carriage rerum or nu.er,
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a line feed performs much the same function as a simple 'rcrum' on a typewriter.
11ic inclUSlon or exclusion of a line feed
can also be important m setting up com-

municalions prowcol.s with other computen or computer
information
services.
.A. Line loss The termination of daUl
tmnsmiss1on, usually over a telephone
line. Simply, they've hung up on you.
• Line noise Telephone line noise. The
crackling that makes convC:1$ition on the
telephone difficult for humans can have
a devastating effect on a computer which

is trying to understand hundreds of bus
every second. Line noise can often cause
a total crash or generate lots of spurious
characters on the screen of a computer
which is trying to receive information
over the tine through a modem.
202
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.6. Line number Many programmmg lan-

guages make use of line numbcnng where
each command or sequence of commands
fonns a Line. All the lines are ordered by
numbec This enables the program to look
back to a particular line during its executum or jump forward to a hne (and then
to the subsequent lines) to perform an
often-used function required in the program. "The BASIC language, for instance
can accept lhc command 'GOTO (line)
I00 •. When the function has been performed, a funher command will instruct
the system tO go back to the line it left
and continue executing the program in its
numbered ordn
• Line printer A tenn commonly used
to describe high-speed, low-quality dot
matrix primers that print one line at a
rime. Until the advent of high densily dot
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matrix printers, line pnnters were only

used for 'rough copy' and dntft documents, bm never for finished correspon-

dence or reports. 1llls increase oo quality
of dot matnx printers has also been

accomparucd by a corresponding in~ase
an the variety of cypefaces available on
such printers, so chat undcrlinin~ sulr
scnpts, supmcnpis, cmbold<nmg and
some foreign charaaen are standard on
CV~ the cheapest printtts.
• Link Either a bit of programming or a
piece of computer hardware which JOWS
pieces of the system together. A linkmg
piece of programming or software would
al.low diffcrenc programs to 'talk' to one
anolhcr so lha<. lhcy could exchange
information, while a linking piece of
hw:dware lets two computers or computer
peripherals exchange info.rmacion in a
205

common eot:U.
Liqujd crystal display A display that
empl<>y1 liquid crystal tc<hnology co produce segmented alphl;num.ric charo<rm. Such displays ""' cypocally used in
watches and portable lap-held computers
and consist of a 'sandwich' wtuch uses
polarised glass as the br<ad and liquid
crystal as the filling. When electricity is
passed through the thin Wll'CS embedded
in the glass, the liquid crystal either
reflects or absorbs lighL
e Lisa A sigruticant 32-bu mu:rocompuJ.er
introduced by Apple in 1983. The Lisa
was and is very powerful and very expensive but it was the first microcompuler to
fcatun: truely inugrared software. This
software was called Lisa Technology.
13 e LISA TECHNOLOGY A user murfaa developed by Apple Computer for

e
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the Lisa m=xompum: The bas1S of the
approach was the use of an a.ltemauvc
inpra dmia. Instead of relying on the
qwmy keyboard Apple reasoned that
most newcom~ to compuung were used
to understanding informauon and as
rwrage and organisauon m tenns of files,
folders, paper documents - accessible to
the user when they were arrayed on a
desk-top. Neither were most of the
potential computer buyen used to usmg
keyboards - a wit tradinonally associated with secretaries and clMcal workers.
The Lisa Technology envll'Onmcnt
involved the use of a hand-held poinong
dcvK:c called a mouse wluch could be
moved around the real desk-top (the one
that used to have all the paper records on
it) and cause: the cunor on the screen of
the Lisa to move in an eqwvalent di.rte-
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tioa and discance.. On the screen are icons
(graphic representations oficems or functions). Icons include picrures of named
documenrs and a trash can for throwing
away unwanted files. The user can use the
mouse which has one bunon to indicate
DO commands, co specify the documents,
functions or program5 Dy posiuoning the
cursor over the appropriate icon and
pressing the button. The icons or the documents loaded up can be dragged about
the screen by use of the mouse and positioned where the cursor wants them, just
as he or she would operate on a normal
desk.

The idea is to make rhc Lisa Technology
a dominant feature of the system so that
thm:l party software wnters will writ?:
the.ir programs to conform to Lisa 1khnology conventions. This means that
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when a program is bought fo r use on the

machine its mode of operation will be
similar to those already well used and
understood. Perhaps what is surprising
about the advcm of Lisa Technology, is
why it took so long and why, as yet Apple
is the only company which seems to have
thought coherently about the directions

computers should be movmg in the late
1980s. Go ro modem Cl
" LISP (L!St Processing) LJSP is an
mrerpretroe computer ltmguage mos1
commonly used for developing and modifying high level languages. Ar one time,
USP was only available for use on larger
t:omputcn., bu1 jt has since been developed for C\.ttn !he smallest of home
micros.
.A List A sequence of computer statements, such as those produced by a corn209

puter nmning the BASIC computer
language, given wl"oen the LIST command is invoked. Lists can be produced
in one of rwo ways: as screen outpru or
output to a prinrn: Depending on I.he type
of built-in e-diurr the computer bas, the
program can be easily modified or
changed when it is listed on-screen. List
can also refer to an ordered set of dala

items in a program.
• Listing A program priru-ow.
• Load Commonly used to describe the
operation of taking infonnation from a
nwg11etic tape or disk driw and transferring thar information 10 a computer's
memory. In the BASIC computer lan-

guage, the word LOAD bas a very
specific meaning m that it commandJ the
computer to prepare itself for inpuz from
one form of device or anotbet When a
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program hes been loaded, it can be called
up or nm by the computet In order 10
use any computer program, that program
must be loaded m one way or another.
You can also speak of loading daU> or
ftks. In a word-processor, for example, you
tint load the acrual program and can then
load any ftle of text you 've previously
been working on and modify iL 1be practical Opposhe of loading is sa.'lll"c~ when:
you take the infonnation you have placed
in the computer's memory and uansfer
that information to a dJ.sk drive or cas.seru
recorder, by means of invoking some fonn
of save.
• Local An element or rolllim in a program which is confined to one pan of a
program - contraSts with global. Can also
relate to distance - a Local Area Network
is usually housed within one building or
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even one room.

• Local Arca Network or LAN is a
system de\•J.Sed to allow a number of
compmers or computer tmmnals to
exchange information and/or share n ctnrral swroee ckuia. The power of a LAN
is usually limned to a single ofTJce or
bwlcting, ailhough upwards of I00 tenmnals or computers can often be present
on lhe sysre111.

Locate The action of finding data
stored in a computer. AJJ data is addressed
by a chosen name and its posttion on a
disk is referred to its location.
• Lockout This condition refers to a program which has exclusive use of a file
uotll the job is completed.
•

• Log;cal drive Where n single l:irge
capacity fwd disk system is Wldemood
by the oper-miJ1g sysrnn as beUlg divided
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mto rv.'O or more dnves. With such a
configuration, for instance, the fl<>ppy
duk d,.,.. (for back-up swrage and muoducing new programs into the systmi) is
usually undcr.;tood as drive A while lhe
fixed disk dri~ can be divided inro drives
B,C and U
• Log-on lb register a connccuon with
computer system - usually by offering a
name and pa=xml. You log-on, also to
pr1blic acu n dmaba.res.

• Logical That whicb follows tbc ruko
Wd down try logic or, in compulCr terms,
as it relates to a devic.e. A logical de-vice
on a computer 15 an add-on or pmpheral
(such as a disk driw or prolter) which can
be aawed in a variecy of ways. On some
comput~ for instance, you can call in
tbc use or cortnin peripherals by g.ving
them logical 'device numbers' SO that
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when you gwe t.hc computer a ceru:n
number i1 will send the dma to a ccnam
dc'\•1ce.
& Loop A series of repeated actions in a
computer program. The most common
type of loop 111 tbc BASIC programming
language ,. tbc FOR . . .NEXT_loop.
This allows you to caust a scncs of
actions to be repeated a set number of
umes before anything else m a program
c.m proceed. A typical FOR ... NEXT
loop might look like this:
10 FOR A - I TO 10
20 PRINT A
30 NEXT A
It would cause the letter 'A' to be pnntcd
on sctten ten umcs before anything else
m the program could proceed. A series of
FOR ... NEXT loops can beconsaucted
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within one another, but they must be
properly nesttd••
• Lower case The small, non-capital letten.. Upper cast is capn-als.
A Low Jevc:I language Ont: that simply
provides symbols for each of the
prrxeswr's mmuctum.s. As always u\ lhc
eternal battle bcrwten the advantages of

speed., low memM)' use and flexibility m
programming as represented by a low
level assembly lallguage, and lhc difflcuJry

~lution characters and picru.rcs with a
computer is that they tend to use: up less
of the computer\ mmwry and arc much
caster to develop.
• Lugpblc Endearing name for a rather
heavy port.able computer. Portable computcl"5 which fearure disk drives, CRT,
and all the items normally found on a
desk-top computer tend to weight somcwbcrc between 20 and 30 pounds luggablc rather than portable.

of lcanung and using 1L A complier is
often held 10 provide the best of both
·worlds.

• Low l"CSOlution The crudest le\.'CI ol
picrure or diaracieT dcfmmon on a computer screen or prmtn:. It can also be one
of a number of different screen 'modes'
which a computer can displa)~ The only

great achtantagcs to generatmg low
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e Machine ln general a device that bas a
power source and performs a reasonably
complex task. In computer trade Jargon,
it rcfen to enher a computer or a pro-

=•
• Machine Code Objta code compiled or
assembled for a given computer. Although
the rcrm is often used interchangeably
with object code, mactune cOOe usually
means little sections of program written
in the native machine la11guf1ll. of a given

proauor. The advantage of writing programs in this way is that they don't have
to spend time being imopret.td, but can
instead be dim:tly understood by the
computer and carried ou1 that much
faster. If you write a program in the
BASIC computer language, it must be

your computer understands before the
computer can do anything with the
BASIC c.ommands you've typed in.
• Machine instructions A machine code

instruction.
•Macintosh Important product--<>ffcring
from Apple. Really a scaled down version
of its Lisa computer, with smalJer
memory, smaller duk storage and srnaJJer
price. The Macintosh uses a mouse to
make command selections in the applicatwm packages which run on it and it uses
the Lisa system of iam.s and on-screen

wmdows to display data and helpful
information.
Magnetic card A coated plastic card
to store infonnauon on. The coating is
magnetisable, thus alJowiog information
to be magnetically writun ro and from it.
• Magnetic disk A removable fa>ppy or
.&.

first translated into the machine code
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WrndiLsur duk wuh a magneac
coaung lO " " " daza rramluWJ- One or
both surfaces of the disk can be magncllcally encoded wtth a senes of conccn~
aadu of data. The: data on each crack lS
orgaruse.d into staors to provKlc: the
dependent syunn with manageable
chunks of data.

• Magnetic ink character recognition
A system for electronica11y rtadmg information, pnntcd wnh special magnetic
uU.. As the mk is magnctlSCd, 1t lends
1r.sclf very wily to b<mg read by a rwd
Mad cons1song of a transducer that
induces flux rc"-crsal~ of fixed spacing m
the deposited magncuc ink and a slit
scanner wtuch reads the chamctnJ in
much the same ....11y as magpJttu: rapt lS
read.
• Magnetic !ape An elcctromcally
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charged nbbon on which are recorded
vanous electrical pulses rq>rcscncing bus
of mformauon, rcproduablc as audJo
sound or computer a>tlz. Sub)C'Ct to detenorauon.
• Mailbox 1l:lt theorcncal location to
wtucb you send and from which you can
rccc1vc tkctromc mad. When you sign on
to an electronic mail service, you arc
assigned a mailbox and a rna.Ubox
number. Other usm on the clccuoruc
matl syunn can then send a message to
that mailbox number and the message
will acrually be stortd on a secuon of
computer stora,gt space set asdc for messages m your mai.lbox. On most electronic
mail syslemS, you wiU al90 meur 'storage
charges' 1f you allow messages to SJt
uncollected and unread m your mailbox.
Tile Ktea of the electronic mailbox is that
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you collect your messages regularly, store
the ones that you want to keep on your
own disk sysccm and delete the messages
from your electronic mailbox so they
aren't tying up computer space with the
electronic mail service.
• Mailshot A series of almost-identical
computer-generated letters. lf you use: a
word-procl!SSOT lo send out one lener,
priored many rimes with a different name
and address on each copy, you are said to
be doiog a mailshot. This mailshot is usually accompLished with the aid of some
form of mergUig program that works in
conjWlction with a word-processing
package. You type the letter into tbt
word-processor in much the same way as
you might type: a normal letter into a
typewriter, but when it comes to putting
the addresses and names in the letter, you
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lllStead type in special characl/!f'S or sym-

bols. Once you've got this master letter
done, you acate what's known as an
'address file' which contains the names
and addt<sses of all the people who are
to receive the leners. When you then
print out the letters for your mail.shoe., the
program first goes to the addr<ss file, gets
all the addresses it needs for the f.ll"St
lener, inSf!rtS them in place of the special
symbols and prints the first letter, After
that, it gees on and does the same with
each subsequent address until it mlChes
the end of the addr<ss file.
e Mainframe A laq:e computer which
acts as chc cencral processing devict in a
very large computer installation. Thls is
the sort of computer system which is
tended by men in white coais and is usually operal:ed b)• very large companies,
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banks and government departments.

Mainframe also acts as a generic tcnn to
cover the large data procesrotg envll'OnmcnL It is common to speak of
mainframe computmg, or mainframe
installations etc.
e Maintenance Keeping a computer up
and running. Maintenance concracts are
often pan of the deal when computer
equipment i5 purchased, though sometimes it is available at exrra cost. [t serves
basically the same purpose as ~ warranty
on a car. If it breaks down while under a

mnttatimr, or user's guide with an item of
hardware or wfttoa.re.
• Massage The last loving campermg
with a program after it's been dlbuggtd,
usually to gel i1 going faster or pcrfonning a Linle better. Massaging is a
ridiculous analogy.
• Mass storage Mem07J1 used for the
accumulation of large numbers of fiks.
This lS usually slOrcd onflom• disks. casst~ tapes, etc.
• Matriz A grid or criss~ of dots
which logcther make up leners, numbers

1

maintenance contraet 'tbey rather than
'you' have to flx (or pay for) iL Maintenance can also relate to programs where

the program is debugged as bugs ~ discovered or .updated as applrcatumJ
change.
• Manual 'The handbook, item of docu224

or symbols that are readable on a com-

puter scrwi or printer. See dot matrix.
• Mbit One megabit or one m.illton bus.
.t. Medium The physical devia (floppy
disk) or taf>t on wh.ich infonnation can

be scored by the computer.
•

Megabit One million biu. Ofren
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expressed as Mbit
• Memo.I')' A general re.nn applied to the
inpia, retaining and owpu1 of dma. A
has a fast electronic memory
while such devices as disk drives have a
co~putcr

slower cxtemaJ memory.
A. Memory map A cliagramatic representation of what section of memory in a
sysrem is reserved for what set of junc-

tilms. Addressable memory space may be
allocated to entities like the operati11g

sy.rrem, iluerprmve la11g11ag~ BIOS
(Basic Input Outpuc System) as well as
the program display, ond dala.
4 Memory refresh Where the computer
conscantly recharges dynamic. RAM
memory chips to keep the conrenrs of thc
memory in place. This contrasts with the
requiremem:s of static RAM which only
needs the presence of mains power to

keep everything in place.
.&. Memory workspace The amount of

user memory required to nm and use a
program effectively after the program
1t5elf has been loaded.
• Menu A selection of options displayed

by the computer. Just as in a restaurant
where a cusromer chooses an item from
a menu, the user also chooses whnt fimctum he or she des.i.rcs, and lhe computer
carries out the request.

4 Metal Oz.ide Semiconductor (MOS)
A species of semicotuluaor device which

enables Large Scale Integration (LSI) i.e.
the relative miniarurua:tion of the various

components on !.he chip. So LSI and
VLSI 1 cbc cuncm fonns of semiconductor technology used in microcompu-

enable the squeezing of more
components on ro the chip.
ters,
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• M.ic.ro Pet abbrc-viaaon for the ubiquitous mU:rowmpuur.
e Microcomputer What the whole
thing's all about. A micro as opposed to
a minicotnpwer or mainframt. is a small
stand-alone computing deviu with usually no more than two proasson and not
more than about one meg,abyu of RAM
memory. Its distinguishing factor is .that
its intelligence is provided by a micro-

proceswr.

e

Microdrive A magnetic tape-based
computer swrage devra developed by
Sinclair Research for their Sinclair Spectrum and QL microcomputcra.

e

Microprocessors A single sttmcot:-

duaor deuice which carries out the tm>cessing wks in a digiwl rysiem. It was its

development which made po~b~e the
microcompwer. A nucroprocessor mcor-

poratcS both the aril.hmetic logic unit and
the CQntrOl tmil - components previously
rcquinng separate dedicated devices. It
nonnally handles eight- or 16-bil words
- there are also semi-32-bic microprowson like the Mowrola 68000.
.& Microsecond A millionth of a second.

e Minicomputer Halfway between a
mainframe and a microwmpucer - at least
in size. 1be minicomputer was originally
developed as an affordable mainframe for
medium- to small-sized installations in
the 1970s. It is usually the size of a large
refrigerator and is often muln.'-user. ln
tcnns of power, application and price I.he
boundaries between the lower-cost minis

and up-market microcomputers have
become blurred.
• Mode A pamcular state of operation.

For instance some computers are capable
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of generating different si7.ed characters,
different display resolutimu, or colour or
non-colour on the screen. These options

can be caUcd modes. Tbc user can choose
which type of display or display mode he
wants. The pay-off is the reclaimation of
more memory for cbe program or data.
A ht.gh resolucum colour screen mode,
for instance) eats into the available
memory. Non-colour, low resolution
screens which present larger (and there-fore, fewer) characters at any one time
~uirc very little memory overhead.
Modes may also be used to describe many
other states of operation - full duplex,
half-duplex..

Cl •MODEM (MOdulator-DEModulator)

A hardwa.re device which converts digilai
information from a compurer into modu-

Jati(ms on a carrier wave wrucb can be

sent down the telephone line by another

modem and uansferrcd to another piece
of hardware at the other end. Modems
arc either acoustically coupl.ed or
hardwirtd.

Because the t~ephone system was
designed to take altClk>g voice signals,
modem transfer nues tend to be slow in
computer tcnns. Tbc:rc is also a variety
of variables concerned with transmission
- the speed the modulations art sent, the
details crin=ningfal/ or half- dup/u, the
way the error checking parity birs are set
up in each byte, and whether transmission
is rynchrrmaus or asyndrronous.
Communication speeds can also vary
berwee.a what are deemed sending and
receiving machines. Preslel, for instance,
is set so the subscriber sends mformation
at 75 baud and receives infonnation at a
much faster 1200 baud. This ts obviously
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rates and the speeds can be associated
with a variety of special modes (echo,
synchronous, odd/even parity, etc.)
chough ir's usually a case of paying extra
for more speeds and more feature
opbons. Go to packet swiu:hi11g Cl
e Modulation Turning digilal information into a11ak>g, real world signals. A
modem is used to modulate and dmtodukue ~ignals for the telephone line. A diffcrcnt son of modulator is used m
convert the display mfonnacion generated
by a computer into signals suitable for
reception by a domestic television set.
• Monitor A V'u11al Display Unu (VDU)
using a Cadwde Ray Tube (CRT), 1.e. it
monitors what's happening in the program for the person using the system.
• MOS Sec metal oxide semiconducwr.
• Motherboard A collection of female

very suitable for an information service
like Ptestcl because most of the traffic is
going in one dircctioa. 1Dc Prcstcl computer sends a screen-load of [CXt at 1200
baud and the user sends back a single byte
commmu/1 or at the most., a handful of
byt~ at a time, so it mancrs little at what
speed the subscriber sends his text.
Unforrunatcly, there arc occasions when
a subscriber on the system may want to
send a large amount of text at a time 1t is deathly slow.
The most popular standard where the
communication involves an equal amount
of sending and receiving for both parties
is 300/ 300 baud. A 120011200 standard
is also gaining ground and would seem to
give the best of both worlds.
Modems are capable of sending and
receiving information at a variety of baud
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slots, usually inside the cabinet of the
computer, into which cards (mini circuil
boards) can be inserted (usually vertically) co provide additional memory or
fearurcs to the systmi. The slotS on the
motherboard arc served by the bw.
The Apple 2 o.nd WM PC mic:rocomput~ arc both examples of systems which
make use of a motherboard.
• Motorola Developers of thc 68000
16132-bit prowsor used on the Sinclair
QL, the Apple Lisa and the Apple

Mac&uosh C()mputn"S. The 68000 processor suppons the Unix operotillg sys1m1
and clauns the capability to mulli-14Sk
properly (do several things

at

once).

• Mouse A computer inpm device pioneered by the Xerox Corporation and
popularised on the desk-t.op compuur by
Apple Computer in its Lisa and
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Macuuos.h computers. The mouse is a
handheld plastic box with a baJJ
embedded in its und=kle. By rolling the
mouse across a desk-top, you control the
position of the computer's cursor, or
pointer, on your screen. As you slide a
mouse forward, for inscance, the cursor
moves forward to the top of the screen.
With many programs, the computer conveys your commmuis to the computer via
on-screen picrures or icons. On Apple's
Mac.intos~ for instance, the picture of a
hand holding a paintbrush rep....,,ts a
drawing program. To nm that program,

you use the mouse to move the pointer
over the picture and press the bunon on
lOp of the mouse twice.
• MS-DOS Microsoft's 16-ba op<rDling
J.}'S'tmz, which is used m various fonns on
the IBM PC and all i!S lookalikes.
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MS-DOS was the first major alternative
operating system to Digilal Research'!
eight-bit CPIM syst.tm and borrows a
good deal rrom CP/ M. However,
MS-OOS in general is not that similar to

CP/ M and whe:n it came on the scene

offered simplified commmu1s saucrurcs
as well as little extras such as file dmesr.ampi11g in an ancmpt to dim the lure of
the then all-powerful CP / M. Newer versions of CPI M have since adopted much
of what it thought was good Ill MS-DOS
and neither operating sysrem is unique
any more.
A Multiplo:er A dt:vice which gets several sets of cmnmuniauion.s simultaneously going down the same line during
computer to computer communic~tion.
Tills is multiplexing and can be achieved
by having several machine to machine
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communications running on different
frequencies or slicing up the time available on the line between different
machines - each communication process

gets a small amount of time to send a
section of dala, then the next, and so on.
A dc\•ice called demulriple:ur waits at the
other end <o descramble the signals. The
idea is to make bcner use of dedicmtd
data carrying lines over long distances.
• Multi-tasking When a computer is
able to pcrfoan more than one task, or
extaae more than one program at a time.
A much-maligned [CCl1l as most computers multi-taSk to some extent. An

example is a program conCWTCndy maintaining the screen display while the computer executes its other instructions.
Real multi-tasking is usually taken to
mean getting the computer to do two or
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more complex tasks at the one time. A
popular and useful example _would ~
sending infonnation to the pnruer while
at tbe same time enabling the computer
to be used for another task - writing
more lcners to print out, for instanee.
e Multi-user system A computer
system with more: than one tmnmal
hooked into it
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Nanosecond One thousandth of a
mia'osuond (or a billionth of a second).
• Native Character Set The numbers,
Jeners and symbols a computer can
display without any special reprogramming.
.& Nesting The reqwremem to saucrure
programs so that loops sit properly inside
one another. In the illustration below,
there are two FOR ... NEXT loops in
BASIC language computer program, and
they arc properly Jnested..The outer loop
which Stal'n at line ten, can on1y be completed after che completion of the inner
loop, and its corresponding NEXT statement doesn't rum up until line 60.
It's very important that these loops stay
nested otherwise the progem would not
work. The crucial element in the looping
procedure is che: NEXT staremem.
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10 FOR X• 1 TO 4 - - -. .

20 FOR Y•:JT04
[

30 PRINTY
40 NEXT V

50 PRINT X
60 NEXT X...,._ _ _ __

• VVYVXVVVVX
YYVYXYYYYX

NESTING
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Whenever tht program encounters a
NEXT il 1wnps bock to the vanabk
expressed in the statement and the program counts this as a step.
In this case the progJa111 counts line 10
as one seep for the variable X, it then
moves on to line 20 and oounts one step
on the variable Y, prints Y (wluch will
be the number I), moves on to line 40
where it jumps back to line 20 and conbnucs the process. Once it bas done this
four times it goes on and prints X (which
JS also l at I.his stage). The pnnted output
v.1>Uld
therefore
appear
as
12341123421234312344 One< this procedure had been completed four times - the
number of times we go back to X.
e Net Sec nmDDTk.
• Network ln computer tcnns, this usually refers to some JyStm1 of connecting
computcn togcthct Also known as a
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LDcal Arra NttwOTk.
• Newline A key on a computer which
performs the same fanaitm as Return or

Enter:

+ Nibble A four-bit balf-lryte.

+N-Key rollcwu The ability of a givco

computer keyboard to obtain.the .value. of
one kzy while another key JS still being
dcpr<SSC<i This ability ~ particularly
imponant to computers that are used to
play games as games often require the
constant depression of one key (for

'firing') while pressing ocb<B (for
moving on-screen objects back and
fonh).
.
"' Noise Besides its obvious mearung,
noise can also refer to dismrtion on a line
between cwo devias. This is known as
line noise. 1bc most common form of
line noise occurs when you cry to tran.Smit

daJa over the telephone line. This noise
is usually represented as either a 'crackling1 on the line or an 'echo' in which
signals feedback on tbcmsclves (the latru
happens more frequently on transAtlantic calls !ban local ones).
• Non-impact printer Any pritub that
works without using the mechanism of an
inked ribbon being struck against paper
by some sort of printing head. 'The
elecrrosensitive matrix primer is one such
device.
• Non-trivial A program or programmU11 routine deemed worthy of serious

ancntion because it's either hard to wriu
or taxing to use.
• Non-vol~tilc memory Memo1J' which
keeps its contents wichour exruoal power
supply; CMOS memories, which require
very low currents can be maintained with
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tiny rechargeable bancnes. These .are
replenished during normal operanon.
Some !)1stents arc acrually recharged by
domestic baneries which, when the computer is being operated, provide power to
a flat screen.
.
• Non-volatile storage A swrage detJia
which manages to keep its co~tents
without mains power. Would obviously
include mag11ttic disks and tapes, and
bubble memory
.

0

A Odd parity An error-checking -!J"C<'"

where an extra biJ is added to a byre to
make the number of ones in the byte cxtd
- if the one bits almWy make an odd
numb<r the odd parity byte will b<
noughL lf even it will be one. This way,
if there is a transmission error and the
value of one of I.he bits is changed, the
number represented by the byte will be
even and the transmission fault will be
detceted by the receiving system. Even
parity makes up an even number:.

e Number crunching A programmmg
wk which requires much arithmettical
calculation. 'This sort of work JS usually
associated with scientific appiiauions.
e Numeric That which consists of digits
or numbers. In computer programming,
you often speak of numeric ~·

A OEM (Ongmal Equipment Manufacturer) A tenn generally used by manufacrurers for a customer who uses one of
their products in their own manufac-

These are simply letters or a combmauon
of leners and numbers which represent
one number or series of number.;.

ruring processes.
• Off-line Not under the control of the
computer:. With a microcomputer you are
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most likely to come across the concept
when dealing with a pri11ter. Tu put a
prinrer off-line is to put it under manual
control. Most printers have an on-line/
off-line bunon. When the printer is ofIline it can be concrolled from its own
panel - you can perform lint or form
feeds, for instance. When it's on-line it
only obeys instructions from the computer itself.
• Off-line storage Rclarcs to some form
of storage which is not under the control
of the operaii11g system. The tenn mostly
applies to large systems which may still
use paper tapt or p"'iditd cards. These
media arc manually inserted and read into
the computer when the: information contained on them is required.
In another sense, off-line storage also
includes any information stored on a

j/Qppy duk which doesn't happen to b< in
the drive at a particular time - it's off-Jim.
Olivetti A miaorompmer manufacturer, previously concerned principally
with cypcwriters. Produces a range of
equipment for office use includmg a
/ap-h<ld porrab/t and IBM-compatibl<
J6-bit business microcomputers.
e One-off Unlikely to be repeai:ed action.
May also refer to a computer or software
produced to a customer\ specification.
e On-line The term to describe a ~r.stm1
that employs a number of input/output
rm11inals which can be geographically
separated from the computer doing the
main processing by great distances. Online is also used sometimes to mean 'in
communicaaon with', so that if your
micrrxompmer is 'on-line' to a mainframe
computer it means that your micro is in

e
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communication with the mainframe in
one way or another.
• Open Commonly •computer command
meaning to open a line of communication. You can open a clraltNl of communication between compucers, open a fik
on a disk driw so that iris ready to receive
mformaoon and open a line co a primer
so that you can send mformation to iL
Open can also «fer co compulCIS themselves. Older computers such as the Apple
II were consKlercd open because they
contained no real inu:rfaa that allowed
you to do anything with the machine.
Whatever you wanted the computer to
do, you catered for by buying the appropriate expansu:n1 wrds or prinkd cirruil
boards. These .rystmu often worked on
the 'S-100' bru system, which allowed you
to intcrehangcably inscn cards to conuol
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disks, pnnters, monuon and communia>timu dmias in any one of a number of

bus 'slots'.
a Open computu A computer whose
technical infonnation has entered the
public dollUUll (it\ available legally to
those who wish to know). lb.is enables
thml parry manufacturers to supply
add-ons which rcqcirc detailed knowledge of the hosr system\ innermost
workmgs ro perform properly. An opco
system will also enable programmm to
better understand the way the computer
goes about doing things so they can make
use of its particular fca.rurcs.
• Open system Usually refers to • computer which bas been designed in such a
way that other software or hardware producers will find it possible to sell ircms
which arc compaaOle with 11., hence
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mc.reasmg u:s appeal for the um-, who will
be able to find a wtdc range of pro dum
configure with it. Making a .rysttm
open will usually lD\TOlve the publication
of spedtica.t.1ons to assisc or e\•en
encourage th.i.rd panics in this endeavow:
A closed system has been designed to do
the opposite.
e Of'C'rating system The program which
goes between the appUcarwn program aod
the compurer. Application programs are
written to work wtth specific operating
syscems, this enables ftks from one applicatJon program ro be housed on a disk
with other application program files. The
operating system usually controls the
disk\ opcrntion. See Disk Opmuilw
to

Sys1em.
•

Operator A person who performs
tasks, rather than wrius programs, on a
computer.

• Optical bar reader A deuia which
reads bar codes.
" Optical character reader A deviC<
which sca11s printed choraam and compares them with characters stored in ics
rnem07Jr to provide infonnaaon for a
computer-based rtadilrg systnn. When an
optical character reader has guthel<d
mformaoon from scanning a scnes of
characters, those characters could be put
on-screen or put out through a voicesymhesis system.
Developmencs m chis technology are still
at early stages, but advances in the computer field arc usuaUy so rapid that by
the tune you read this the price, sii.c and
technology behind such a device could
well be withio the reach of lnrge numbers
of people.
• Optical dWt Ao optical mass-swrage
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zyuem using the latest lascr'1isk . technology for holding vast an;iounts of mformation which can be qwckly called up
when needed.
e Optical scanner A dev_icc whi~ scans
data optically and uansnuts thc mfonnation received in that scan to a compuccr
or computer detli.ce.
A Originate mode Describes the ~tc of
a computer modem. When usmg a
modem to allow your computer to communicate with other computers over the
phone Line you have to know whether
your mod~ has to be set to either chc
'ansv.·er' sCitc or the 'originate' state.
In most cases, the originate state will be
the one you want as you'll be phoning up
the other computer and it will be waiting
to 'answer' you. Originate simply means
that the caJI is originating from you and

you have to be the first one to send out
a 'tone' over the phone line so the modem
knows there's a computer, rather than a
person at the other cod. On some of the
more sophisticated modems, the
answering modem will detect whether the
caller is a compuccr or a person, and if
it's a person, then will hang up and let
you talk to whoever is phoning. If your
compuccr is going to be the one receiving
the phone calls, however, it will have to
be on 'answer' - but unless the modem
is what's known as ap aur.o-answer, it
won't be able to answer calls from other
computers without human help.
• Output The end result of processing
information. May also be information
that is produced during processi11g.
& Overlay A ftk - usually on disk - that
brings information inro another program.
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One of the most popular computer programs to use overlays is M...iaopro\
WordJtar word-proctJsvig prognun. This
program uses the 'overlays' for areas of
tcXt at the top of the: screen that contain
'bdp' information. The overlays arc only
displayed on the screen when you call
them imo the program by prtSSing a 'control' sequence of keys. ln order m get the
overlay with infonnation about printing,
for example, you would hit the wnrrol key
and the P key at the same time. lb.is
m.uruaion would cause the program to go
and get the appropriate information from
the overlay file and display it on I.he
screen.

p
•

PABX (Private Automauc Branch
Exchange) A telephone switching system
that allow~ mternaJ lines (say a company!) to be connected to the telephone
network. PABX an~ computing arc likely

to become mcreasmgly inter-related as
~mpanies m one fic:Id utilise technology
m Ihc: othct: The increasing imponance
o.f modnns as gateways to public 111/ormaflDn St.'TVU"a also offers the opponunity to
p~vide low cost ntrworki11.g systems

inside an organisauon where a sophistica.ted d1gua/ PABX is already installed.
• Package Usually related m a software
app/ICOJWns program where the program

has been wrinnt to undertake nonspecific but common tasks. The package
can be sold, instaUed and operated by i:be
usn without any more programmmg or
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adapaon by the "endor. It is basically an
item of off-the-shelf software. It should
include complete, professional doc11mtnuu1m1 and, increasingly, a se1 of learning
tutorials.
e PACKET SWITCHING An economical way of sending long data over long
(expensive) distances. The data is assembled 1mo a series of self-contained,
standard-length 'packets' - each packet
is equipped with data to identify its destination through the data ,,etwork Instead
of a single commu11icarimt process

becwecn rwo zystems rying up a line from
the time the communication scan:s to the
time it finishes, several communications
can be seemingly simultaneously in pro-

gress.
This optimises the use of the lines in the
necwork and reduces the COSL Pack.et
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switching also gets roUIJd I.be different
world standards m telephone exchanges.
The world-wide packet-switching net-

work allows someone lll Japan, for
example, to send a message or piece of

electronic mad ro someone in the UK by
simply diaJJing the number of a local
computer service and traosferring the
mfonnaoon to that sen•K:e.
The mformation 1s then translated by

the Japanese packet-switching service
into 'packets' of standard-fonn:u data and
relayed to the UK in phone tones tbm
can be understood by the UK telephone
system. When received at a UK computer telephone service. the data is then
transferred to tbe recipient1s electronic
mailbox ready for collection nex1 time be
calls his electronic mail service.
Packet-switching services usually work
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on annual and monthly charges and often
come as port of a larger telephone/
compuu:r information exchange network
like Bmain's Tekcom Gold service or the
Diakom service in the US. Go to personal

comp11urCJ

.I. Packet switching acliana< The
computer facilities responsible for assembling and 'swirching' packcu of dala in a

packet swiuhmg pmces.<.
• Packet awitching system The collec-

ci\'e name (often abbreviated as PSS) for
the international paclat twilching
service.

• Page A unit of storage m virtual sroragc
.ryno1u or in some variations of the
BASIC computer language, a 'Ullliablt
which gives the address in the computer's
memory wbe~ the BASIC has stored
your program. It is usually set to be the

lowest available address m the compuurl
RAM (Ran~om Access Memory), but on
computers like the Acom BBC Micro can
be changed •mh the BASIC keyword
page.
• Page break During the printing
process a pmuer can usuaJly be instn.Jcled
to allow for the change of page in continuous smnonery. It advances the paper
from befon:. the end of one page into a
starling posmon on the next where it
resumes, often pnnting a page header and
footer as pan of the process.
e Paging Same as bank-switching.
.i. Paper tape ~ly form of daJa SUJragt.
A contmuous nbbon of paper into whlch
a panan of holes iS punched. The tape
is read cnhe:r by a light sysccm reading
the holes,. or by electrical brushes which
make contact through the holes.
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e

Parallel Stt ptrra!ILI primer inter·

facmg.

e Parallel printer interfacing A .ry.!'lem
of sending a dcua in a computet Most

commonly refers to a method of communication becween a computer and its
printer. The hardwart. which allows a
compurer to communicate with a printer

working on the pamllel dam transfer
system

is

known as a parallel or

Cmt.nmia Uunfau (C.Cntronics being
one of Lhe companies ro pioneer this type
of dam rransfcr system).
•

Parameter A setting or constraint
within a program or sySiem. Parameters
can relace to just about anything but c.an

generally be assumed co be the limits or
specifications within which a specific
aspect of a device. or program operates.
For aample, printing parameters will

relate to the number of features or degree
of nex.ibilicy you can initiate during the

printing process.
.& Parity A error-checki11g sysrnn to

ensure safe da1a transmission bccwcen
computers and their devius. It works by
selectively adding one bit to the bit patterns that make up the data so that the
data cilher has an odd number of bits
(and its parity is t:bcrcfore odd) or an

even number of one-bits (even parity).
This extra one-bit thatS added to cause

the system to operate as either even or
odd is known as a parity bit But, enough
of theory. All this means is that if you are
going to get devices or compmers ro 'talk'
to one another you have to get their baud
nncs (the speed at which they are transmitting information) as well as their
parity synchronised.
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Ifyou arccommmunicatingovcra1~1
to a buiktm board thafs, say, opcraang at
300 baud, requires odd parity, seven data
bits and one stop bits, you just set your
micra's c.ommtmicatioru package to work
at 300 baud, odd pari.cy, seven data bits
and one stop biL In most cases, the legwork of setting up those prolOC()ls is done
by the communications package (unless
you're rrying to write your own, of
Co"™')·
.6 Password A security measure on many
operanf18 sy.uems. Always foWld on commwii.t:ariotu
bullen11
boards.
An
authorised ustr retains a pas.sword which
must be enl.tred before at:.aS$ to the .rysiem
can be gained.
e PC-DOS fBM! adaption of Microsoft's MS-DOS op6'aring system for the
8088 and 8086 range of 16-/Jit fnrel prr>-

ce=r. PC-DOS is probably now the
world's standard disk operating system for

pmonalromp=

Cl

• Peripherals An inptuloutput deuice
which is connected to and controlled by
the compurer. A printer, disk dri'Ve, plouer,
nwriiwr or keyboard are all examples.
e PERSONAL COMPUTER A concept dun came along with cbc development of the microproctssar. For the first
time it became feasible to dedicare an
integral computer .system to the use of one
person - whether that use be business
orientated or of a truly personal, recreational nature.
Since the late 1970s the number of
people personally owning, or using, a
computer of some description has skyrocketcd. Personal computers can be
divided into rwo categories.
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Home computers have storage facilities
of a limited nature - usu lly cassau rapt.
They also tend to use f television set to
display infonnation. 1be.ir uses obviously
include games, both of the interactive
'adventure' type and action or 'arcade'
games. In an advenrure game the user
interrogates the system from the keyboard
and gets back prompts and infonnation
on rus progr= in the game. The game
itself traditionally involves some sort of
epic journey full of danger and mystical
happenings. These games go through
S12gCS. lf the adventurer ~CS the right
decisions and ta!= the nght acoons he
works rus way through !he journey (or
through the program if you want ~ look
at it that way) and evcnrually wms the

game.

Losing the game usually involves being
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killed. If killed, be usually bas to start
again, though this time, of cours.e, the
levels already pa~ can be worked
through qwckly.
Action games probably need no intl"<r
duction - t.berc is usually some son of
intergalactic threat which can only be
neutralised by the intervention of a lone
spaceship !'?'.presenting planet Eanh.
These games are usually com:roUcd with
joystick and fire bunon and the obJCCl is
usually to shoot something before it

shoots you.
There is, perhaps, one \lariation to the
neat categorisation delineated above, and
that is flight simulation. Many systems,
including the Commodore 64 and the
IBM PC and its compatibles ha\'e flight
simularor programs available for lllCm.
Here the playcrS mission is to control an
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aeroplane through the keyboard during
We-off, flight and landing. The user ~
presemed with a pilot\-eye view of a
flight in progress, complete with a conrrol
panel and a view of the world outside the
cockpiL The goal of the typical fligbl
simulation program is to get as near ro
the real lhing as possible. Pilots say that
many of them an: very good.
At the other end of the personal computer scale is the 1scrious' machine. The
target user is someone who works in an
office and is likely to require a variety of
applications programs to assist him in a
wide variety of casks. 111cse personal
computers usually run one of the standard operamrg 'Y"""" (CPIM) or
PC-DOS, have disk driws, full travel
keyboard and a memory of at least 64
kilobytes, These personal compurers will

nearly always make use of dedicated

monitor rather than a TV screen to display text and graphics.
'The key to the serious personal oomputct, though is the storage - nearly

olways a pair offloppy disk drives or persometimes a ]u£d disk. Storage
tkvlCl!S are really the dividing line and
they make the difference between a Oex-

haps,

iblc system which is able to manipulate
large amounu of dala and handle long
and sophisticaRd programs, and one

which can't
Disk drives ~ :µso the difference
between an cxpcnsive'systcm and a cheap
one, because they are principally mcchaoical devices, and precision devices at thaL
They can't bcnefu from the lowering
costs of electronic components lo the
same extent that che computer itself can.
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This has lead to some interesting
anemplS at providing ' mtcnnedia~e '
storage technologies - those which
anempt to provide some of the advantages of a disk drive - random access. to
infoanation, speed, and an operating
system which will locate and load ~
right piece of program or data when it lS
called for by the program -. with the

supreme advantage of low-pnce associated with less precise tape drive technologies. The tw0 not~ble ~ttem~ts arc
Sinclair Rtstarch's M.icrodrive urut and a
similar product from Coleco, the US toy
manufacturcL Both companies decided to
use an endless wafer rape.
The Sinclair version uses very small
carrri.dges wruch contain endless_loop of
micro-thin videotape. The cartndge can
fit easily into a matchlx>x. When it is ruo

through the drive it Wlwmds from the
mside of a spool and winds back on the
outside of the same spool again. Thus n

completes a circuit in about ten seconds
and arrives back at its beginning point
without che need to rewind. Although ten
seconds is a long time in computing, the
M.icrodrive system does mimic some of
the more imponant features of a disk
drive system. It saves data in "blocks and
can load and saw fiks Wldcr ihc conu-ol
of an operating systcm.
The Miaodri ve brings us to the third
emerging, area of computing: compute~
like Sinclair~ QL which fall somewhere
between the: craditional 'upmarket' pcrsonaJ computers and the home micros,
bo~ in...f.ricc and performance. Go to
pmuer ~

4 P ie chart A popular diagrammatic: rep-
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resenmtion in computer graphia programs. The pie chan is a circular
representation of a body of dauJ which
can be subdivided into 'slices' and
assigned. Some programs arc able to
express three-dimensional pie chans,
more for effect than illustrative value.
• Pin One of several connectors between
an inugrated circuil der1ia, semiamduaor
or chip and the primed cirruir board. The
pins arc either directly soldered to the
board or ace housed in soclutr. Ths enables an individual c.omponent ro be easily
replaced.
e Pin feed A feeding mechanism for
prilllm. The perforated paper is meshed
with pins on the plalen. As the platen
rotates it draws the paper under the
printing mechanism with the necessary
precision to cnsurc1 cVeo lines of type,

proper page lmaks and so on. Pin feed is
now used intcrcbangeably with :racwr
feed, though properly, a tractor feed uses
an cyen . &:mer hand on the paper drawmg il m by means of a caterpillar
ttBctor arrangement
• Pinout A pinout diagram is the schematk ?f t;bc junai<m.s of various pins,
bo~ with inllgro.ud circuits and on mystenous, cverchanging deuices like serial
;nterfaa connectimu. The pinout is the
subject matter. You need ro know which
pins in a 21 pin D socket do what before
you start wiring it ro anything.
• P~ C.Opying a program and thereby
depnvmg I.he authors of royaJties. Piracy
~s commonly held to be a severe problem
m che computer wjtware indusay. Statistics show that some programs are copied
and distributed such that only one pnr
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gram in ten in use has .acwally ~
bought and paid for. ~at 1s not obv10us~

however, is how many pirates would actu
ally buy the programs if not given the
choice of pu:ating. One has to ~t that

collecting pirated software is ~ore. a
hobby than • vice. Many people 1ust like
to have large numbers of dilfercm pro-

grams sitting 00 diskJ

and never actually

use them at au.
.
Nevertheless the software indusD)' IS
prone to coming up with _new ways to
combat lhe pirates - complicated .protection routines which make copymg the
program more lhan once impossible,
dongW (one ro each licensed user)
without whose presence in the machine
the program can't nm. One of the best
ways, perhaps, is to make the docun_iemarion good enough so that the user will buy
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the podwge (ra!hcr than just copy the
program} tO get iL
• P iul Stands for picture element A
pixel is a single small cell illuminated on
the screen. A consauction of pixels will
make up a picture or graphic.
& Platen The revolving cylinder in a
pn"mer which guides and provides a surface against which the print mechanism
(on a impact printer) can strike.
A P latter A single disk in a fixed disk
co11figurtUW11. A fixed dislr. is made up of
a stac.k. of platte.rs.
• Plotter A computer o:apur device
wNch creates tv."0-dimensional image5,
such as graphs, on pape.r. Pion~ are usually either drum or jlalbed cypes.
• Plug compatible manufacturu One
who produces computers or peripherals
which can be used with another popular
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system - plugged in and used. The 'popular' manufacturer in question is nearly
always IBM. The term was coined several
'.years ago and applies mostly to the
mainframe computer market. Many
manufacturers made their names supplying products IBM was unable to
deliver for its own systems, or supplying
products IBM would only deliver at a
higher price.
• Port A place (i.e. a socket) where data
can arrive at or leave from an item of
hardware.
• Portability Another much-abused
term. Portable microcomputers have been
very popular over the past few years.
They break down into two types: the true
portables (or lap-helds) which can be carried about easily and are usually independent of mains power.

Then there arc the full-blown microcomputers, complete with disk drives and
small CRT sci<en. These arc best termed
tra,isponabies or tuggablts. They have to
be plugged imo the wall to operate and
v,rcigh about 30 pounds. 1bcy do, however, provldc oearly all the fearures of
their desk-top rivals aad you don't have
to move them about much if you don't
want

ro.

• P ortable computer Widely-used tenn
for any computer designed to be moved
around. More properly sub-divided into
lap-held comp11:ers and luggables.
e Power-up To rum on a computer.
Power-down 1s simply to shut off the

: ;.i:cu~ A cQCU

0

at the beguming of a

em : i The Wwdata service of British
Telecom.
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Printed Ci=it Board (PCB) The
deuic.e which mouncs and defines the relationship between aU the componems in a
computa. lbe PCB is made of plastic
and feacu.res a mass of conductive paths
which run between the components. The
components can be soldered directly to
the board by their pins or sockeu.
e PRINTER A devia for committing
computer information to paper. Turc arc
many types of printers, but they au have
ooc thing ~ C?mmon: the express purpose of taking information, gencrnted by
~ compu~cr or keyboard, and causing that
information to appear on papei; either as
text or graphics. Printers arc not just
dwnb 'plug-ins', they contain quite complex electronics and sometimes have their
own proces.sqrs built into them. Most
imponamly, in the majority of cases,
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bowcvcr, is whatt known as the printer\
charaaer scL Th.is dcfmes what. lcn~
numbers and symbols the pcutter is
capable of putting on paper. The most
popular son of printer for home computers, the cl« maznx, has a standard
character set built into the Read Only
Mmwry chips inside it This character set
usually contains the full alphabet, ownben one to ten, and an ability to generate
coda that will cause lencrs and n~bcrs
to be printed in boJd face, wtder~~ o!
sub5criptcd. But to print graphics, it is
not this character set that is usually used.
Tu get a computer to print serccngrapbics, the dot-by-<lot l"'n~s of the
screen arc sent to the panter m what\
known as a dot-eddrcs.sable fashion so that
each dot 00 the paper can be matched
with a corresponding dot on the

computer-generated screen from which it
is printed. Daisy wheel primers, the most
popular type of business printer, don't use
dots and built-in character sees, buc nuhcr
wheels with numbers and letters on them.
Like a typcwri!C!; these daisy wh<cls have
a series of spokes; on the end of each is
a raised impression of the letter or numbers it's going to be printing. The printer
gets these: lerrcrs and numbers on to the
paper by rotating the daisy wbccl so that
the number you want to print is aligned
in front of an inked ribbon and, then,
projecting that spoke forward on to the
ribbon, which causes an inked impression
to be left on the paper. Because tbis
process brings fonh printed type thar
looks a lot more like traditional cypcwrincn work, it was narurally the one to
first take its place in offices. But dot
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quali:;,:

matris typcfac<0 of incrcaSing
challenging tlus uJll="C)'. and
IOOll cause dot ma.au pnn~ to .be
equally as popular in offices as daisy
wheels. Go to qwerry Cl
.
J. Print-<>0>t The used paper media.
Pnnt-<>Ut usually rcfcn to the pbys>e>l
r<SU!ts of the pnnang process rather than
the mformaoon contained on lL .
Can abobe active e.g. 'doing• pnnt-<>U~.
• p . - r The ccnaol pan of any
computer system. The processor lS the
devla wtuch performs the opcraoons on
data. In m~ the cnnn: proceuing unit is contained on ooc r.hrp.

•
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Program A self-contained set of
uu:ruaions which will enable a ~mpu.;:
to perfonn a t<qUired opcrooon.
computer converts the list of human

ULStrucUOns mro a stnng of binary decisions. Programs can be wnttcn in htgh or

'°"'""''~·

• Program generator A program used
m order ro create other programs.
• Prognunmu One who programs a

computer:.
• Program suite A tcnn used to describe
related programs occcssary for a partic-

ular app/ICalUJn.
• P""llJ1Ull IUpport The help a com-

puter manufacrurer gavcs in rclaoon ro tts
software.
•

Pl"Ojp'llllUlUlblc Where a ~ can

sum a sequence of lnSlTUctUms and e:ucuu them.
• Progra.mming 1llc development of a
sclf~ntaincd set of insnucrw1u wh.ich
enable a computer to perfonn a spccaftc
msk. There arc a variety of prograourung
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/angUDg<S. These languages are for the
benefit of humans, not computers. The
computer has to take the instructions in
the language and convert them into
instructions il can use, either before the
runm·ngoftbcprogram, as with ac.ompiler
or ammbler, or during the e:ucunon of
the program as with an interprtriw language like BASIC.
Programming is still a very specialised
tB5k, but as computcn gain more power
for less money, very soplusucatcd bighlevcl languages will be developed, making
programming a creative non-specialist
rasl<. In other words, skilled, cxpcriene<d
accountants wiU be programming an
accounting packag<, rather than a skilled,
cxpenenc.ed prognunmcr working off a
specif1cation from an accountanL

e Programming aids A wide variety of
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programs can be obtamcd IO help programmers create more programs. These
include <kbuggvrg programs, ccmpilm
r_cady~madc mathematical subrounn;
hbrancs.
.. PROM (Programmable Read-Only
Memory) Read-Only Memory (ROM)
chips w~ch may be easily encoded with
msrrucoons after manufacture (do-it-

yoursclf ROMs). EPROMS mav be
erased as well.
•
• Prompt A message: appearing on the
screen when a specific action is required
~m the user, for example: 'inscn disk m
dnveA'.
•

Prorect<d field An area upon the
screen which cannot be modified by the
~pcratot Usually, infonnation such as

msuuctions and error messages arc displayed here.

2a;

Protocol A set of rules which descnbe
lhc mcdxxl in which information may be
uansferrcd between tw0 computer .sys-

&

temS.

A Public access database One which is
open, to some extent, either by subscription, or application, to the public.
e Public Data Network (PON) Acommu11icalions facility which provides a
data uansmission service to the general
public.
• Public domain This usually applies to
programs upon which there are no claims
of copyright. Public domain wjiwart bas
been dismbuted and copied freely from
user to use< Mlllly public domain programs are disoibuted from bulletin boards
where anyone logging on can down-load
the program and use it, or make copies
and pass it on.

t

Pul&c A brief (a few mic:roscconds)
upward change in elccttical curreoL
'

• Punc:bal card Early storage medium.
DaUl is represented by a series of patterns
of holes in a stiff card. 1be holes arc
usually created with a keypu"ch and each
card can contain up to 80

characr.m.
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• Queue Where items m a list arc ucated
on n First In First Out basic (FIFO).
e Qwerty A lCl1ll which describes the
standard keyboard layout of most rypewritem. The ftr'St six letters of the top row
of the keyboard are qwerty, hence the
name. This arrangement of keys dates
back to around 1885 when a i\1r Sholes
developed i1 to slow down the speed of
cyplSCS. His problem was that typists'
fingers were moving so fast that the
type-1lm1S of popular cypcwatcrs dido't
have time to hit the paper and then rerum
before the typist was pressing the next

key. Although typewriters, and other
machines that use keyboards, have surmount«! the problem that Mr Sholes'
keyboard design was developed to cure,
the qwerty arrangemcm bas exened a

ccnain staying power. A number of'more
efficient' alternative key arrangemencs
have been proposed m the last ccnrury,
but has always foundettd under miwivc
pressure from rypcwritcr manufacrurcrs
who saw no vast profit - and a great deal
of risk - in trying to adopt a new standard.

Among ~ a~emptS to 'raaonalisc' kcylx>ard dcs1gn Slncc the adoption ofqweny
have been the Dvorak and Fitch arrangem~rs. The Dvorak was developed by Dr
Emile Dvorak m 1932 using what he
called the DSK pancm. He clauncd the
system was easier to learn and caused a
35 per cent improvcmenc m ryping speed.
The DSK divides keys mm those groups
used by the left and right hands. Odd
numbers and vowels are kept to the lefthand side of the keyboard - on the top
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and middle rows respectively. The nghthand side of the keyboard is assign«! U>
handling even numbers and remaining
consonants. PW1etuation symbols are on
the left-band side with mathematical
symbols on the righL
The Fitch arrangement takes this idea
of the importance of vowel and conso-

~gncrs on vowel and c:onsonam p:>siuonmg, but ~ has shown that
vowels make up fully 40 per cent of
normal letter usage. Go to l"/>OTt Cl

nant arrangement and adjusts ir onc.:c
again. On a Fitch keyboard, the vowels
are in a rypists 'home' position (the
middle row of keys with fow fingcn on
either side of the two middle keys). It
scam with all the vowels in this home
position and then branches out to the
most commonly-used consonants (which
huddle just above and below the 1home'

position), with the least-used c:onsonanrs
on cbc extremes. It might seem that f.ar
too much energy has been spent by both
288
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• Random access Where it's just as easy
for the .rynem to get to one pan of
whatever's being acasstd (Ul most cases
some sort of srorage med!um) as it is to
get to any other pan. Random nccess does
apply to cape mmige - here the
medium has to be wound to the right spot
before a read operation can be perfonned.
It does apply co disk systems. Recorded
music represenu; a good analogy. A long
playing record is a random access devia
- you can pick up the tum-table ann and
place it immediately on any rrack. A cassette tape, however. must be wound to the
right spot.
• Random access memory (RAM)
1nc random element (see random access)
explicilly applies to readlwrUe memory
chips. The feature which differentiates

""t
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the RAM dup IS not its Randomn<Sli, but
us wlanluy. A RAM mmuny l5 one
which can have mformauon stored m tt
(wnte) and can unmedaately locate and
commurucatc the mfomu.uon when
i<qwt<d to do so by the
Unhkc
the ROM ctup, whose contents art permanent, 11 loses its memory when I.he
pov.-cr LS dtsconunued. Some RA..\1. clup.
get around this by uulJSlng wna1I bancncs
(CMOS), wluch provide power after the
opcraung power (mams or large battcnes) has bcc:n switched ofl
.a Raster scan Whert: the image on a
Qulwde Ray Tubt (CRT) "built up by
displaying an llllag< hnc by hnc a:roos the
di.splay
e Read Tu detect and uncrprt:t dala from
another sourt::c - usually a Juk dnw

':>'"""·

-'>'""""

-' Read/wrik bead The •nagnnic Mui
whlcb reads mfonnanon from a magnetic
medium - t>pc,jloppy disk,ft=J duk.
-' Read Only Memory (ROM). lnformatton wtuch is fixed imo a clup by a
manufacrurcr and whlch may not be
altered. On many microcomputers the
ROM memory will conram a vcnion of
the BASIC programn11ng kuiguoge. On
smaller systems (those without disk
dnva) the BASIC well might be
extended co provide the equivalent of
OfJ'TO/tng zyirmr commands. So the ROM
is used to make up for the lack of fast
-facilitJcs.
-' RH.I- time When the computer JS bcmg
used to conlrol a real world event or set
of cvcna. 1ne most 1mponan1 thing as
that there LS a umc framework wilhm
whtch thc computer has to work to calcu-
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late and control options. Real umc applicarioru really started with the Amcncan
space program where computers were
used to help keep tabs on the enormous
amount of data that needed to be processed while the flight was in P~
C.Onsidering the relatively shon pcnod
involved in a successfuJ rocket launch,
especially the fust., critical stage, it's easy
10 see why a reaJ-time computer sy~etn
was developed. More mundane real-~
applications might include manufacrunng
process concroL
.
A Real-time clock A dock which you
may program into your computer w~ch
gives you the year, month, date and wnc.
Real-time clocks arc useful for dau
namping - where the operaling .rys~i
auromarically generates a date and ~e
stamp on the file ttJUllog when a file is

opened or created.
• Record A collecaon of daJa which is
treated by the sy:rum as an entity. Records
are usually held as sub-entities within a
fik. The lile simply being the r=ptaele
for identically fonnarud records - for
instance, in a simple cardbox application
program, each record could consist of a
contact's name, company> address and telephone numbct lbe infonnation associared wich a single contact would
coru;titutc a single record.
• Redundant files C.Omputcr fdcs that
are either wmccessarily duplicated or art
no longer useful.
.l Redundancy check A system of'""'
•

checking.
Refresh C.Ontinual pulse sent to
dyna.mic RAM to keep the contents of its
memory intact. Can also refer to the dis295
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play, when a change in the display<d
image occurs, the entire di.splay is often
rebuilt, or rcfrcshcd. ibis is oppo!iCd to,
perhaps, scrolling 10 a rcxt mode.
.& Register An important component in
the proussor - usually acts like a ve.ry
fast transitory wrage area. Registers arc
of flxcd length - eight, 16 and sometimes
32 bits, and can hive a variety of roles,
for example, to sro.re a running tocal of a
calculation.
R<locatable program A program
which can be moved, if needs be, co a
different pan of the memory. The program is scrucnucd in such a way that the
cuUmsses an: easily ll)odificd.
• Remote A term used co dcicribc a
deviu or operation geographically separated from the computer system that conttals it.

+
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REPORT Usually 1<lares to a son of
mtclligencc gathering operation con-

ducted on a large bocly of dara - a daur
base. Repon generalon are one of the key
componaus in a database package. lbcy
are a program within a program generated

by the user which enables a series of
search~s and operations to be carried out
on the data.
Runni11g a database may seem like a
fairly simple operation - you simply tmer
locs of information into the computer and
then use the power of the computer ro
pull the information back out again when
it is required. But it's the very vagueness
of a program specification like this which
makes the database one of the most problematical applicmUms in microcompwi11g.
The main problem is that., while some

applications, say word-prousring, ~
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!!tandard, information management is not
A .rystem runmng a word-proccs.sing
fXJCk"Ce for a grocer is liable to vary little
from the one being run by a dentist. The
application is a very srondard one in that
both parties arc Likely to be composing
leners, perhaps in batches as mail shots
and writing the odd o~-off lener as the
need arises. When, however, you look ac
the management of information you
probably find tbat the grocer and the dentist have remarkably different needs. One
stores patient records, the other monitors
stock. While this information is easy
enough to store in categories, the way it
is used will probably be markedly different. Thili is where rcpon wriang

comes in.
ReportS are like programs which run
inside cbe database program itself. Their
298

job is ro select indjvitiual records or fields
exuact ttumerU information or statistid
from them and then display I.he: information required in a specific formm. While
the grocer and the dentis1 may be using
the same database package their report
formats arc likely co be very different.
One of ,the grocer's reports might indude
calculaang which lines in the shop are
offering the best return once account is
taken of margins, stock level5> shelf space
and so forth. The rcpon needed co extract
this son of information from r.he body of
data making up his database will bear no
~blancc to the dentist's Hkely
reqwrcments. These could comprise a
format to select which patients were due
to come in for a regular check-up.
& you can see, the steps a report program bas to take ro produce these two
299

completely different results means that
the insauctions to rhe program must be
based at a very low level (as with a pro-

gramming ~ where a low level
language hands the control of the minute
detail of the program over to the programmLr, a high level language saucturcs
the program in large, prrlabricatcd
steps). To provide the ncccssary flexibility to enable the dentist to use the same
program as the grocer, a datBbase prognoi bas ro avoid pre12bricatcd slices. Go
to '1Drag<

Cl

• Ract To either return to zero or to a
pr<-<lerermincd beginning point This
applies parttculady to computer memory.
To reset it is to wipe it clean - ready to
start accepting dauJ again. Most compuccn have a reset button which users can
use when a .rysr.em luing_s up or gets
300

uappcd i.n some son of loop.

• Raet button See

re.21.

• Resolution 11le degree of detail m a
duplaJ< A h111h resoluJum display on a
CRT, for instance, is one that uses many
more indhtidual bils on the saccn ro build

up the pictures or characten. Low molu~
twn displays arc cruder in appearance but
use much less memory to maintain the

display.
• Retrieval To locate and a.can a panjcu.Lar piece of infonnation from a swrage
J)'stem.

• IUtum The act of pushing the carriage
rttum key on the keyboard. Also o word
in the BASIC computer lallgl"'K<
dcnobng the end of a mbrouiine or
sequence of compurer i11srruawns.
• Reverse Poliah Notation 11us is the
metbcxJ of wriring programs in the Forth
301

programming langul1&es. It essentially
involves the convention of entering first
the daUJ you wish to manipulate .and then
following that with the opcrat.1ons you
wane to perform on that data. lf, for
example, you wanted to add the number
three and four in forth under Reverse
Polish Notation you would first enter
three and four and then enter r.bc operation ( +) that you wanted co perform on
them. The advantage of this'>"""' IS that
it allows you srack up large amounts of
data and move through them quickly. 1be
data is pulled down from this stacking up
in what is known as a Last In F'i.rst Out
or LIFO basis.
• ROM See Read Only Meml1r)I
• Run To p-,ecuce a program on a computer.
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• Save To commit a body of information
contained in the memory of the compmcr
to some fonn of magtll!tic medium - disk
or tape.
• Scan Where a program examines all
fields in rum, looking for a string mar.eh.
• Screen editor A system for modifying
computer programs that allows you to
change any part of a program shown onscrenl at any one time.
& Screen format The way the display is
organised.
• Scroll Where infonnation is presented
on the scrtnt of a computer in such a way
chat tt flows from I.he top of the screen
to the bonom of the screen, e.g. a long
text document. The computer then
duplicates the behaviour of paper t.eehnology by simulatiog the unfurling of the
303
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document from the bonom of the screen
- just as if the text was winding off a
roller and rtwinding on to another ar the
top. 11lc alternative is for the computu
lO

abruptly display the next

s=en of

continuous informanon. Most people ~
used to dealing with pape<, so scrolling
usually suits better.

• Search

A process undenalt<n by a
computer program to cxamin~ a body of
dOUJ in scai<h of a spcofic smng of charaam or numbers. Searching is a common
occurrence in a dmabase program for
mSWlCC.

• Second processor Also known as a
co-f'l'OU""'· This simply means the P'!"-

encc of a second computer processiD.g
chip inside a computer. Until the early
1980s most computen only bad one prrx;-

essor,
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usually of the eight-bit cypc, but

then 16-bit compuiers (like IBM's PC)
began to gain popularity. Computer manufactuttrs then wanted to produce
macluncs that could take advantage of the
vast range of sofiuxm produced for
eight-bit maduncs, while noc losing out
on the future advantages of having a
compuccr which ran 16-bit software.
lbeir answer to this was the indusion o[
two processors in the computer - one ro
handle old programs and anothc.r to
handle new. This is not the only n:ason
for the indus1on of a second processor they are often added to machines to make
them mo"' powerful by pcrhal" putting

the existing processor to work handling
inpUllowpm tasks while the second processor handles a special task like graphics

generation or sound.
• Sector A subsection of a single track
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f.:a'h

on a magnetu: disk swragt S)'~·
uack on the disk must be divided mto
sectors so that the system kno~s wbcrc
it's -going. Floppy dUks have a little bole
in the disk near the hub - wbcn this aligns
with a corresponding hole m the Jacket
the confluence is noted by the ~tern
which can then work out the rotanona.l
position of the disk. in the drive and act

.=:~
.

of moving the rwd/VJlill
head to the coacct lateral position - over
the specified trod<.
•
Sqpncnt
An
independentlyfunctioning subset: of a computer program wrucb can be Waded and ~d
without the association of the rcs~ of t~
program. Programs are often ~ tn
segments for systems with a Limited
addrw spaa of 64k. h doesn't take much
act

dam, plus the operati"ll '>"""'and display
area, to leave the room for the actual pro-

gram rather short. For instancc1
WordStm; perhaps still the world's most
popular worri-proassing package is split
up into many segments. When the user
wants to do a block move search for a
word, or print out afik the program goes
off and loads the n:levan1 program seg-

ments for each one of these uscrfunctioos .
Semiconductor Describes the actual
physical reality of a chip or inregraud wcuil. The ril.icon material which makes up
the semiconductor deviu is capable of
variable conductivity subject to conditions like tempcrarurc and impurities in
lhc subsrrau of the device. The semiconductor is dQf>td with impurities to produce a complex pattern of varying levels

e
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of
conductivity,
so
producing
rruniaruriscd mutSistors and circwts in
the device.
• Sequential When reamU, files or fa/dJ
arc in a definite order and may only be
manipulated or aaes.std on that basis. See
sequential acUSJ.
A Sequential access Where direaory
information for each ~ord in a SUJTage
synm1 is comamed at the end of the prc-vious record. So the system is constrained
to go through the entire medium to read
or wrilt. This contrasts 'Yith ratuiom
access where a directory is kept of the
posiaonti of each block of data - each
block can be a=ued individually and in
any order:
• Serial One after the otha
• Serial data Data which is sent or
understood co or by a computer as a series

of biu - ooc following the otha This is
opposed ro it being paralkl when:: the
data is sent simultaneously in ranks of
eight.
• Serial access Same as sequmliaJ accm.
• Serial interface Sends and receives
dallJ in an Indian file, rather than in ranks
as with a parallel intnface. C.Onverting
data to a serial /urmat is a necessary prerequisite to transmitting it down a telephone line for communication ro another
compuccr or databast. Tbe standard
~ ~tcrf;:c:e for mi&rocmnpram is the

3

prints
one charaan- at a time as opposed to a
line prinkr which prints one line at a time.

.& Serial printer A primer which

• Silicon A material used to manufacture
smriconduaor devices. It is use.cl most
often in compuccrs for the production of
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$1licon mugraud crmlllS (also koown as
silicon clup1). Such chips an: commoaly
made by bwldmg on a silicon slice abou1
2 mm squan: and 0.2 mm duck. Each
layer that\ built m llus slice cootaios ao
c1<ctrical nucrocir<UiL When a charge IS
applied to the completed chip, silicon
atoms either release an elcctroo to
bccnmc po&itivdy cbatg<d O< We llO
clcctron to become negatively charged
11- cbatg<d regions in each layer combine to act as ampl.ificn and ~
devices for current.
e Silicoo Valley OtheJWisc known as the
Santa Oan distnct of San Franasco\
Bay Arca, held to be the centre of the
world's m.icrocJectronk:s industry, with
~tcrally hundreds of firms located then:.
Among them att the giant Apple and
Htwka Packard computer manufac-
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e Simplex DaUl cransfem:d U1 one d=:tion only.
Sinclair Research Sucx:cssful UK

e

home computer manufacturer. Achieved

a •rue with the ZXB l and then the colour
zx Specttum hobby micros which both

found unexpected markets as games and
educational .rysams. Sinclair's approach
involves relatively low margins ~d
mail-order mru:keting to make up the difference. In addition the micros were cut
to

the bone in u:.nns of traditional com-

puter fearures - lacking all but the m~st
essential UtJerjace.s and makmg do with
non-smndard alternative keyboard mechanisms.
Sinclair has also moved into the lower
end of the business market with the QL
micro whose principle fcarurc is its sillte
of bu11dkd app/icalimu progroms 312

stneadsheer, word-prouswr, dauzbase and
busmcss graphJ<S packages.
• 16-bit pro=llOr Is l"l&clY supplanting
the fonnerly ubiquitous eight-bi/ micros,
at lean in the business/personal computer area. A 16-bit processor can manipulate l 6-bit 'UXJTdJ and perfonn c.:enain
functions much faster than a processor
wh.kh deals in cigtn-bits at a time. The
pnnciple 16-bit processor is the Imel
8088. It has gained dominance principally
because IBM selected it for its

IBM-PC.
• Smart Usually refcw to a computer
1em11nal which bas the ability to perform
some local procwing tasks instead of just

being able to send and receive information from its hcst. - as is the function of
a dumb terminal. An intelligent tenninnl
is usually just a sman tcnninal but intdli313

gent sounds bettet
• Socket Usually taken to mean the
female partner in a connection between
a cable and a computer purr. In most cases
it is safe to as.sume that the jack or plug
is the connector on the end of the cable
and lhc socket is the thing it plugs into.
• Soft copy lnfonnarion stored on disk

or other magnetic media

~

opposed

to

'hard copy' or information whic:h is stored
by printing it out on papct.
.& Soft keys Function keys on a computer
keyboard which can be programmed to
return a given character co the computer
- i.e. a character the program is expecting
to rccci\'e.
• Software Computer programs produced and sold in the market often with
documenlaliqn, learning m3terial, sample
files, etc. With such a broad definition
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there is obviously a huge range in the
rypcs of software. Software can be
divided up between programs which help
the machine to use other programs, and
progr>ms which di=dy help the user. In
the firn category is the opmuing !J""m.
This provides a working environment for
the applicmion program and should,
unless needed, operate almost invisibly.
The second son of software is working
programs - wriltm lO perform specific:
ll1Sks like word-processinc, accounting,
graphics and so on.
.& Sort To arrange items in a predefined
sequence.
• Source code Programmi1111 instruaions
wri.ani or enJ:md by the user, prior to its
being assembled, compiled Ot inrerprered
by the machine into object code.
• Special character Any charaaer on a
315

keyboard that is not a lettei; nwnbcr or a
space is a special character. This includes
:#:5%/\&*,ecc.
• Speech oynlh<si> The process of using
a computer to generate sounds that
approximate human speech. Tbcrc are a
number of ways of accomplishing this

task, from 'rccoiding' a series of lenm
and words on to a computer disk or chip
or recording all the common phonemes
(or pans of speech !hat make up the
normal human sounds), to creating very
primjtivc computer sound effects that
sowld vaguely like someooe spealting.
Increasingly it is more common that the
'sound information' m average spccch is
encoded on special speech chips that arc
actually built into computers and can be
""''"" by simple """""""' in the
BASIC computer lancu"K' so !hat the
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phonetic command '5/'if Heh lob' would
get the computer co urru the word 'hello'
Spelling
A program
works m con1uncnon with a wordproce=r to check the spelling (ood often
count the words) in a given documcnL

e

checkao

tlra;

Spelling checkers arc not usually produced by themselves., but as an add-on

module co cxisong word-processors.
Almost. all of the popular wordproccs.smg packages for micros have
spelting-<:hecker packages !hat you can
buy to work with them. Spelling c:hcckcrs
work by companng smngr or collections
of letters ood numbers. A good spelling
checker has a dictionary of 20,000 words
or . more an.d checks the words you've
~nen agamsr the words in that dicuonary. ff a word in your ten is not in

the dictionary, then the spelling checker
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will mark that word as potcntionally misspelled. It will then let you list the words
it thinks arc misspelled and ask you if you
want to change any of them. You can then
decide which of the 'misspelled' words arc
acnuilly just proper names and places that
che computer's dictionary couldn't know
about and which an: actual true misspell-

ings. If the names and places are going to
appear c:ommonly in your work, you can
often decide to add words co the dictionary so that it will not single out such
words as misspc.llcd, but instead
recognise them.
• Spike Momencary surge in current on
a mains line. A spike can have traumatic

consequences for a ddicate computcc At
best it may lose the contents of mmuny.
At worst it may do fatal internal damage
to the hardware as well. There arc a range

of ~ claimed .m offer protection
from spikes on the line. The opposite is
a giiu:h - a momentary drop-out in
power. ~ memory can ~ just as surcJy2
though this occurrence 1s less likely to
damage the hardware.
• Spooling To use the '1lm1/ft sysiem as a
buffl!r when daza is being sent to a peripheral. Almost always used in relation to
primers.
• Spreadsheet One of the most popular
and obviously useful appli.carf.ons to
which a m~mpUln' can be puL Enables finanoal information to be displayed
and calculated in a grid of columns and
rows. The spreadsheet illUStrates
financial performance over a time frame.
See Financial modd
e Sprocht feed See pin fud.
& Stack When: daza is added at the end
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of a list and is retrieved from the same
end. This method is known as Last In
First OW (LIFO).
• Stand-alone A dnJia which operates
independently.
A Static mtmory RAM which does not
require continual memory refrtsh from the
processor - all it requires to keep irs
memory is an uninterrupted supply of
electricity.

e Static RAM Stands for Static Random
Access Memory.
• Store To cause the ~ to place
information in a swragt device..

13 e

STORAGE Dara being used in a
is manipulated and stored in two
forms. The most immediate fonn is in
RAM. When it's noc about to be used the
data in RAM is $OfJtd to a storage
medium - either tape or disk. lt is imporsystem
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rant not to get storage confused with
memory Memory is the voJalik daca temporarily ins.idc the computct Storage is
the Mn-<JOkui/e (usually magnetic)
means of holding on to data once there is
no room ldi: for it in chc computer itself.
Storage media arc also a means of
importing new programs and data to the
computer system. Once in the memory
data and programs can be directly
acasstd by the processor. Most of the
rime, of course, the data is just sicting
there, but obviously the speed of the
system is gr<atly increased if the right
daca is available at the right time. It's the
~b ?f the storage system to get the right
bils into memory and save the other bits
back again when they're not immediately
needed. G1i to wlalile 13
• Storing The act of placing information
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inaSl/mJj/<<koia.
Stream A flow of bus (usuaUy serial)
over a particular path between one devra,
or one part of a device, and anothet
• Slftamer A high speed digual tape
=ording <kvia designed as a back-up
companion ro the fixed disk. A sacamcr
usually uses half inch ""'lf""ic rape. Like
tbe fixed disk it is usually an expensive

t

item in comparison with alternative
storage combinations, for example, mulaple JIDppy disks which provide a built-in
back-up solution by enabling the user to
duplicate I.he contents of entire disks or
ftJes.
A String A linear collection of numbers
or characu!rs. String handling is an important pan of programming.
e Structured p...,,........,U The
proper way co program. A set way of
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undertaking a programmmg task, swting
wuh desigrung the program and splimng
it up, if possible, into small pans or subroutines. A well-soucturcd program is
~er to write, tUbug and modify, cspcCJally when these tasks have to be undertaken by someone who didn't do the
original work.
.6 Subroutine A sequence of ittstruaiotu
that have to be used SC\'cral times during

the execudtm of the program. In BASIC
che rouliJJe is called with a GOSUB - the
program then goes off, performs the
operation and rcrums to its leaving point
This way the subroutine can be called in
many times without complicating the
layout of the listing.
A Subscript A varitJJJk or number which
identifies an element in a named set of

numben. Subscripts are most likely to be
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encountered dunng SIJTlple BASIC programmmg where. ll u: used to delineate
the elements m an amJ)I It can al.so refa
to half-sized character pnn [ecf on the
bonom haJf of the prim matrix Found
as an option in many pm1lef and useful
in printing mathematical expressions.

Substrate A$ it rela1cs to the riliccm
chip. The material which supports I.he
circuitry - in this case lhe s1Licon sliver:
The real magic of lhc chip is lhe doped
areas, but the silicon provides lhc base:,
or cnvironmem to make all tlus possible.
e Suppon The after-sales 5Cnttet and
advice available 10 the purchaser of a
computer or ptett of so~ from tht\-cndoc: 1bc level of suppon (or oonSUpport) expected from a vendor should
be carefully evaluated by a potential

buyer. As producm go, computers arc perhaps mon: in need of back-up than most.
• Synchronous When two dnJius must
be: synchronised to unden>kc a ccnain
task. Most likely to occur in relation to

rommwticazions. Synchronous communication requires both devices to be sharing
exactly the same timings. Asynchronous
communication can function almost
without reference to che state of the corresponding deYicc.
• Synern Defines a complete computer

installation including wftware, peripherals
and hardwart. That which works
interdependently to produce a given
result

• Syswn analyst Someone who evaluates the needs of a computing applica/Wt1
aod recommends hardwa~ software ecc.
• Symm software Usually thought of
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as software which performs tasks for the
system itself, as opposed co an applicm.Um
program which seeks co produce usable
outpUL. System software can also be
defined as above minus the operati11g
system.
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• Tape Most commonly refers to magnetic rape used to score information transmined from computers. The informanon
is encoded on the tape, such that when it
is 'played back' the computer can interpret the signals it originally sent to the
magnetic tape recorder as program information or data. Can also refer to paper
rape, on which mfonnation is recorded by
punching holes 111 the tape: in strategic
places, such thnt the positioning of the
boles in the tape: determines the nature of
the infonnauon 1t holds. When used as a
verb as in 'Did you rape: the program?',
it can mean to score or save a piece of
information on tape.
A Tupe drive A mag11eric storage device
which uses magnetic tape or tape cas.sl!lteS
or canridges.
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Telecom Gold Business-orientated
oommunications service for microcom-

&

PUli!r users run by British Telecom. Subscribers can use a modm! to dial up the
service which offeB telexing, mailbox
facilities_, dauibt& faciliues and long distance daJa communication.
& Telecommuting The practice of
working at home with a computer and
'sending' your work to the office via rhe
communicarions facilities available on a
computec. Telecommuters have the distinct advantage of making their work do
the commuting for them - and even then
the work onJy commutes over the telephone line to another computer at cbe
telecommuter's place of work.
.t. Teleshopping Ordering goods and
services through a public communicatio'u
t1.erwork e.g. Prestel offers teleshopping in
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certain areas.
.t. Tcl<80ftwan: Computer programs
obrained using the telephone-based or
broadcast-based "1mmunicmimu facili-

ties available on a micro. Telesoftware
services allow you to dial up another
computer which has computer programs
scored on it) 'pull down' a copy of one of
those computer programs via a system
which automatically bills you for the soft.ware you take at Lhc same time. Free
te.lesoftwan: offered over telero:r. TV
bmadcastiog services give you acass to
free programs if you have tbc appropriate
adaptor hooked up to your micro. This
rccc1Ving cquipmem picks up the
tdesoftwarc transmissions, decodes them
and lets you store the: decoded versions
of the program on your computct.
& Teletext

A business correspondence
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standard for word- processors and electronic typewriters.
co 1:x! confused with the
above. Teletext ts a melhod of broadcasting digual informauon which can be
picked up and displayed on a domestic
tdcvision scL
& Terminal A devjce which a computer
operalOT utilizes to communicate with the
computer. Usually comprises a keyboard
and moniun:
• Tenninal emulation Where a computer runs a program which makes it act
like a terminal co another computei: Terminal emulation allows the emulating
computer to send commands to the host
system and receive back a display, usually
\>ia a modem over chc telephone system.
The host system treats the connecred
computer just like one of its own tcrmi-

.A Teletext Not

nals. A gocxl terminal emulation program
will allow the user to save information
senr by the host system to its disks. It may
even facilil:llte the aummatic dialling of
the number and set up the necessary settings (baud rate, echo, etc) for the computer being connected.
.A Tcnninate Tu end, finish or stop a program•
.A Text editor A program which manipu-

lates text - a word-processing program
could be described as a text editoi:
• Ten files Computer-based flies composed entirely of non-programming text.
Text files do not usually contain special
control characters or codes, only letters
and numbers. A text file can also refer to
a file produced by a axm!-proce=r.
• Text formatting mode The state in a
computer word-proassing program which
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causes text to fn into a predefined tincspacing, margin and design structure.
4 Thermostatic A type: of thermal
printer when: the characters are scorched
on {0 specially coated papec
• Third Party Usually referring m a
supptier of computer cquipmen1 or software that works with another companyt

computer system.
• 32-bit microproceuor An advanced
processor chip which can macUpulate dara
in 32-bir words. The tcnn is a fairly
imprecise one - some 32-bit processors
ace capable of processing with 32-bir
words internally but stiU send data to
other chips eight bits at a time. The
nwnbcr of bits a processor deals with does
not occcssari.ly indica{e its speed and
power, but quoting bits has become tbe

computer cquivalem of the car manufac332

tu='s old standby, borsepowe< What
horsepower doesn't tell you, of course, is
how heavy tbe car is, how aerodynamic
its body shape and bow much petrol it
uses - all the thing5 you need to know to
tell you bow fasr or how efficiently you
can get fiom A to B. Oimpurers arc the
same - bits arc DOI enough. liue power
or usefulness can only be determined by
calculating a computer's dock sp«d, tbe
ef!icieocy of its opmu;,,g -!)l5km and tbe
speed of its disk driws or ,,,__
4 Time manager A program designed to
take tbe placo of tbe sl2ndlud business
diary. This type of program cao take
many forms, but usually includes some

form of on-screen reprcsen12.tioo of a calendat, an on-screen rcprcscntation of a
page in an appointments diary and some
fonn of "arch facility. Jt is the search
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facility that allows the electronic time
manager, or diary, to score over its paper
c.oumcrpart. In a normal day-co-day
diary, there is only one way to search for
an appoinuncnt: on the basis of when that
appointment is supposed ro happen. But
let's say that you had an important
appointment with a solicitor, but couldn't
remember which day in a given month
that appointment was fot In order to find
that information in a diary you would
have to flip through every day in the
month, hoping that you would come
across the solicito~ name somewhere in
the diary. But with a time manager, you
would just cype the word 'solicitor' or the
name of the person and the computer
would automatial.ly find the engagement
and bring it up on-screen - that is providing you have already plugged in the
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machine, booted up the program and
happen to have it running at the time
when you want to do the search.
.& Time sharing Where several users or
companies use the same large multi-user
computer !)'Stem. Time sharing is probably becomil1g less im?>rtant as the. price
of computing drops in most appllauion
areas.
e Toggle A method of selecting from a
range of options where the options (rwo
or more) are displayed or highlighted one
at a time (usually on the screen) in
response to inpw from the keyboard.
A typical toggling openiting might
involve choosing between options before
a printing operation m on applicaritm program. After the PRINT command has
been execuud the user is pn:semed with
a screen of conditions in texrual form e.g.
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'5how headec .. on'. By posauorung the
cunor at the head of tlu! prompt and
puslung the space bar the prompt will
change to 'show header .. . 00'. A coodinon wluch will will cause the h<cukr to
be ignored dunng the pnnting process.
Deprcssmg the space bar agarn will bring
'on' back, but a RETURN or ENTER
will esublish the change and the curso<
will JWIIP to the next prompt havuig
lO@g)ed the header prompt to off. A toggling opcranon may involve more than
twO options.
e Token A much used conoept. lt~ usually
possible to shorten word commands to the
poml JUSt before the shonened version
can become the same as anolhcr v."Ord
command. Tius opumum i.s called a
token. For instance m a system which
uses the commands VALIDATE and
VALUE the mpectivc tokens would
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ha"" to be VALi and VALU. If we
~ tbm are no commands beginrung wnh P apart from PRINT. it> roken
could be P. It is all the comix:t<r needs
to go on.
e 10ucb....,,_ A coroput<r inpra !YJUm
that lets you give the computer comma>tds by simply touching the screen. As

popularised on Htwim Padtardl
HP-150 miaoamrpwer, the touch-s=en
WO<b by emitting a 'grid' of infra red
beams in front of the screen so that when
the grid is interrupted at any point, 1
wuque value will be generated and aent
to the computer. This means that if you
point 10 tbc command bo:r at the lower
left-hand comer of the screen (the 'origin'

of the grid), the grid is broken at coordinate O, 0 and a value - similar to a
keylloard value - is sent co the compucct
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e Touch tablet A computer inpw deoill
that collS.lSts of a pen and a smooth plastic
pad. linages drawn on lhe pad arc auto-

matically converted to computer code and
displayed on-=ecn. The plastic pod
becomes nn-sc=n ·paper' aod the pen which can offer lines of different character and colour - becomes a paintbrush
or shading pencil. Touch tablets also usually offer a plastic sheet over the main
mblct so that you can slide pict:urCS under

it and uacc over them to get

~produc

tions on-screen.
Track A path along which daJa is
recorded on a magnetic. medium - tape
or disk. Disk tracks arc usually Wvidcd

e

into secll)rS.

e

Uactor feed A mechanism which
guides continuous stationery through a
high-speed primer. A tractor feed is the
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heavy-duty veni'ion of pin.feed. It uses the
same principle as a caterpillar croctor to
gain a firm purchase on the paper through
the: sprodut holes in the continuous staboncry.

e ]i-ansfer speed The speed at wluch
daJO can be lr.lilSferrcd from one pan of

a computer or computer system to
another.: It ts common to talk of transfer
speeds becween a disk drive and lhc computer.: The speed is usually expressed in
bus or l!J'"' per second.
t Transistor Semtamduaor devia used
to conuol the current in a circuil. Transistors arc the basis of modem computing.

e

'li"amportablc A portable computer
dJatS not quite as portable as the manuwouJd have its potential customers believe. AJthough full-featured
busmess machines with a small Calhfac:~
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Olk-Ray Tubtsaeen,dual dukdnws, full
luyboard, standard proauor, mmwry """
and intnfaas an: still called ponablcs, the
advent of real ponabill!y in the form of
the lap-htld computer has called for some
fonn of differentiaoon. Most of the larJ!C
ponables weigl> between 20 and 30
pounds. Not a weight you're likely to
any round for mor< than JOO yards at a
time. Lu{fgab/< ~ a far mor< apt description for this class of compt.ner;
.i. u-.putor SoJJ under devclopmcnL
An adYVICC on traditional processor
atrlliuaur<. Sever.ii transputon will be
able to work in partJJU/ at great speed,
each one complcong parts of the procCS5Ulg JOO and a>nsJdcrably speeding the
tune taken on a program over the stnal
(one task at a time) gmmuwn of computm CWT'eotly lJl use. It is hoped that
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the transputOr will coovage with the
development of advanced " ' - " "
1"Chniques to usbcr forth the age offilth

~
e--anifi<ia/
1iiWl1 A program
or programming
,.,.,;,,, docmcd unworthy of llCrious
ancntioo becauac it\ either easy to write
cc fun to "" (like a game).
•~ The type ofcharoazr "'-The
appeannc< of aiplu>-numm,; cltmaam
other on the ~ or aa they appear

pnntod 00 pope< The cliff~ t>et-n
type&a,fani and~ ar< less strict

than they would be in the printing world.
In cnmputcr usage they overlap considerably. H-...; the tmn will usually apply
to a prrnl6 when: it delineates the style
of chlnlctcra produced on the poge - they
may be italic, bold, etc., or be of cm.in
anistic designs - Hclvctica, New T..,..
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Roman etc.

• 'fypcstyle Functionally the same as
rypefaa.

A Uobundle If a computer manufacturer
begins charging separately for sofiwart.
that was previously available inclusively
with a computcr purchase, he is
unbundhng. Sec bundled.

" Uncommitted Logk Array (ULA)
A logic OTTO)' (a sequence of and/ or
steps) implemented on a !entictmducwr
dew:e which is uncommitted at the time
of manufacture. It is then configured to

a computer manufacturer's requirements
at the fmal stage.
• Unformatted capacity Often quoted
by manufacturers of disks and driws. The
total amount of dtua that can go on the
disk - lb.is includes the areas in normal
circumStance5 cakc:n up by che head.en,
sector marks and so on, la.id down during

the
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disk fomuuting

process.

The
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formaned capacity dcscnbes the spoco
left aft<r the formatting process. As this
figure changes slighdy, depending on
what ~ is doing the formattmg, disk
manufacturers prefer to use a coocrctC
unfonnaned figure.
• Unlnterruptabk power oupply An
add-on item which keeps a fully charged
bancry on standby in case of mains
failure. Should tlus occw; the ~ will
switch over to battery without interru~
tion, pt<vtnting system crash, """""JI
loss, disaster etc.
• Uniz A computer operrui1l{f ~
based around the 32-bit Moum>la 68000
proassor. Unix was fust developed as a
'scientific' OIS in the US, but bas grown
m worldwide popularity considenlbly
since then. It still, howcvci; has yet to
develop an appeal for the wider SpecttUDI
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of busmess and home usen. Pan of the
mison for tlus bas been the Latgc amounts
of -.;:< reqwred to use Unix and the
lack of 68000-bascd computen to run the
system on. Although a number of computers now use the 68000 chip, notably
SOlc/mr's QL and Appk~ Macintosh,
Urux ts not the standard operating system
for most of those computers.
• Up and nuutlng When a hardwart or
sojrwort product actually comes off the
drawmg board, is ~d or adapted for
a parocular maclune or O/>"atulf ~
and becomes a useful~ working item.
• UPIJl"8dc To add new products to an
CXlSWlg computer .rys:tan.
e U.,io..t To send computer mfonnation
or programs m a source - usually another
computer receiving over a telephone line
- aod have that rcccmng computer store
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the information in its memory or on its
Its effective opposite is

$C7Wt.

dow11load.
A Upper case CAPITAL LETTERS.
Lower case arc norm.al letters or characrm.
• User Anyone who uses a computer.
User group Users of a specific compucer zysw11 who establish a dub to
enable them ta exchange useful information, lunts, tips and software. User groups
an: oficn promoted by and closcly associnred with the vendor of the computer
system itself. ln some cases the user
group can act as a pressure group (a son
of union) to m.Ouence the policies of the
vendm: This is particularly common in
mai1lframe environment where the relationship between the computer company
and the user group is a very important

e
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one since the user is often tied by the
exssting investment co funher purchases
and upgrlllks. h IS very difficult and
cxpensh·e co switch systems, so it 1s in the
interests of both parties to maintain a
close relationship.
e User interface The ser of sc:rw1 display• through which !he user UlSO'UCO !he
program and receives mformation on its

suuus or !he way !he program is displayed

on the 1Cf'lltl to the USC!: You will often
hear the term associated with jrimdly. A
friendly user interface is one which pro''ides an easy-to-w1derstand set of
prompts and expects a consistent and
understandable set of comma11ds.
A Utility Programs Supplied wnh an
operating system (usually) for extra maintenance tasks on the system, for example,
copying disk; readi11g corrupted disks.
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ValidAltioo Qicclung uaput against a
pre-defined set of aitcria to rru.nurusc

&

vanable with a value of two. As the program progresses the value of x can be
changed e.g. x - x + I.

mors.
A Vanilla The defaull or 'automatic' ~t
tings tn a program or computer. A vanilla

e VDU Vasual Display Unit
A Vcriltcation Enu:nng data from the

setting on a word-proasnng program, for

A Vidcotcx A gcncnc term covering
two-way mtcractwe commumcarion

cnmplc, ~rm to the assumed type. of
pnnur to which the prognm as expccting
to send its infonnaoon. If your pnnter
didn't come within the list of vanilla settings P"<lctcrmincd by the prognm~

manufacrurers, then you would have to
custonllSC your word-processor. But the
whole purpose of vanilla settings lS that
you DON'T have to custonuse your program as the V1Ulllla sctnng IS likdy to lllkc
in lhc vast majonty of popular pnntc~
& Variable A quantity in a program that
is named, e.g. x • 2. x is therefore a
348

~Ward rw~ as

a check on its~

betvio·ecn a compU[er (or declicated
adaptor) acting as 11mmnal to a remote
computer running a larJ:C database. The
essc:nual feature of v1deotex is that you
get to choose wluc.h mfonnation you want
the S)'ftern to send you. It sends you a last
of cho1CCS and you 5CDd it a series of
commands. It's very menu-driven so you
don't need to know anything about data-bases or computers to operate It. Vidcot:cx
systems have been dcs.i.gned to offer a
wxlc range of gcneral-pwpooc informa349

V

oon. Prnul is the UK example - it features up-to-date informauon on the

weather, stock exchange, airline dcparrurcs, as well as general purpose news
repons and, specialist information.
A Viewdata The same as v1deotex.
t Virtual Somelhing wblch replicales
anochcr coocticion so thac to the user or
the program they arc indistinguishable.
e Virtual Swrag< System A system

which uses a vinual type of storage mechanism. Because the total area of rhc:
storage devu:t IS available in such a
sysn:m, the addressing of such storage
does not have to be limited by the normaJ
constraints of the way it is divided up.
.1. Vl>icalc (VIS!blc CALCulator) The
forerunner to the present crop of

spreadsheer

appliauum5

programs.

Visicalc was developed for use on the
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Apple ll aad the program can be credited
wttb propelling the mu:rocmnpuln' 10 age
in the eyes of the sccpticaJ computer
industry. h was a really useful program
for a widc ''ariety of applications. Sec

spreadshet<
.i. Visual Display Unit (VDU) A

rer-

minal - provides a keyboard to input
daJo. and a screen to display n. A VDU
would probably be hooked up to a large
~or mini computct
.i. VLSI (Veiy Luge Saile Integration)
A drip manufoctunog process which en..
hies much crammmg of tra11.si.swrs and
circuiu ~ typically up to 10,000 transistorS per chip.
• Voice input An alternative i11put device
that 1e15 you give commands or send
information ro a computer by talking to
iL The challenge facmg designers of such
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devices is in making them accunne and
useful at the same time as being costefficic.nt. Because people don't pronounce words in the same way, at the
same speed and at the same volume every
time they speak, its difficult to design
computer equipment that can easily identify human sounds. You can buy cheap,
less accurate speech input devices now,
but really accurate and affordable speech
recognition is still a way off yet.
VOLATil.E Prone to take =me
exception to the slightest upseL Refers
specifically to memory and swragt.
One way of viewing a computer's
storage and ouJpUl is in rerms of volatiliry
venus flexibility. When dtUa and programs an:: in their most flexible and useful
form they arc also in their most volatile.
The most volatile stage is when infonna-

tJI •

tion has just been entc:rcd into the .ryst.tm
trom the keyboard. Ai this suge the
slightest upset to the system can cause all
the infonnation to be lost entirely. At the
same time, however, the information is at
us most flexible. It can be manipulated
by the program with ease, ch.aogcd, calculated or deleted in microseconds. Once
the infonnation is read co a disk or cape
system, however, it has become far less
flex.ible in that foon. Even at this stage,
however, it's a simple matter (seconds) to
load the ftk back into the system, do a
few changes and saw it back as an
amended file. Volatility, however, is still
present Place the medium (disk or tape)
near a magnetic fieJd, dirty its surface or
damage it in any way and, again, the
information can be lost forever.
The most non-volatile fonn of slorage
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is probably to p~t. the information our
on paper and put 1t m a filing cabinet At
this stage, however, it bas become: almost
totally inflexible, the only way to make

chnngcs is ro type it all back in again. Bur,
barring an act of God, it is almost completely non-volatile.
+ Volatile storage A term for a """1fi'

facility that depends on a constant suppl!
of electrical power. When the power is
cut, tht daut lS lost
Von Neuman machine The onginal
computer des.ign, put together by von
Neuman in 1946.

+

w

A Wafer The starting poim in the manu~
facrure of semlcottductors. They stan life
as pan of a large riliam wafer which is
then
given
the
etching
and

photolithograpbr treatment paor to
having the chips sliced from the wafec.
Winchester disk See ji.ud disk
A Winchester Tttbnology S..ji.ud disk
• Window A programming technique
where a sei..;tion of the screen is designated
ro act as a viewing area for another body
of text or information. For example,
when using a word-proc,e.ssing package a
windowing facility might allow the user

e

to create a window on che screen - say a
small square m the top left-hand comer
- which could display a catalog of all che
ftks contained on the current daUJ disk.
The information contained there could be
354
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e

1Q'O/kd through mdcpcndcntly of the
awn body of text snU vwblc on the

r<maming portion of the screen. Ona: the
user has located and noted the info~
oon needed, conirol is poss<d bock to the
text being edited and the window disappcan.
Windowing ;, obvoously of gi<at advan<>gc in inugraud app&anqns softwarr.
Here a user could extract information
from a sprtodW<r (JUSt one aample) and
enter it dircct..ly lJUO a management
report. W-.ndowing IS also used to display
Mlp information or menu prompu.
• Word The number of bus marupulatcd
by a computer simuJWl<OUSly in paraJJtl.
Moat systems proasson usc eight, 16 or
32 bit words.
• Word-Pro<aOing Using a urmina/ or
computer to compose, uore, manipulate
and print out documents and text.
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Word-procaaor A computer fkd1C11Ud to word-/frOWSUtt. Some word
processors, however, have &CX!wrcd the
ability to run other gcnoraJ type$ of software. 'Word-processor' may also sometuneS be applied to the word-pr<>e<ssing
software designed 10 run on a convcnoonal computer:.
• WordStar A sophisticated wordproas.m11 program and one of the most
popular applicmums progr.ms. Onginally
dcvclopcd to run under the CPIM op<ralml sysi.m and then adapted to work
wnh MS-DOS and PC-DOS. WordSlar
fearures extensive on-samr prompcmg
and makes usc of CONTROL commands
(where the CONTROL key IS dcpr<sscd
LD COOJUOCUon with a mnemonic key e.g.
CONTROL P to execute the prinnng of
a f~e). Although not a parncularly easy
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program to master (books have been
wrinen on how best to use the systnn) it
features just aboUl every option required
by anyone who wan[S to produce documents on a computer - bl.ock move, fmd
and replace, line count and so on. It also
bas ocmpanion programs- Mailrncrge (a
program which enables the user to
personalise Conn leners for m.ailsl1ocs)
and SpcllStar - a Sf'<llt11g checking program which will nm only count all the
words in a document but also teU you
how many different wortfs you've used
(fascinating but useless).

• Workstation The physical envuonmem used by a person operating a computer. The items in a work station arc
generally understood to include a keyboard, scw1 (perhaps a disk swqge
device) as well as the usual chai~ desk
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and surface work area.
.l Wrap<U"Ound Jn

W<mi-processing

whc=n the last word m line has run out of
~ mstcad of truncating the word and
start.mg hallWay through it on the next
line, B 1ATap-around feature rakes the
entire word and stans it a1 che: first chortuu:r position on the next line.
& "'.' rire ~ func.tion of cncodmg a magnetic medium w1ch lmuuy information
chat can be stored and read back. Jnfor~tion is convened into magnetic

unpulscs which are transferred by a magneac readlwrile head to cnbcr a magnetic
tapt or disk m serial fonn.
A Write head The magnetic head in a
disk or 1:°/>!! SUJTage unit which applies che
magncac unpuJses to the surface of the
media.
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_. Xero:z Has felt the need to extend its
product range into microcompUll!rS and
wqrd-prowson and so exploit its already
considerable presence in the office equipment market. Products included mouse

inpw devias - on the Xerox Star computer.

z

• Zilog US-based ""'iamductbT manufactu.rer which scored a big hit with its
range of Z80 fmJC<JSOTJ. The Z80
achieved dominance in the eight-«
desk-top microcompuler market wbcrc
the smndard CPIM disk ope¥aring .ysrmi
was based on its inmuction set.

.& X/Y plotter Draws lines over a Oat

x

surface with reference to a set of x/y
co-ordinates. Sec jlalb<d plorur and drnm
pJorur.
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